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is Abbas Media Law’s quarterly magazine.
Aimed principally at programme-makers working
in television and film production, each quarter zoom-in
brings you a round-up of interesting legal and regulatory
decisions, as well as the latest media law and compliance
news affecting broadcasters and indies.
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Content Advice
Abbas Media Law boasts some
of the most experienced content
advisers in the country. We
work on the most exciting and
challenging factual programmes;
news; films and dramas; and
all kinds of entertainment and
comedy programmes. Nigel
Abbas is the primary author of
Channel 4’s Producers’ Handbook,
a comprehensive guide to best
practice, regulation and the law
as they apply to the making and
broadcasting of programmes.

Business Affairs & Rights
We advise clients on all aspects of
business affairs, chain of title and
rights issues, in connection with
the television, film, advertising and
publishing industries. We advise on
dealmaking, draft and negotiate
all types of agreements, and
can answer all your day-to-day
queries. See page 18.
Legal and Regulatory Threats,
and Litigation
We regularly represent clients
when legal and regulatory
threats are made against
programmes and other content,
both before and after publication.
We represent clients in most
areas of litigation affecting the
media, advising on strategy,
tactics, drafting of pleadings
and advocacy.
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We are specialists in all aspects
of UK law and regulation affecting
the television, film, advertising and
publishing industries.
We advise before publication
and broadcast, working with
creatives to minimise legal and
regulatory risk, and following
publication and broadcast,
defending content when it and its
producers come under attack. We
work with many of the country’s
leading content producers.
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AML’s regular training programme.

D: +44 207 316 3046
M: +44 7831 311 080
E: info@abbasmedialaw.com
www.abbasmedialaw.com
Subscribe to zoom-in
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Nigel Abbas Founder
Nigel is a barrister with over 20 years’ experience
advising the media and entertainment industries.
Jenny Spearing Senior Business Affairs Adviser
Jenny is a business affairs expert with nearly 20 years’
experience in television production.
Paul Schaefer Senior lawyer
Paul is an experienced media lawyer, having worked as
in-house counsel for newspapers and broadcasters.
Lucy Chisholm Batten Lawyer
Lucy qualified as a solicitor in September 2020 having
worked for Abbas Media Law since 2017.
Jan Tomalin Consultant
Over the last 30 years, Jan has advised on an enormous
number of television programmes, across all genres.
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To find out more, get in touch: info@abbasmedialaw.com
Contact
ABBAS Media Law
1st Floor, 239 Kensington
High Street,
London W8 6SN
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A FEW WORDS FROM THE EDITOR
It has been eight months
since the last issue of
zoom-in and, heavens,
what an eight months.
Life has been turned
upside down, and TV
production, which all but
ground to a halt in the
spring, now seems destined for months’ more
uncertainty as the virus resurges. The so-called
“new normal” drags on, and there is nothing novel
about it. It all feels depressingly familiar.
With infection rates dropping, things looked
largely positive over the summer, but a few months
on, the situation looks far less certain. Boris Johnson’s three-tier system in England may provide
a degree of confidence about what the rules will
be in the short-to-medium term, but, even then,
with many calling for additional measures like “fire
breaks”, anything seems possible.
So, it is on that cheerful note that we are
delighted to bring you the latest, Winter 2020,
edition of zoom-in, redesigned just for you. As
well as the usual quarterly round-up of media law
winners and losers, news and analysis, we shine

a spotlight on two of the most talked-about legal
spats of the year: Johnny v Amber/The Sun (page
14); and Meghan v Associated (page 28).
Check out Leah Kurta’s interesting piece on
the psychology of viewer choice, as well as our
interview with Curious Films’ Dov Freedman, who
answers 20 Questions; while a new feature we
are calling Screen Break (page 30) provides you
with distraction techniques to entertain and divert
you when talk of “close-contact cohorts” gets
too much. Have fun answering our quiz (thanks
POPBITCH), and complete our telly-themed crossword and you could win a bottle of champagne
(to drink at home of course, ALONE!). And if your
birthday is coming up, don’t even think about
leaving the house until you have consulted go-to
astrologer Carolyne Faulkner’s horoscopes.
Finally, but only if you can bear it, check out our
Covid-19 feature on page 18, which outlines some
key legal and business affairs matters that producers really need to consider in this new normal.
Or, if it’s escapism you crave, just go straight to
Paul Hunwick’s “Stop the World, I Want to Get Off”
and start planning that well-earned luxury retreat.
Nigel Abbas, editor
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case after Trump agreed not to try to enforce the

US

contract or to seek repayment of the $130,000.

Judge orders Trump
to pay Stormy Daniels
$44,000 in legal fees

'ëŕĶĕōƆëŕĎ¨ſƖŔżĲëưĕćĕĕŕĕŔćſşĶōĕĎĶŕ
legal disputes for years, and while this award
ĶƆ ë ćĶī ƱĶŕ Īşſ 'ëŕĶĕōƆǽ ĶƐ ĎşĕƆ ŕşƐ ĈşŔżëſĕ
to what she owes Trump in legal fees from a
ĎĶǔĕſĕŕƐĈëƆĕȂPŕǟǝǞǥǽ'ëŕĶĕōƆǕōĕĎëĎĕĪëŔëtion lawsuit against Trump over a tweet that
ëƐƐëĈŊĕĎĲĕſĈſĕĎĶćĶōĶƐƷȂĪĕĎĕſëōŇƖĎīĕĪşƖŕĎ
¨ſƖŔżȜƆ ƐƱĕĕƐ Ɛş ćĕ șțſĲĕƐşſĶĈëō ĲƷżĕſćşōĕȜ

A California judge has ordered Donald Trump

campaign, in which Cohen paid her $130,000

ŕşſŔëōōƷ ëƆƆşĈĶëƐĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ żşōĶƐĶĈƆ ëŕĎ żƖćōĶĈ

to pay $44,000 (£33,900) in legal fees to adult

ȎȥǞǝǝǽǝǝǝȏĶŕĕƶĈĲëŕīĕĪşſŊĕĕżĶŕīžƖĶĕƐëćşƖƐ

discourse in the United States” and therefore

ĕŕƐĕſƐëĶŕŔĕŕƐ ƆƐëſ ƐĕżĲëŕĶĕ !ōĶǔşſĎǽ ćĕƐƐĕſ

ĲĕſëōōĕīĕĎëǔëĶſƱĶƐĲ¨ſƖŔżȂ

protected speech under the First Amendment.

ŊŕşƱŕ ëƆ ƐşſŔƷ 'ëŕĶĕōƆǽ ćƖƐ ĎĕŕĶĕĎ Ĳĕſ

¨ſƖŔżǽƱĲşĲëƆĎĕŕĶĕĎĲëưĶŕīëŕëǔëĶſƱĶƐĲ

The case was then dismissed, and Daniels

motion to recoup $10,000 (£7,700) in expenses.

'ëŕĶĕōƆ ëŕĎ ëōƆş ĎĕŕĶĕĎ ŊŕşƱĶŕī ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕ

was ordered to pay Trump nearly $300,000

¨Ĳĕ ĪĕĕƆ ƆƐĕŔ ĪſşŔ 'ëŕĶĕōƆȜ ǕīĲƐ Ɛş ćĕ

żëƷŔĕŕƐǽĲëƆƆĶŕĈĕſĕĶŔćƖſƆĕĎ!şĲĕŕĪşſƐĲĕ

ȎȥǟǠǟǽǝǝǝȏĶŕōĕīëōĪĕĕƆȂ

released from a non-disclosure agreement she

money paid to Daniels. Daniels claimed that

Daniels is appealing the dismissal of her

signed with former Trump attorney Michael

ƐĲĕ m' ƱëƆ ĶŕưëōĶĎ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ¨ſƖŔż ĲĶŔƆĕōĪ

defamation case and fee award, meaning that

!şĲĕŕĶŕwĈƐşćĕſǟǝǞǣǽĎƖſĶŕīƐĲĕżſĕƆĶĎĕŕƐĶëō

never signed it. She ultimately prevailed in the

ĲĕſōĕīëōćëƐƐōĕƱĶƐĲ¨ſƖŔżŔëƷŕşƐƷĕƐćĕşưĕſȂ

UK

Elton John and ex-wife Renate
Blauel resolve dispute
Elton John and his former wife have withdrawn

ƐĶƐōĕƆōĶŊĕșÉĲşPƆĕŕëƐĕ ōëƖĕōǽ0ōƐşŕ`şĲŕȜƆ

ĪſşŔ ë ĈşƖſƐ ćëƐƐōĕ şưĕſ ëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƆ ƐĲëƐ Ĳĕ

DşſŔĕſÉĶĪĕȃȚȑƱĲĶōĕëŕƖŕĶĎĕŕƐĶǕĕĎŇşƖſŕëō-

ćſĕëĈĲĕĎƐĲĕĶſĎĶưşſĈĕƆĕƐƐōĕŔĕŕƐȂ

ist had managed to track her to her local village,

Renate Blauel, a German former sound

ĶƐĶƆëōƆşĈōëĶŔĕĎȂșĲĕĲëƆǽƆĶŕĈĕƐĲĕſĕōĕëƆĕşĪ

engineer, sued the singer for £3m, alleging that

ƐĲĕǕōŔǽƆƖǔĕſĕĎſĕĈƖſſĶŕīŕĶīĲƐŔëſĕƆǽëīşſë-

ĲĕĲëĎćſşŊĕŕëŕëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐƐĲĕƷĲëĎćƷſĕĪĕſ-

żĲşćĶëǽ ëŕƶĶĕƐƷǽ ĎĕżſĕƆƆĶşŕǽ Īĕëſǽ ëŕĎ ĲëƆ ĲëĎ

ring to their marriage in MeǽĲĶƆëƖƐşćĶşīſëżĲƷȂ

ƐşſĕōĶưĕĲĕſżëƆƐĈşŕƆƐëŕƐōƷǽȚĲĕſćëſſĶƆƐĕſƆëĶĎȂ

She also claimed that there were scenes in the

Elton John
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ǕōŔRocketman depicting their relationship.

ƖƐ Ķŕ ĎĕĪĕŕĈĕ żëżĕſƆǽ Ķſ 0ōƐşŕȜƆ ćëſſĶƆƐĕſ
ƆëĶĎ ƐĲĕ ƆĶŕīĕſ ĎĕŕĶĕƆ ćſĕëĈĲĶŕī ƐĲĕ ƐĕſŔƆ şĪ

Ķſ 0ōƐşŕ ëŕĎ ōëƖĕō ŔĕƐ Ķŕ ǞǦǥǠ ëŕĎ Ʊĕſĕ

the divorce agreement or knowing she was

married at a star-studded ceremony in Sydney,

ƆƖƆĈĕżƐĶćōĕ Ɛş ŔĕŕƐëō ĲĕëōƐĲ ĶƆƆƖĕƆȂ Ĳĕ ĲëĎ

ƖƆƐſëōĶëǽĶŕDĕćſƖëſƷǞǦǥǡȂ¨ĲĕƷĎĶưşſĈĕĎĪşƖſ

ŕşƐ ĈşŔżōëĶŕĕĎ ƱĲĕŕ Ĳĕ ƆżşŊĕ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕĶſ

years later, after which Blauel tried to distance

marriage in the past and correspondence

herself from her life with Sir Elton, she says.

ćĕƐƱĕĕŕ ƐĲĕŔ ƆĶŕĈĕ ƐĲĕĶſ ĎĶưşſĈĕ ĲëĎ żſĕưĶ-

ĲĕćşƖīĲƐëŕĕƱĲşŔĕĶŕëĪſĶĕŕĎȜƆŕëŔĕǽ

şƖƆōƷćĕĕŕșƱëſŔëŕĎĪſĶĕŕĎōƷȚȂ

hid her identity from removal men and told

According to reports, the couple have now

most people she knew that she was leaving the

resolved their dispute and a spokesman said:

country, when she was in fact staying in the UK

șǾĕŕëƐĕ ëĈŊŕşƱōĕĎīĕƆ ƐĲëƐ 0ōƐşŕ ĲëƆ ëĈƐĕĎ

and changing her identity.

ĶŕëĎĶīŕĶǕĕĎëŕĎſĕƆżĕĈƐĪƖōƱëƷƐşƱëſĎƆĲĕſ

PŕĈşƖſƐżëżĕſƆǽ ōëƖĕōĈōëĶŔĕĎƐĲëƐȑĪşōōşƱ-

ĶŕƐĲĕōëƆƐǠǝƷĕëſƆǾȚëŕĎƱĕŕƐşŕƐşƆëƷƐĲëƐ

ing the release of RocketmanȑƆĲĕĪşƖŕĎĲĕſƆĕōĪ

șƐĲĕƷ ƱĶōō ŕşƐ ćĕ ĎĶƆĈƖƆƆĶŕī ĕëĈĲ şƐĲĕſǽ şſ

ćëĈŊĶŕƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈĕƷĕĎƖĕƐşſĕŕĕƱĕĎĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐ

ƐĲĕĶſŔëſſĶëīĕǽĶŕĪƖƐƖſĕëŕĎƱĶōōćĕŔëŊĶŕīŕş

in her. Numerous articles were written, with

ĪƖſƐĲĕſĈşŔŔĕŕƐëćşƖƐƐĲĕĈëƆĕȚȂ

Tinseltown / Shutterstock.com

Stormy Daniels The adult
entertainment star has
won a claim against Donald
Trump, but their legal
dispute is set to continue
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UK

US journalist will
appeal in libel
action against
Telegraph over
Melania Trump
apology
A journalist who claimed that her reputation
ƱëƆĎëŔëīĕĎćƷëŕëżşōşīƷŔëĎĕćƷThe Daily
Telegraph to Melania Trump over an article she
had written intends to appeal, after a Judge
ruled against her at a preliminary hearing.
mĶŕë ƖſōĕĶīĲ ćſşƖīĲƐ ë ĈōëĶŔ ëīëĶŕƆƐ ƐĲĕ
ŕĕƱƆżëżĕſ ĪşōōşƱĶŕī ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ şŕ ǞǦ
`ëŕƖëſƷǟǝǞǦşĪëĈşưĕſƆƐşſƷƱĲĶĈĲƆĲĕƱſşƐĕ
for The Telegraph’s Saturday magazine entitled
ș¨Ĳĕ ŔƷƆƐĕſƷ şĪ lĕōëŕĶëȚǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱëƆ ōëſīĕōƷ
ćëƆĕĎşŕĲĕſćşşŊEşōĎĕŕLëŕĎĈƖǓƆǻ¨ĲĕĕĈſĕƐ
History of Trump’s Women.
ƱĕĕŊëĪƐĕſżƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕǽşŕǟǣ`ëŕƖëſƷǟǝǞǦǽ
ƐĲĕŕĕƱƆżëżĕſżƖćōĶƆĲĕĎëŕëżşōşīƷĕƶżōëĶŕĶŕī ƐĲëƐ ĶƐ șĲëĎ ćĕĕŕ ëƆŊĕĎ Ɛş ŔëŊĕ Ĉōĕëſ

Melania Trump Telegraph
letter of apology to the
First Lady has generated
a further legal claim

ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ëſƐĶĈōĕ ĈşŕƐëĶŕĕĎ ë ŕƖŔćĕſ şĪ ĪëōƆĕ
statements which we accept should not have
ćĕĕŕżƖćōĶƆĲĕĎȚȂ
¨ĲĕëżşōşīƷĶĎĕŕƐĶǕĕĎëƆĕſĶĕƆşĪƆƖĈĲƆƐëƐĕŔĕŕƐƆ ëŕĎ ƱĕŕƐ şŕ Ɛş ëżşōşīĶƆĕ șƖŕſĕƆĕſưedly” and to say that the newspaper had paid
ƆƖćƆƐëŕƐĶëōĎëŔëīĕƆƐş¨ſƖŔżǽëōşŕīƱĶƐĲĲĕſ
legal costs.
ƖſōĕĶīĲćſşƖīĲƐëĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕĈōëĶŔǽëōōĕīĶŕī ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ëżşōşīƷ ŔĕëŕƐ ƐĲëƐ ƆĲĕ șƱſşƐĕ ë
piece so littered with serious and defamatory
ĪëōƆĕĲşşĎƆ ëćşƖƐ lſƆ ¨ſƖŔż ƐĲëƐ ĶƐ ƆĲşƖōĎ

NO JOURNALIST
WHOSE
CURRENCY IS THE
TRUST OF EDITORS
COULD SUFFER SUCH
A PUBLIC REPUDIATION

șÉĕćĕōĶĕưĕƐĲĶƆƐşćĕĪƖŕĎëŔĕŕƐëōōƷƱſşŕī
ëŕĎ ĶŕƐĕŕĎ Ɛş ëżżĕëōǽȚ Ĳĕ ƆëĶĎȂ șmş ŇşƖſŕëōist whose currency is the trust of editors and
ſĕëĎĕſƆĈşƖōĎƆƖǔĕſƆƖĈĲëżƖćōĶĈſĕżƖĎĶëƐĶşŕ
of her work without cost to her professional
reputation. The facts of what happened to Ms
Burleigh after The Telegraph’s retraction was
żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ ëŕĎ ſĕżƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ ëſşƖŕĎ ƐĲĕ ƱşſōĎ

ŕşƐ Ĳëưĕ ćĕĕŕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎȚǽ ƱĲĶōĕ ƐĲĕ ŕĕƱƆżë-

żĕſƆëĶĎĲëĎćĕĕŕŔëĎĕëƆżëſƐşĪĶƐƆëżşōşīƷǽ

clearly demonstrate that it did in fact hurt

żĕſſĕƆżşŕĎĕĎƐĲëƐƐĲĕëſƐĶĈōĕĎĶĎŕşƐćĕëſëŕƷ

holding that these were not serious enough to

Ĳĕſ żſşĪĕƆƆĶşŕëō ſĕżƖƐëƐĶşŕȂ Éĕ Ĳşżĕ ƐĲëƐ

defamatory meaning towards the journalist.

suggest a fundamental failure on the part of

the Court of Appeal will allow Ms Burleigh’s

ƐĲĕ ŇşƖſŕëōĶƆƐǽ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ƐĲĕƷ ƱşƖōĎ ƆƐſĶŊĕ ƐĲĕ

pursuit of vindication to continue.”

High Court judge Nicklin J decided that
ƐĲĕëżşōşīƷćƷƐĲĕŕĕƱƆżëżĕſĎĶĎŕşƐĎĕĪëŔĕ

ſĕëĎĕſëƆćĕĶŕīƐſĶưĶëōşſĶŕƆƖćƆƐëŕƐĶëōȂ

ÉĲĶōĕ ƐĲĶƆ ĈōëĶŔ ĲëƆ ćĕĕŕ ƖŕƆƖĈĈĕƆƆĪƖō

ƖſōĕĶīĲ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ĶƐ ĎĶĎ ŕşƐ ëōōĕīĕ şſ ĶŔżōƷ

Burleigh’s lawyer outlined her dissatisfac-

at this stage, the circumstances highlight

șëŕƷĈƖōżëćōĕĪëĶōƖſĕȚşŕĲĕſżëſƐşſëŕƷșƱëŕƐ

tion with the ruling, saying that it was hard

ćşƐĲ ƐĲĕ Ĉëſĕ ƐĲëƐ ŕĕĕĎƆ Ɛş ćĕ ƐëŊĕŕ ƱĲĕŕ

of skill or care”, and did not cross the required

ƐşƖŕĎĕſƆƐëŕĎĲşƱƐĲĕëżşōşīƷĎĶĎŕşƐſĕǖĕĈƐ

żƖćōĶƆĲĶŕī ëŕ ëżşōşīƷǽ ëŕĎ ƐĲĕ ƆƖćƆĕžƖĕŕƐ

threshold of seriousness. He pointed to the

negatively on her competence as a journalist

ſĶƆŊƐĲëƐëŕĕǔşſƐƐşſĕƆşōưĕşŕĕōĕīëōĈşŔżōëĶŕƐ

nature of the corrections which the newspa-

and as an author.

may generate another.
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‘Fair use’
win for Nicki
Minaj in Tracy
Chapman claim

lĶŕëŇȜƆ ƱşſŊǽ ëŕĎ Ʊĕſĕ ĕëƆĶōƷ ſĕĈşīŕĶƆëćōĕ
ëƆ !ĲëżŔëŕȜƆǽ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ ƐƱş ƱşſŊƆ ćĕĶŕī

ćşƐĲ Ķŕ ſĕōëƐĶşŕ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ĈſĕëƐĶşŕ şĪ lĶŕëŇȜƆ

Coronation Street
star gets payout over
phone-hacking

Ɔşŕī Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ƆƐƖĎĶşǽ ëŕĎ ĶƐƆ ōëƐĕſ ĎĶƆƐſĶćƖƐĶşŕȂ

The actor Michael Le Vell, who plays

șƆƐſĶŊĶŕīōƷƆĶŔĶōëſȚȂ
Chapman sued for copyright infringement

This ruling sides with Minaj over the creation

ŔĕĈĲëŕĶĈ bĕưĶŕ ÉĕćƆƐĕſ Ķŕ Coronation

A judge has sided with Nicki Minaj over one

ĕōĕŔĕŕƐǽ ćƖƐ !ĲëżŔëŕȜƆ ĈōëĶŔ ſĕīëſĎĶŕī

Street, has settled a High Court claim

aspect of her copyright dispute with Tracy

ĎĶƆƐſĶćƖƐĶşŕşĪƐĲĕƆşŕīƱĶōōīşƐşëŇƖſƷƐſĶëōȂ

ëīëĶŕƆƐ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ şĪ ƐĲĕ ĎĕĪƖŕĈƐ

!ĲëżŔëŕǽ ǕŕĎĶŕī ƐĲëƐ ƐëŊĶŕī ëŕĎ ƖƆĶŕī

Arguing that her use of samples of

samples of Chapman’s song Baby Can I Hold

Chapman’s work amounted to fair use, Minaj

dĕÈĕōōǽƱĲşƱëƆſĕĪĕſſĕĎƐşĶŕĈşƖſƐćƷ

You in the studio, to create a new track, did not

relied on the purpose of the use, ie, to experi-

his real name, Michael Turner, accepted

ëŔşƖŕƐ Ɛş ĈşżƷſĶīĲƐ ĶŕĪſĶŕīĕŔĕŕƐ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ĶƐ

ment with the artist’s vision and create a form

mEmȜƆşǔĕſƐşżëƷƖŕĎĶƆĈōşƆĕĎĎëŔëīĕƆ

ƱëƆșĪëĶſƖƆĕȚȂ

ƐĲëƐ ĈşƖōĎ ƐĲĕŕ ćĕ ƆƖćŔĶƐƐĕĎ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ſĶīĲƐƆ

and his legal costs to settle the claim for

holder (Chapman) for approval.

misuse of private information.

As previously reported in zoom-in, Minaj

News of the World over phone-hacking.

sampled the song, from Chapman’s self-titled

PŕëŕëōƷƆĶŕīƐĲĕĪëĶſƖƆĕĎĕĪĕŕĈĕǽƐĲĕŇƖĎīĕ

ĎĕćƖƐ ëōćƖŔǽ Īşſ Ĳĕſ ƐſëĈŊ Sorry, which also

referred to this purpose, and the fact that

as well as accessing his voicemail

featured New York rapper Nas.

His

solicitor told the court that,

șëſƐĶƆƐƆƖƆƖëōōƷĕƶżĕſĶŔĕŕƐƱĶƐĲƱşſŊƆćĕĪşſĕ

ŔĕƆƆëīĕƆǽmEmŇşƖſŕëōĶƆƐƆșşćƐëĶŕĕĎĲĶƆ

After recording the song, Minaj approached

seeking licenses from rights holders, and rights

żĕſƆşŕëōĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕćƷĎĕĈĕżƐĶşŕëŕĎ

Chapman for permission to use the sample,

holders typically ask to see a proposed work

other unlawful means through certain

ƆëƷĶŕīĲĕſƐſëĈŊĲëĎƖƆĕĎșĶŕƐĕſżşōëƐĶşŕƆȚĪſşŔ

ćĕĪşſĕëżżſşưĶŕīëōĶĈĕŕƆĕȚȂ

of its journalists within the News of the

Baby Can I Hold You. Chapman refused, leading
lĶŕëŇƐşƐƱĕĕƐǼșĶƆƆëĶĎŕşȂȚ

¨Ĳĕ ŇƖĎīĕ ĪşƖŕĎ ƐĲëƐǼ șǾ ſƖōĶŕī ƖżſşşƐĶŕī
these common practices would limit creativity

World and The Sun and its other agents”.

lĶŕëŇȜƆ ëōćƖŔ Queen was released without

ëŕĎƆƐĶǖĕĶŕŕşưëƐĶşŕƱĶƐĲĶŕƐĲĕŔƖƆĶĈĶŕĎƖƆ-

ƐĲĕƆşŕīǽćƖƐĶƐƱëƆōëƐĕſīĶưĕŕƐşëmĕƱÏşſŊ

try. This is contrary to Copyright Law’s primary

(Aus) Newspaper loses
Geoffrey Rush appeal

radio host, DJ Flex, who then played it on air,

īşëōşĪżſşŔşƐĶŕīƐĲĕëſƐƆĪşſƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈīşşĎȂ

The Sydney Daily Telegraph has lost its

leading to rips appearing online.

¨ĲĶƆĪëĈƐşſƐĲƖƆĪëưşſƆëǕŕĎĶŕīşĪĪëĶſƖƆĕȂȚ

appeal in the record defamation case

Chapman claimed her lyrics and vocal
Nicki Minaj

American law requires the court to look

ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ ëĈƐşſ EĕşǔſĕƷ ƖƆĲȂ ƖƆĲ

at four factors when assessing fair use: the

ćſşƖīĲƐ ĲĶƆ ĈōëĶŔ şưĕſ ëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƆ ƐĲëƐ

purpose and character of the use; the nature of

ĲĕĲëĎćĕĲëưĕĎĶŕëżżſşżſĶëƐĕōƷƐşƱëſĎƆ

ƐĲĕƱşſŊȇƐĲĕëŔşƖŕƐëŕĎƆƖćƆƐëŕƐĶëōĶƐƷşĪƐĲĕ

actress Eryn Norvill, who was his co-star

portion used in relation to the work as a whole;

in a production of King LearĶŕǟǝǞǢȂ

ëŕĎ ƐĲĕ ĕǔĕĈƐ şĪ ƐĲĕ ƖƆĕ Ɩżşŕ ƐĲĕ żşƐĕŕƐĶëō
Christopher Smith / AdMedia / Newscom / Alamy Live News

IN BRIEF

melody comprised approximately half of

market for or value of the work.

mşſưĶōōīëưĕĕưĶĎĕŕĈĕëƐƐĲĕƐſĶëōǽćƖƐ
ƐĲĕ ĈşƖſƐ ĪşƖŕĎ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ ĲëĎ

0ŕīōĶƆĲōëƱĶŕƐĲĶƆëſĕëĶƆćëƆĕĎëſşƖŕĎƐĲĕ

not proved that the allegations were

żſĶŕĈĶżōĕşĪșĪëĶſĎĕëōĶŕīȚëŕĎƐĲĕſĕžƖĶſĕŔĕŕƐƆ

ƆƖćƆƐëŕƐĶëōōƷ ƐſƖĕȂ ¨Ĳĕ ëżżĕëō ĈşƖſƐ

are primarily set out in legislation rather than

ƖżĲĕōĎƐĲĶƆǕŕĎĶŕīȂƆĶŕ0ŕīōëŕĎëŕĎ

in case law.

ÉëōĕƆǽ Ķŕ ƖƆƐſëōĶëŕ ĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕ ĈëƆĕƆ

ōƐĲşƖīĲƐĲĕſĕëſĕşćưĶşƖƆƆĶŔĶōëſĶƐĶĕƆǽĪëĶſ

ƐĲĕćƖſĎĕŕşĪżſşşĪĶƆşŕƐĲĕ'ĕĪĕŕĎëŕƐȂ

dealing is generally a more limited defence.

The Appeal Court also upheld the

Rather than courts having to consider the four

ſĕĈşſĎ ĎëŔëīĕƆ ëƱëſĎ şĪ ȡǟȂǦŔ

ĪëĈƐşſƆşƖƐōĶŕĕĎëćşưĕǽĶŕƐĲĕ®bǽĈşƖſƐƆŔƖƆƐ

ȎȥǞȂǢǤŔȏȂ ¨Ĳĕ ŕĕƱƆżëżĕſ ĲëĎ ëſīƖĕĎ

determine whether the use complies with the

ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ĎëŔëīĕƆ Ʊĕſĕ șŔëŕĶĪĕƆƐōƷ

żſşưĶƆĶşŕƆşĪƆżĕĈĶǕĈƆƐëƐƖƐşſƷĎĕĪĕŕĈĕƆȑƆƖĈĲ

excessive” and contested the claim

as fair dealing for the purposes of criticism

that it would take two years for Rush’s

or review, or fair dealing for the purposes of

earning capacity to return to normal,

reporting current events.

ćƖƐƐĲĕëżżĕëōĈşƖſƐĎĶƆëīſĕĕĎȂ
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REGULATION – OFCOM, ASA & IPSO

UK

Ofcom rejects Can’t Pay? We’ll
Take It Away! complaints
Ofcom has found that two episodes of

wĪĈşŔëĈŊŕşƱōĕĎīĕĎƐĲëƐƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈĶŕƐĕſ-

ëŕĎ ƱëƆ ŕşƐǽ ƐĲĕſĕĪşſĕǽ ĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕ ëćşƖƐ

!ĲëŕŕĕōǢȜƆCan’t Pay? We’ll Take It Away! did not

ĕƆƐ ƱëƆ ĕŕīëīĕĎ Ķŕ ƐĲĶƆ ĈëƆĕ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ƐĲĕ

which Mr O had a legitimate expectation of

ćſĕëĈĲĶƐƆĈşĎĕćĕĈëƖƆĕƐĲĕſĕƱëƆëŕşưĕſſĶĎ-

programme showed the HCEAs executing their

privacy. However, Ofcom said that information

ĶŕīżƖćōĶĈĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐĶŕŔëŊĶŕīëŕĎćſşëĎĈëƆƐĶŕī

şǔĶĈĶëō ĎƖƐĶĕƆǽ ĶŕĈōƖĎĶŕī ĶŕƐĕſëĈƐĶşŕƆ ƐĲĕƷ

ĈëżƐƖſĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ ǕōŔĶŕī şĪ lſ w ëŕĎ ĲĶƆ ƱĶĪĕ

the programmes.

ſşƖƐĶŕĕōƷĕŕīëīĕĶŕëŕĎĎĶǔĶĈƖōƐĶĕƆƐĲĕƷĪëĈĕȂ

ƱĲĶōĕ Ķŕ ƐĲĕĶſ ĲşŔĕ ƱĕŕƐ ćĕƷşŕĎ ĶŕĪşſŔë-

¨Ĳĕ ǕſƆƐ ĈşŔżōëĶŕƐ ĈëŔĕ ĪſşŔ lſ ǽ ƱĲş

Ofcom said it did not consider the level of

ƐĶşŕ ƱĲĶĈĲ ŔĶīĲƐ şƐĲĕſƱĶƆĕ Ĳëưĕ ćĕĕŕ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ

ƱëƆǕōŔĕĎëƐĲĶƆƱşſŊżōëĈĕëƆĲĕƆżşŊĕƱĶƐĲ

ƐĲĕĶŕƐſƖƆĶşŕƱëƆƆĶīŕĶǕĈëŕƐȂōƐĲşƖīĲĪşşƐëīĕ

żƖćōĶĈ ĎşŔëĶŕ ëƆ ë ĈşŕƆĕžƖĕŕĈĕ şĪ ƐĲĕ ĈşƖſƐ

ƐƱşLĶīĲ!şƖſƐ0ŕĪşſĈĕŔĕŕƐīĕŕƐƆȎșL!0ƆȚȏ

şĪlſƱëƆşćƐëĶŕĕĎƱĶƐĲĶŕëƱşſŊżōëĈĕƐĲëƐ

enforcement process.

ƱĲşƱĕſĕĕŕĪşſĈĶŕīëÉſĶƐşĪ!şŕƐſşōëīëĶŕƆƐë

ƱëƆ ŕşƐ şƐĲĕſƱĶƆĕ ëĈĈĕƆƆĶćōĕ Ɛş ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶĈǽ ĶƐ

wĪĈşŔĈşŕĈōƖĎĕĎǽşŕćëōëŕĈĕǽƐĲëƐƐĲĕſĕƱëƆ

company called Residential Freeholds Limited.

did not reveal anything private or sensitive

ëŕşưĕſſĶĎĶŕīżƖćōĶĈĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐĶŕƐĲĕćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſ

The majority of the footage of Mr S in

ëćşƖƐlſȂƆëſĕƆƖōƐǽëōƐĲşƖīĲlſĎĶĎĲëưĕ

ćĕĶŕīëćōĕƐşƆĲşƱlſwĶŕƐĲĕĈĶſĈƖŔƆƐëŕĈĕƆ

ƐĲĕ żſşīſëŔŔĕ ƱëƆ ſĕĈşſĎĕĎ ƖƆĶŕī ćşĎƷ

ë ōĕīĶƐĶŔëƐĕ ĕƶżĕĈƐëƐĶşŕ şĪ żſĶưëĈƷ ćşƐĲ Ķŕ

ćĕĈëƖƆĕĲĶƆĶŕƐĕſëĈƐĶşŕƆƱĶƐĲƐĲĕL!0ƆƱĕſĕ

ĈëŔĕſëƆƱşſŕćƷƐĲĕL!0ƆćƖƐşƱŕĕĎćƷƐĲĕ

ĈşŕŕĕĈƐĶşŕ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ şćƐëĶŕĶŕī şĪ ƐĲĕ ĪşşƐëīĕ

ĶŕƐſĶŕƆĶĈ Ɛş ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶĈ ĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐ Ķŕ ƆĲşƱĶŕī

programme-makers. Mr S claimed his privacy

ëŕĎ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ƆƖćƆĕžƖĕŕƐ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐ şĪ ĶƐǽ ƐĲëƐ

the activities of the HCEAs. Accordingly,

ƱëƆ ƖŕƱëſſëŕƐëćōƷ ĶŕĪſĶŕīĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ ŔëŊĶŕī

ĎĶĎ ŕşƐ şƖƐƱĕĶīĲ ƐĲĕ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſȜƆ ſĶīĲƐ Ɛş

Ofcom found that there was no unwarranted

ëŕĎ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐ şĪ ƐĲĕ żſşīſëŔŔĕ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ Ĳĕ

ĪſĕĕĎşŔşĪĕƶżſĕƆƆĶşŕëŕĎƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐȂ

infringement of Mr O’s privacy in connection

ƱëƆƆĲşƱŕƱĶƐĲşƖƐĲĶƆĈşŕƆĕŕƐëŕĎĲëĎćĕĕŕ

PŕëŕşƐĲĕſĕżĶƆşĎĕǽwĪĈşŔƆĶĎĕĎëīëĶŕƱĶƐĲ

ƱĶƐĲƐĲĕşćƐëĶŕĶŕīşĪŔëƐĕſĶëōĶŕĈōƖĎĕĎĶŕƐĲĕ

ƐĲĕćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſȂLĕſĕǽƐĲĕĈşŔżōëĶŕëŕƐǽlſwǽ

żſşīſëŔŔĕ şſ ëƆ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐȂ ¨ĲĕƆĕ ĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕƆ

wĪĈşŔ ĪşƖŕĎ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ćşĎƷ ĈëŔĕſë ĪşşƐëīĕ

ĈōëĶŔĕĎĲĶƆżſĶưëĈƷĲëĎćĕĕŕĶŕĪſĶŕīĕĎćĕĈëƖƆĕ

are a welcome reminder that even when a

ĲëĎćĕĕŕşćƐëĶŕĕĎƆƖſſĕżƐĶƐĶşƖƆōƷǽĕưĕŕƐĲşƖīĲ

ĲĕƱëƆǕōŔĕĎƱĶƐĲşƖƐĲĶƆĈşŕƆĕŕƐƱĲĶōĕćĕĶŕī

person’s privacy rights are engaged and they do

ƐĲĕ ĈëŔĕſëƆ ĲëĎ ćĕĕŕ Ʊşſŕ şżĕŕōƷȂ LşƱĕưĕſǽ

evicted from his home.

ŕşƐĈşŕƆĕŕƐƐşćĕĶŕīǕōŔĕĎǽƐĲĕſĕĶƆƆƐĶōōƆĈşżĕ

unaware the cameras were present.

this did not automatically mean there had

ABOUT OFCOM

ćĕĕŕëŕƖŕƱëſſëŕƐĕĎĶŕĪſĶŕīĕŔĕŕƐşĪżſĶưëĈƷȂ

Ofcom considered that the existence of a
LĶīĲ !şƖſƐ ÉſĶƐ ĶƆ ë ŔëƐƐĕſ şĪ żƖćōĶĈ ſĕĈşſĎ

to collect and use footage in such cases, in
programmes that feature the work of HCEAs.

Ofcom regulates the content of

Code for non-broadcast advertis-

all television and radio in the UK.

ing. Compliance with these codes

IPSO is the main regulator for the

is important. Regulators can impose

press and magazine industry. The

penalties and sanctions for non-com-

Advertising

Author-

pliance. Regarding privacy matters,

ity regulates advertising. All the

the regulatory codes also have

regulators adjudicate on complaints

wider legal significance because of

with reference to codes of practice,

provisions within the Human Rights

with which those they regulate

Act 1998 and data protection legisla-

Ofcom has upheld a privacy complaint against

have to comply. The Ofcom Broad-

tion. The result is that the codes have

Newsnight over a news report which looked at

casting Code is the main code relat-

a bearing not simply in a regulatory

ƐĕſſşſĶƆŔ Ķŕ mşſƐĲĕſŕ PſĕōëŕĎǽ ƐĶƐōĕĎ The Real

ing to broadcast content, while

context, but also on how the courts

Derry Girls And The Dissidents.

IPSO judges complaints against

should act when making any order

the Editors’ Code. The ASA’s main

affecting freedom of expression and

footage that appeared to show the murdered

codes are the BCAP Code for

the publication of journalistic, liter-

journalist Lyra McKee in her dying moments as

broadcast advertising, and the CAP

ary or artistic material.

she lay on the ground at the centre of a crowd of

Standards

UK

BBC’s
Newsnight in
Ofcom privacy
breach

¨Ĳĕ

!żſşīſëŔŔĕĶŕĈōƖĎĕĎŔşćĶōĕżĲşŕĕ

żĕşżōĕǽƱĶƐĲĲĕſƆĲşĕƆưĶƆĶćōĕȂmĶĈĲşōë!şſŕĕſǽ
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PUBLISHING; COPYRIGHT & IP RIGHTS

THE
BROADCASTER
SHOULD HAVE
ENSURED THAT IT HAD
OBTAINED THE FAMILY’S
INFORMED CONSENT

OFCOM

US

Lohan sued over
book advance
Mean GirlsëĈƐſĕƆƆdĶŕĎƆëƷdşĲëŕĶƆćĕĶŕīƆƖĕĎ
ĪşſëȡǠǣǢǽǝǝǝćşşŊëĎưëŕĈĕȂ
Lohan, star of movies such as Freaky Friday
and Confessions of a Teenage Drama Queen,

(US) President Trump
sued by Eddy Grant
over unlicensed use of
Electric Avenue

Eddy Grant is the latest music star to sue

ĶƆ ƆëĶĎ Ɛş Ĳëưĕ ćſĕëĈĲĕĎ ë ĈşŕƐſëĈƐ ƱĶƐĲ

the Trump campaign, over unauthor-

her sister, complained to Ofcom that McKee’s

żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ Lëſżĕſ!şōōĶŕƆ Īşſ ë ƐĕōōȒëōō ëƖƐşćĶ-

ĶƆĕĎƖƆĕşĪĲĶƆǞǦǥǟƆşŕīElectric Avenue.

żſĶưëĈƷĲëĎćĕĕŕĶŕĪſĶŕīĕĎȂ

ography. Lohan’s life, including her relation-

¨Ĳĕ ĈşŔżōëĶŕƐǽ ǕōĕĎ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ®

!şſŕĕſƆëĶĎƐĲëƐƐĲĶƆĪşşƐëīĕƱëƆșżſĕưĶşƖƆōƷ

ƆĲĶżƆǽ ƆƖćƆƐëŕĈĕ ëćƖƆĕ ĶƆƆƖĕƆǽ ōĕīëō żſşćōĕŔƆ

District Court for the Southern District

unseen footage” and that McKee’s family had

ëŕĎƆƐĶŕƐƆĶŕſĕĲëćĲëưĕōşŕīćĕĕŕƐĲĕƆƖćŇĕĈƐ

of New York, contends the President

ćĕĕŕƖŕëƱëſĕƐĲëƐĶƐĕƶĶƆƐĕĎćĕĪşſĕĶƐƆćſşëĎ-

şĪ żſĕƆƆ Ĉşưĕſëīĕ ëŕĎ żƖćōĶĈ ĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐȂ dşĲëŕ

and his re-election campaign used the

cast in the programme. She added that this

was a child model and starred in Disney’s

song without permission in a campaign

ĪşşƐëīĕƆĲşƖōĎĲëưĕćĕĕŕŊĕżƐżſĶưëƐĕëŕĎƐĲëƐ

The Parent Trap at just 11 years of age. She has

video posted to the President’s Twitter

ĶƐƆƖƆĕĶŕƐĲĕżſşīſëŔŔĕĲëĎćĕĕŕĕƶƐſĕŔĕōƷ

ćĕĕŕĶŕƐĲĕëĈƐĶŕīćƖƆĶŕĕƆƆĕưĕſƆĶŕĈĕǽëƆƱĕōō

account in mid-August.

distressing to McKee’s family.

ëƆſĕōĕëƆĶŕīƐƱşëōćƖŔƆȂ

¨Ĳĕ ưĶĎĕşǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱëƆ ƐƱĕĕƐĕĎ ćƷ

Ofcom said the news report represented a

¨Ĳĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ ƆëƷƆ ĶƐ żëĶĎ Ĳĕſ ë ȡǠǣǢǽǝǝǝ

the President, featured an animated

șưĕſƷ ƆĶīŕĶǕĈëŕƐ ĶŕƐſƖƆĶşŕ ĶŕƐş lƆ lĈbĕĕȜƆ

ȎȥǟǥǝǽǠǝǝȏ ëĎưëŕĈĕ Īşſ ƐĲĕ ćşşŊǽ ćƖƐ dşĲëŕ

train with his campaign logo speed-

right to privacy”. Ofcom said in its judgment:

never delivered a manuscript. The deal is said

ing through a town while Joe Biden is

șlƆ lĈbĕĕ ĲëĎ ë ōĕīĶƐĶŔëƐĕ ĕƶżĕĈƐëƐĶşŕ şĪ

Ɛş Ĳëưĕ ćĕĕŕ şſĶīĶŕëōōƷ ƆĶīŕĕĎ Ķŕ ǟǝǞǡ ƱĶƐĲ

żĶĈƐƖſĕĎ ĪşōōşƱĶŕī ƆōşƱōƷ ćĕĲĶŕĎ Ķŕ ë

żſĶưëĈƷ Ķŕ ſĕōëƐĶşŕ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐ şĪ ƐĲĕ

ëĎƖĕĎëƐĕşĪǟǝǞǢĪşſƐĲĕćşşŊǽƱĲĶĈĲƱëƆƐĲĕŕ

railroad handcar. Grant’s song plays

footage of her in her dying moments, even

żƖƆĲĕĎćëĈŊƐşǟǝǞǤȂLşƱĕưĕſǽĕưĕŕƱĶƐĲƐĲĶƆ

throughout the duration of the video,

ƐĲşƖīĲƆĲĕƱëƆōëſīĕōƷşćƆĈƖſĕĎëŕĎƐĲĕſĕƱëƆ

ëĎĎĶƐĶşŕëō ƐĶŔĕǽ Lëſżĕſ!şōōĶŕƆ ƆëƷƆ ŕş ćşşŊ

which had more than 13 million views

no close-up detail of her shown, and that the

manuscript was ever completed.

ćĕĪşſĕĶƐƱëƆſĕŔşưĕĎćƷ¨ƱĶƐƐĕſȂ

Pŕ ƐĲĕ ōëƱƆƖĶƐǽ ǕōĕĎ Ķŕ mĕƱ

¨Ĳĕ ƐſëĈŊǽ ƱſĶƐƐĕŕ ëŕĎ żĕſĪşſŔĕĎ ćƷ

York, HarperCollins is seeking

EſëŕƐǽ ĶƆ ćëƆĕĎ şŕ ƐĲĕ ſëĈĕ ſĶşƐƆ ƱĲĶĈĲ

șwĪĈşŔ ĈşŕƆĶĎĕſĕĎ ƐĲëƐ īĶưĕŕ ƐĲĕ

Ɛş ſĕĈşưĕſ ƐĲĕ ȡǠǣǢǽǝǝǝ ĶƐ żëĶĎ

took place in Brixton, South London, in

highly sensitive nature of the relevant

dşĲëŕĶŕëĎưëŕĈĕşĪĪƖƐƖſĕćşşŊ

ƐĲĕĕëſōƷǞǦǥǝƆȂ

ćſşëĎĈëƆƐſĕżſĕƆĕŕƐĕĎëưĕſƷƆĶīŕĶǕĈëŕƐ
intrusion into her privacy.”

ĪşşƐëīĕ ƐĲĕ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſ ƆĲşƖōĎ

royalties, together with interest

Commenting on the infringement,

ĲëưĕĕŕƆƖſĕĎƐĲëƐĶƐĲëĎşćƐëĶŕĕĎ

and costs. The lawsuit states

EſëŕƐƆëĶĎǼșPŕŔƷżëſƐĶĈƖōëſĈëƆĕǽƐĲĕƷ

ƐĲëƐ

the family’s informed consent.”
The BBC apologised. Ofcom’s
procedures

explicitly

allow

żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ

Ĳëưĕ ƆşƖīĲƐ Ɛş ĕŕĈëżƆƖōëƐĕ ŔƷ P ĶŕƐş

ƐşōĎ dşĲëŕ Ķŕ ǟǝǞǥ

ƐĲĕ

derogatory political rhetoric, further

that as she had

encapsulated in a video production that

not

Īşſ żſĶưëĈƷ ĈşŔżōëĶŕƐƆ Ɛş ćĕ

Andrea Raffin / Shutterstock.com

IN BRIEF

produced

ƐĲĕ

ćĕſƆşŕćĕĲëōĪşĪƐĲşƆĕƱĲş

was terminating

have died, whereas in UK

the contract and

Grant joins a list of musical stars who

law it is generally accepted

seeking its money

have called out the Trump campaign

that

personal

ćëĈŊȂ Lëſżĕſ!şō-

for unauthorised use of their music

żſĶưëĈƷ ĈōëĶŔƆ ĈëŕŕşƐ ćĕ

lins says Lohan

ĶŕĈōƖĎĶŕī !ëŕëĎĶëŕ ćëŕĎ mĶĈŊĕōćëĈŊ

ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ ſĕōëƐĶưĕƆ şſ

purely

ćşşŊǽ

ĶƐ

Ĉëŕ şŕōƷ ćĕ ĈşŕƆƐſƖĕĎ ëƐ ćĕƆƐ ëƆ ćĕĶŕī

ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ ĪëŔĶōƷȒŔĕŔ-

ƱĶĈŊĕĎǽ ƐĲĕſĕćƷ ĈëƖƆĶŕī Ŕĕ ĈşŕƆĶĎĕſëćōĕĕŔşƐĶşŕëōĎĶƆƐſĕƆƆȂȚ

and her company

and Heart of Gold singer Neil Young, who

ſĕżſĕƆĕŕƐëƐĶưĕƆşŕćĕĲëōĪ

failed to return

ǕōĕĎ ë ĈşżƷſĶīĲƐ ĶŕĪſĶŕīĕŔĕŕƐ ōëƱƆƖĶƐ

of deceased persons,

the advance.

against the Trump campaign in early

where

the

infringement
after death.

Lohan

privacy
occurs
Lindsay Lohan

has

August over unauthorised use of his

yet to respond

music at Trump rallies. Trump has yet to

to the lawsuit.

respond to this new lawsuit.
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COPYRIGHT & IP RIGHTS

Ed Sheeran The
singer is accused of
ripping off Marvin
Gaye’s Let’s Get It On

yakub88 / Shutterstock.com

NEWS

EVEN IF THEY
MADE IT INTO THE
UNITED STATES, COVID
RULES COULD CHANGE,
FORCING THE CASE TO
BE POSTPONED
șPëŔëĎưĶƆĕĎƐĲëƐƐĲĕşŕōƷƱëƷ®bĈĶƐĶǀĕŕƆĈëŕ
żſĕƆĕŕƐōƷĕŕƐĕſƐĲĕ®ŕĶƐĕĎƐëƐĕƆȎëŕĎPëŔŕşƐ
even sure this approach is certain to work) is to
ǕſƆƐƐſëưĕōƐşëĈşƖŕƐſƷĪſşŔƱĲĶĈĲƐĲĕ®ŕĶƐĕĎ
States (and New York) permit entry. Then the
UK citizens would have to remain quarantined
in that country for at least two weeks.”
Even that workaround might not work.
Sheeran’s lawyer points out that, while in
transit, the US or New York might add the
country where Sheeran was quarantining to its
ƐſëưĕōćëŕōĶƆƐȂwſşŕĕşĪĲĶƆżëſƐƷĈşƖōĎƆƐëſƐƐş
display Covid symptoms, preventing the whole
team from travelling on.

US

Ed Sheeran’s Thinking Out Loud
copyright case postponed because
of Covid travel restrictions

Even if everything did work on the Sheeran
side and they got into the US, Covid rules in
New York could still change, forcing the court
ĈëƆĕƐşćĕżşƆƐżşŕĕĎëŕƷƱëƷȂ
Sheeran’s lawyer, therefore, requested the
postponement earlier this month, saying

A New York judge has postponed the copyright

who co-wrote Gaye’s song. The claim, which

international travel during the pandemic

infringement trial against Ed Sheeran over his

ĲĕĕſëŕĎĶƆżƖƐĕƆǽƱëƆĎƖĕƐşīşćĕĪşſĕëŇƖſƷĶŕ

ƱşƖōĎćĕƖŕƱşſŊëćōĕȂDşſƐƖŕëƐĕōƷĪşſĲĕĕſëŕǽ

song Thinking Out Loud until next spring due to

ƐĲĕmĕƱÏşſŊĈşƖſƐƆşŕǞǟmşưĕŔćĕſǽƱĶƐĲŇƖſƷ

ƐĲĕ ĈëƆĕ ĲëƆ ŕşƱ ćĕĕŕ żşƆƐżşŕĕĎǽ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ

the Covid-19 pandemic.

selection starting two days earlier. But Sheeran,

ĪĕĎĕſëō ŇƖĎīĕ ſƖōĶŕī ƐĲëƐ șëƐ żſĕƆĕŕƐ ƐĲĕſĕ ĶƆ

As previously reported, Sheeran is accused of

his co-defendants, and main witnesses are all

no prospect of certainty that the trial will go

ſĶżżĶŕī şǔ lëſưĶŕEëƷĕȜƆ Let’s Get It On in his

Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ®b ëŕĎ ƐĲĕſĕ ĶƆ ĈƖſſĕŕƐōƷ ë Ɛſëưĕō ćëŕ

ĪşſƱëſĎ ëƆ ƆĈĲĕĎƖōĕĎȚǽ ëĎĎĶŕīǽ șwŕ ƐĲĕ şƐĲĕſ

ǟǝǞǡĲĶƐëŕĎĲëƆćĕĕŕƆƖĕĎćƷƐĲĕĕƆƐëƐĕşĪƐĲĕ

ćĕƐƱĕĕŕƐĲĕ®bëŕĎƐĲĕ®ȂĲĕĕſëŕȜƆōëƱƷĕſ

ĲëŕĎǽ ĶƐ ƆĕĕŔƆ ſĕëƆşŕëćōĕ Ɛş ĕƶżĕĈƐ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ

late producer and songwriter Ed Townsend,

had previously written to the judge saying,

ĈşŕĎĶƐĶşŕƆƱĶōōĲëưĕĶŔżſşưĕĎćƷŕĕƶƐƆżſĶŕīȂȚ

COPYRIGHT & IP RIGHTS
Copyright permeates all aspects of television production,

need to ensure that rights in copyright works included within

providing copyright owners with certain exclusive rights to do

programmes – so-called “underlying rights”, in music, archive,

specific acts in connection with the copyright works that they

photographs, etc – are properly licensed from whoever owns

own. Copyright protects people’s and companies’ creative

them, unless they can rely on one of the statutory defences

endeavours so they can benefit and profit from their work.

to copyright infringement, such as fair dealing. Infringing

A television company making a programme for broadcast will

others’ copyright is likely to result in you being sued for

own copyright in the film it is producing. Copyright enables the

damages and may mean that your programme can’t be shown.

owners to earn money by licensing rights in the programme

An understanding of copyright is therefore essential for those

to others who wish to exploit it. At the same time, producers

working in television production.
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US

US

Led Zeppelin
Jon Hamm ‘penis photo’ case
wins six-year
dismissed by New York court
copyright battle A copyright case involving a photo of Mad Men ƱĲĶĈĲĶōōƖƆƐſëƐĕĎșƱĲëƐ`şŕLëŔŔōşşŊƆōĶŊĕ
ƱĕëſĶŕīƐſşƖƆĕſƆĶŕżƖćōĶĈƱĲĶōĕĲĕƱëōŊƆĎşƱŕ
actor Jon Hamm apparently walking down
over Stairway
ƐĲĕƆƐſĕĕƐǽşƆƐĕŕƆĶćōƷƱĶƐĲşƖƐëŕƷƖŕĎĕſƱĕëſȚ
the street without any underwear under his
to Heaven
ȑ ƐĲĕ żĲşƐş Ķŕ ƐĲĕ LƖǔşƆƐ ëſƐĶĈōĕ ƆĕſưĕĎ
ƐſşƖƆĕſƆ ĲëƆ ćĕĕŕ ĎĶƆŔĶƆƆĕĎ ćƷ ë ® 'ĶƆƐſĶĈƐ
!şƖſƐëĪƐĕſƐĲĕLƖǔĶŕīƐşŕşƆƐëſīƖĕĎƐĲëƐĶƐƆ
After nearly six years of litigation, the Supreme

ƖƆĕşĪƐĲĕżĲşƐşƱëƆżſşƐĕĈƐĕĎćƷƐĲĕĎşĈƐſĶŕĕ

Court of the United States has refused to hear

of fair use.

the Led Zeppelin copyright case, meaning the

¨Ĳĕ ĈōëĶŔ ĲëĎ ćĕĕŕ ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ dëƱſĕŕĈĕ

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals’ ruling that the

ĈĲƱëſǀƱëōĎǽ ë mĕƱ ÏşſŊȒćëƆĕĎ żĲşƐşīſë-

ſĶƐĶƆĲćëŕĎĎĶĎŕşƐƆƐĕëōƐĲĕƆşŕīȜƆşżĕŕĶŕīſĶǔ

żĲĕſƱĲşƆƖĕĎƐĲĕLƖǔşƆƐëĪƐĕſƐĲĕŕĕƱƆżë-

ĪſşŔǞǦǣǥżĶſĶƐƐƖŕĕTaurusĶƆƐĲĕǕŕëōƱşſĎȂ

żĲşƐş Ķŕ ëŕ ëſƐĶĈōĕ ĕŕƐĶƐōĕĎ șǟǢ ¨ĲĶŕīƆ ÏşƖ

ƱëƆǕōĕĎĶŕǟǝǞǡćƷlĶĈĲëĕōŊĶĎŔşſĕǽëƐſƖƆƐĕĕ

ÉĶƆĲ ÏşƖ LëĎŕȜƐ dĕëſŕĕĎ Pŕ ǟǝǞǠ ŕĎ lƖƆƐ

for the estate of late Spirit guitarist Randy

DşſīĕƐĶŕǟǝǞǡȚȂ

HAMM SAYS HE
WANTS PEOPLE
TO STOP TALKING
ABOUT HIS LOINS, BUT IT
MIGHT HELP IF HE’D PUT
ON SOME UNDERWEAR

HUFFINGTON POST

ÉşōĪĕǽƱĲşĈōëĶŔĕĎƐĲĕşżĕŕĶŕīīƖĶƐëſŔĕōşĎƷ

¨Ĳĕ żĲşƐş ĶŕĈōƖĎĕĎ ë ćşƶ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ ƱşſĎƆ

was stolen from the instrumental Taurus, which

șPŔëīĕ dşëĎĶŕīȚ şưĕſ LëŔŔȜƆ īſşĶŕ ëŕĎ ƐĲĕ

Hamm and those who found the original

ĈëŔĕşƖƐƐĲſĕĕƷĕëſƆćĕĪşſĕStairway to Heaven.

ëſƐĶĈōĕƆëĶĎǼș¨ĲĶƆƷĕëſĲëƆćĕĕŕëćƖƆƷşŕĕĪşſ

photo newsworthy.

Pŕ ǟǝǞǣǽ ë ĪĕĎĕſëō ŇƖſƷ ſƖōĕĎ Ķŕ ĪëưşƖſ şĪ dĕĎ

Mad Men star Jon Hamm’s privates. Apparently

The Court said the use was also transform-

Zeppelin, and in March of this year, the Ninth

ĲĕȜƆưĕſƷćōĕƆƆĕĎƆşƖƐĲşĪƐĲĕćşſĎĕſǽëŕĎĲĕǽşſ

ëƐĶưĕ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ƐĲĕ żëſƐ ƐĲëƐ ŔëĎĕ ƐĲĕ şſĶīĶ-

Circuit Court of Appeals upheld that ruling.

those who examine photographs of him, really

ŕëō żĲşƐş ưëōƖëćōĕ şſ ƖŕĶžƖĕǽ LëŔŔȜƆ īſşĶŕǽ

want you to know that. Hamm says he wants

ĲëĎ ćĕĕŕ ŔşĎĶǕĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ LƖǔşƆƐ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ

This case has already seen wide-ranging

șĶŔëīĕōşëĎĶŕīȚćşƶȂ

implications in musical copyright law. At the

żĕşżōĕƐşƆƐşżƐëōŊĶŕīëćşƖƐĲĶƆōşĶŕƆǽćƖƐĶƐ

ćëƆĶƆşĪƐĲĕĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕĶƆƐĲĕŕşƐĶşŕƐĲëƐĈşŔŔşŕ-

might help if he’d put on some underwear.”

 ÉĲĕŕ ĈşŕƆĶĎĕſĶŕī ƐĲĕ şƐĲĕſ

place chord progressions or melodies are much

¨ĲĕLƖǔşƆƐëſīƖĕĎƐĲëƐĶƐƆƖƆĕşĪƐĲĕ

factors that are relevant to fair use,

harder to copyright, and therefore only a

żĲşƐşƱëƆōëƱĪƖōćĕĈëƖƆĕƐĲĕĎşĈƐſĶŕĕşĪ

the Court noted that the photo was

ŔĶŕĶŔëōşſșƐĲĶŕȚōĕưĕōşĪĈşżƷſĶīĲƐëżżōĶĕƆǽëŕĎ

fair use applied.

ëżōëĶŕƐĶǔŔƖƆƐƆĲşƱƐĲëƐƐĲĕĶŕĪſĶŕīĕſȜƆƱşſŊ
ĶƆșưĶſƐƖëōōƷĶĎĕŕƐĶĈëōȚƐşƐĲĕşſĶīĶŕëōȂ
Additionally, the appellate judges held that

Featureflash Photo Agency / Shutterstock.com

per used a cropped, unlicensed version of the

As previously reported in zoom-in, the case

two further distinct purposes: it mocked

more factual than creative, had

US fair use laws are similar to fair dealing

ëōſĕëĎƷ ćĕĕŕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ ëŕĎ ƱëƆ

ōëƱƆĶŕƐĲĕ®bĶŕƐĲëƐƐĲĕƷĈëŕĕŕëćōĕƐĲĕ

unlikely to supplant the commercial
ŔëſŊĕƐ Īşſ ƐĲĕ şſĶīĶŕëō ȑ

use of copyright works without

Īşſ ƱşſŊƆ ƆƖćŔĶƐƐĕĎ ćĕĪşſĕ ǞǦǤǥ ȑ ƱĲĕŕ ŕĕƱ

the permission of the owner.

and the amount that

ĈşżƷſĶīĲƐ ōëƱƆ Ʊĕſĕ ĕŕëĈƐĕĎ ȑ şŕōƷ ƐĲĕ ŕşƐĕƆ

¨Ĳĕ ƐĕƆƐƆ ëſĕ ĎĶǔĕſĕŕƐǽ

ĲëĎ ćĕĕŕ ƖƆĕĎ ćƷ

ƆƖćŔĶƐƐĕĎ şŕ ƐĲĕ şſĶīĶŕëō ƆĲĕĕƐ ŔƖƆĶĈ ëſĕ

ĲşƱĕưĕſȂ ÉĲĕŕ ëƆƆĕƆƆ-

ƐĲĕ LƖǔşƆƐ ƱëƆ
ſĕëƆşŕëćōĕȂ

considered in a copyright case. For Taurus, Spirit

ing whether something

ƆƖćŔĶƐƐĕĎşŕōƷëſşƖīĲşƖƐōĶŕĕşĪƐĲĕƆşŕīëŕĎ

ĶƆ żſşƐĕĈƐĕĎ ćƷ ĪëĶſ ƖƆĕǽ

therefore many of the notes heard in the song’s

US

consider

to rely on fair use or

introduction were not considered in the suit.

courts

PƐ Ĉëŕ ćĕ ſĶƆŊƷ

a variety of factors,

fair dealing when

¨ĲĶƆĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕćƷƐĲĕmĶŕƐĲ!ĶſĈƖĶƐĲëƆëōſĕëĎƷ

including whether the

reproducing profes-

ćĕĕŕĈĶƐĕĎĶŕëȡǟȂǥŔĶōōĶşŕȎȥǟȂǞǢŔȏĈşŕƐĕƆƐĕĎ

ƖƆĕ ĶƆ șƐſëŕƆĪşſŔë-

ƆĶşŕëō żĲşƐşƆ ćƖƐ

lawsuit against Katy Perry, who had allegedly

ƐĶưĕȚȂPŕƐĲĶƆĈëƆĕǽƐĲĕ

this case serves as

stolen an eight-note melody from a Christian

Court found that the

a reminder that,

ſëżżĕſȂ ¨Ĳĕ ĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕ ƱëƆ ëōƆş ĈĶƐĕĎ ćƷ ë mĕƱ

LƖǔşƆƐȜƆ ƖƆĕ ĲëĎ

given

York judge in the ongoing case concerning Ed

ćĕĕŕ ƐſëŕƆĪşſŔëƐĶưĕ

context and with

Sheeran’s alleged plagiarism of Marvin Gaye’s

ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ȑ ƖŕōĶŊĕ

the right edits, this

Let’s Get It On in his song Thinking Out Loud.

the original photo,

Jon Hamm

the

right

ĶƆżşƆƆĶćōĕȂ
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NEWS

DEFAMATION

US

US

Tiger King’s
Carole Baskin
sued for
defamation

 ȡǦǢŔ ȎȥǤǠȂǠŔȏ ĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕ ĈëƆĕ ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ

!ëſşōĕ ëƆŊĶŕǽ ƱĲş ĪşƖŕĎ ĪëŔĕ Ķŕ mĕƐǖĶƶȜƆ

Kathy Hutchins / Shutterstock.com

Roy Moore case
against Sacha Baron
Cohen proceeds
former US Senate candidate Roy Moore against
comedian Sacha Baron Cohen will proceed,
a New York court has ruled. Moore and his wife
are suing Baron Cohen, Showtime and CBS
over a segment on Baron Cohen’s TV show Who
is America?ǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱëƆ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐ Ķŕ ǟǝǞǥȂ Pŕ
ĶƐǽ ëſşŕ!şĲĕŕǽƱĲşƱëƆżſĕƐĕŕĎĶŕīƐşćĕëŕ

lockdown documentary series hit Tiger King,
ĶƆ ćĕĶŕī ƆƖĕĎ Īşſ ĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕ ćƷ Ĳĕſ ĪşſŔĕſ
assistant, Anne McQueen.
¨Ĳĕ ōëƱƆƖĶƐǽ ǕōĕĎ Ķŕ ¨ëŔżëǽ DōşſĶĎëǽ ĶƆ
ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ lĈƖĕĕŕ Ķŕ ſĕōëƐĶşŕ Ɛş ë ưĶĎĕş
żşƆƐĕĎşŕÏşƖ¨ƖćĕĶŕƱĲĶĈĲ ëƆŊĶŕĶŔżōĶĈëƐĕĎ
McQueen in the disappearance of her (Baskin’s)

PƆſëĕōĶ ĈşƖŕƐĕſȒƐĕſſşſĶƆŔ ĕƶżĕſƐ ŕëŔĕĎ 0ſſëŕ

ĪşſŔĕſ ĲƖƆćëŕĎǽ 'şŕ dĕƱĶƆȂ ¨Ĳĕ ōëƱƆƖĶƐ ƆëƷƆ

lşſëĎǽĎĕŔşŕƆƐſëƐĕĎëșĎĕưĶĈĕȚƐĲëƐĶƐƱëƆƆëĶĎ

the allegation, along with other allegations

ĈşƖōĎĎĕƐĕĈƐżëĕĎşżĲĶōĕƆȂPƐćĕĕżĕĎĕưĕſƷƐĶŔĕ

şĪ ĕŔćĕǀǀōĕŔĕŕƐǽ Ʊĕſĕ ëōƆş ſĕżĕëƐĕĎ şŕ ƐĲĕ

Cohen put it near Moore. Moore sued, claiming

ƱĕćƆĶƐĕ şĪ ëƆŊĶŕȜƆ Ķī !ëƐ ĕƆĈƖĕ ëŕĶŔëō

ƐĲĕżſşīſëŔŔĕżşſƐſëƷĕĎĲĶŔëƆëƆĕƶşǔĕŕĎĕſ

ƆëŕĈƐƖëſƷĶŕLĶōōƆćşſşƖīĲ!şƖŕƐƷǽDōşſĶĎëȂ

ëŕĎ ë żëĕĎşżĲĶōĕǽ ëŕĎ ƐĲëƐ Ĳĕ ĲëĎ șƆƖǔĕſĕĎ

The story of Lewis’ mysterious disappear-

extreme emotional distress” as a result.

ëŕĈĕŔşſĕƐĲëŕǟǝƷĕëſƆëīşīſĶżżĕĎưĶĕƱĕſƆȂ

ÉĲĕŕ lşşſĕ ćĕĈëŔĕ ë ĕżƖćōĶĈëŕ ĈëŕĎĶ-

Baskin’s rival and star of the show, Joe Exotic,

ĎëƐĕĪşſƐĲĕĕŕëƐĕĶŕōëćëŔëĶŕǟǝǞǤǽŔƖōƐĶ-

ĈōëĶŔĕĎ ëƆŊĶŕ ŊĶōōĕĎ Ĳĕſ ĲƖƆćëŕĎ ëŕĎ ŔëƷ

ple women accused him of making unwanted

ĲëưĕĪĕĎĲĶŔƐşƐĲĕƐĶīĕſƆȂ0ƶşƐĶĈȑſĕëōŕëŔĕ

advances or of sexual assault when he was
in his thirties and they were in their teens,
ƱĶƐĲƐĲĕƷşƖŕīĕƆƐćĕĶŕīǞǡëƐƐĲĕƐĶŔĕȂlşşſĕ
denied the allegations.

Sacha Baron Cohen The
comedian pretended to be
an Israeli counter-terrorism
expert in Who is America?

Moore says he told producers in advance

`şƆĕżĲlëōĎşŕëĎşȒëƆƆëīĕȑĲëƆëĈşŕưĶĈƐĶşŕ
for trying to pay someone to kill Baskin. Baskin
has tried to shut down Exotic’s zoo, accusing
ĲĶŔşĪëŕĶŔëōëćƖƆĕëŕĎƆĕōōĶŕīĈƖćƆȂ
As part of the lawsuit, the three daughters of

ƐĲëƐ Ĳĕ ƱşƖōĎ ƆƖĕ ĶĪ ƐĲĕ ƆĲşƱ ëĶſĕĎǽ ćƖƐ ĶƐ

®ŕōĶŊĕ Ķŕ 0ŕīōëŕĎ ëŕĎ ÉëōĕƆǽ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ®ǽ

ëƆŊĶŕȜƆĲƖƆćëŕĎǽƱĲşëſĕëōƆşĈōëĶŔëŕƐƆǽĲëưĕ

ƱëƆ ŕşŕĕƐĲĕōĕƆƆ ćſşëĎĈëƆƐȂ ¨Ĳĕ ōëƱƆƖĶƐ ëōƆş

ƱĲĕŕ ƐĲĕ ĈōëĶŔëŕƐ ĶƆ ë șżƖćōĶĈ ǕīƖſĕȚǽ ƐĲĕƷ

asked for disclosure of information relating to

ƆƖīīĕƆƐƆ ƐĲëƐ lşşſĕ ĎĶĎ ƆĶīŕ ë ſĕōĕëƆĕ ćĕĪşſĕ

cannot succeed in a defamation claim unless

what happened to their father.

ćĕĶŕī ĶŕƐĕſưĶĕƱĕĎǽ ćƖƐ ƐĲëƐ Ĳĕ ĈōëĶŔƆ ĶƐ ƱëƆ

ƐĲĕƷ Ĉëŕ ƆĲşƱ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ ëĈƐĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ

¨Ĳĕ ōëƱƆƖĶƐ ƆëƷƆǼ ș'ĕƆżĶƐĕ ĈşŕƐĕŕƐĶşŕƆ Ɛş

ĪſëƖĎƖōĕŕƐōƷşćƐëĶŕĕĎȂ

actual malice. This means that they knew the

ƐĲĕĈşŕƐſëſƷǽƐĲĕƐſƖƐĲĲëƆŕĕưĕſćĕĕŕĕƶżōşſĕĎ

ëſşŕ!şĲĕŕĲëƆǕōĕĎëŔşƐĶşŕƐşĲëưĕƐĲĕ

allegations were false, or recklessly disregarded

ĶŕëŕƷĈşƖſƐëŕĎƐĲĕſĕĶƆëīşşĎĪëĶƐĲćëƆĶƆƐş

ōëƱƆƖĶƐĎĶƆŔĶƆƆĕĎǽćƖƐƐĲĶƆƱëƆĎĕŕĶĕĎćƷƐĲĕ

the truth. For this reason, defamation claim-

ćĕōĶĕưĕ ƐĲĕ ƐſƖƐĲ ƱĶōō şżĕŕ Ɩż ŔëŕƷ ưĶëćōĕ

judge, and the case will move on to the next

ants face a harder task in the US if they are

ſĕŔĕĎĶĕƆȂȚōƐĲşƖīĲ ćëƆĕĎ şŕ ĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕǽ ƐĲĕ

ƆƐëīĕǽƱĲĕſĕĕưĶĎĕŕĈĕƱĶōōćĕǕōĕĎȂ

żƖćōĶĈǕīƖſĕƆǽëƆlşşſĕĶƆȂ

ōĕīëō ǕōĶŕī ĶƆ ë żƖſĕ ćĶōō şĪ ĎĶƆĈşưĕſƷǽ ƆĕĕŊĶŕī

The First Amendment also provides power-

MOORE SUED,
CLAIMING
THE PROGRAMME
PORTRAYED HIM AS
A SEX OFFENDER AND
PAEDOPHILE
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ĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕżſĶşſƐşćſĶŕīĶŕīëĈĶưĶōōëƱƆƖĶƐȂ

ful protection for free speech, and the Supreme

Baskin, who is currently taking part in US

!şƖſƐşĪƐĲĕ®ŕĶƐĕĎƐëƐĕƆĲëƆĲĕōĎƐĲëƐżƖćōĶĈ

Dancing with the Stars, has denied murder-

ǕīƖſĕƆ ĈëŕŕşƐ ſĕĈşưĕſ ĎëŔëīĕƆ Īşſ ĎĶƆƐſĕƆƆǽ

ing Lewis. Her lawyers said they could not

ƱĲĕſĕ ĶƐ ƱëƆ ĈëƖƆĕĎ ćƷ ë ĈëſĶĈëƐƖſĕǽ żëſşĎƷ

comment on pending litigation. Lewis’ disap-

şſƆëƐĶſĕşĪƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈǕīƖſĕƐĲëƐëſĕëƆşŕëćōĕ

pearance remains an open case, and follow-

person would not have interpreted as factual.

ing the enormous popularity of Tiger King, the

Both these free speech protections are likely
to play a part in this case as it moves forward.

LĶōōƆćşſşƖīĲ !şƖŕƐƷ ĲĕſĶǔȜƆ wǔĶĈĕ ƆëĶĎ ĶƐ
was seeking new leads.

The daughter’s lawyer successfully argued

GER

ćĕĪşſĕ ƐĲĕ EĕſŔëŕ ĈşƖſƐ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ĈōëĶŔƆ

Dead woman’s daughter brings
claim over reputational harm

ŔëĎĕćƷ'ſLìŇŊşưìƐĲſĕëƐĕŕĕĎƐşĎĕƆƐſşƷĲĕſ
ŔşƐĲĕſȜƆșōĶĪĕƐĶŔĕĶŔëīĕëŕĎëĈĲĶĕưĕŔĕŕƐƆȚȂ
PŕſƖōĶŕīĶŕĲĕſĪëưşƖſǽƐĲĕĈşƖſƐĲĕōĎƐĲëƐ'ſ

A deceased Holocaust survivor’s daughter has

ƐĕſȜƆ ōëƱƷĕſȂ ¨Ĳĕ īƖëſĎ ćĕĈëŔĕ şćƆĕƆƆĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ

LìŇŊşưìȜƆ ĈōëĶŔƆ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕ ĎĕëĎ ƱşŔëŕ ĲëĎ

ćſşƖīĲƐëĈōëĶŔĶŕEĕſŔëŕƷëīëĶŕƆƐëÉëſƱĶĈŊ

the prisoner and followed her when she was

infringed her dignity.

University academic over the allegation that

sent to two other concentration camps. The

PƐ żſşĲĶćĶƐĕĎ ƐĲĕ ëĈëĎĕŔĶĈ ĪſşŔ ĈōëĶŔĶŕī

ƐĲĕĎĕëĎƱşŔëŕƱëƆĶŕëōĕƆćĶëŕſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶż

īƖëſĎƱëƆëſſĕƆƐĕĎĪşōōşƱĶŕīƐĲĕōĶćĕſëƐĶşŕşĪ

that the former prisoner had pursued a sexual

with an SS concentration camp guard.

the second of those camps, Bergen-Belsen, in

şſ ōĕƆćĶëŕ ſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶż ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ īƖëſĎǽ ëŕĎ

ǞǦǡǢǽëŕĎōëƐĕſīĶưĕŕëżſĶƆşŕƆĕŕƐĕŕĈĕȂ

from using the woman’s full name or photo-

Dr Anna Hájková, associate professor of

graph in this context without the permission

modern continental European history at

ÉĲĕŕ ëŕŕşƖŕĈĶŕī ōĕĈƐƖſĕƆ Ķŕ ƖƆƐſĶë ëŕĎ

ÉëſƱĶĈŊ ®ŕĶưĕſƆĶƐƷǽ ƱëƆ ōëƆƐ Ʒĕëſ ĪşƖŕĎ ćƷ ë

EĕſŔëŕƷǽ'ſLìŇŊşưìĶĎĕŕƐĶǕĕĎƐĲĕƐƱşƱşŔĕŕ

German court to have violated the woman’s

in promotional material and said that they had

'ſLìŇŊşưìĲëƆĈōëĶŔĕĎƐĲëƐƆĲĕĲëƆƆƖćƆĕ-

żĕſƆşŕëōĶƐƷſĶīĲƐƆëĪƐĕſĲĕſĎĕëƐĲćƷżƖćōĶĈĶƆ-

ćĕĕŕ Ķŕ ë ōĕƆćĶëŕ ſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶżǽ żſşŔżƐĶŕī ƐĲĕ

žƖĕŕƐōƷĈşŔżōĶĕĎƱĶƐĲƐĲĕſƖōĶŕīćƷſĕĪĕſſĶŕī

Ķŕī ƐĲĕ ĈōëĶŔ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕ ëōōĕīĕĎ ſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶż

woman’s daughter to take her to court.

to the dead Jewish woman using a pseudonym.

with a Nazi guard.

of her daughter.

ĈşŔćĶŕëƐĶşŕşĪƐĲĕEĕſŔëŕ!şŕƆƐĶƐƖƐĶşŕ

¨Ĳĕ ōĶƐĶīëƐĶşŕ ƱşƖōĎ ŕşƐ ćĕ żşƆƆĶćōĕ Ķŕ

The woman’s daughter has now launched

and the German Civil Code provide protection

this country, where a claim for defamation

further legal proceedings in respect of alleged

for the right of personality, and this extends to

ĈëŕŕşƐĈşŕƐĶŕƖĕşſćĕćſşƖīĲƐëĪƐĕſëżĕſƆşŕȜƆ

ćſĕëĈĲĕƆ şĪ ƐĲĕ EĕſŔëŕ ĈşƖſƐȜƆ ſƖōĶŕīǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ

protection from reputational harm after death.

ĎĕëƐĲǽ ƆĶŕĈĕ ƆƖĈĲ ë ĈōëĶŔ ƱşƖōĎ ŕşƐ ĪƖōǕō ĶƐƆ
primary purpose of achieving vindication for

ĈşƖōĎƖōƐĶŔëƐĕōƷƆĕĕ'ſLìŇŊşưìŔëĎĕƆƖćŇĕĈƐ
Ɛş ë ȢǟǢǝǽǝǝǝ ȎȥǟǟǤǽǝǝǝȏ ǕŕĕȂ ÉëſƱĶĈŊ
University is also investigating the academic’s compliance with ethical research standards after the woman’s daughter complained
directly to her employer.
The young Jewish woman met the guard
ĪşōōşƱĶŕīĲĕſƐſëŕƆĪĕſƐşëĈëŔżĶŕLëŔćƖſīĶŕ
ǞǦǡǡǽƐĲĕEĕſŔëŕĈşƖſƐƱëƆƐşōĎćƷĲĕſĎëƖīĲ-

the claimant.

DR HÁJKOVÁ
IDENTIFIED
THE TWO WOMEN...
AND SAID THEY HAD
BEEN IN A LESBIAN
RELATIONSHIP

The concept of the right of personality in
German and other civil law systems in many
ƱëƷƆ żſşưĶĎĕƆ ćſşëĎĕſ żſşƐĕĈƐĶşŕƆ Īşſ ƐĲĕ
ĶŕĎĶưĶĎƖëōƐĲëŕƐĲşƆĕëưëĶōëćōĕĶŕƐĲĶƆĈşƖŕƐſƷǽ
ëŕĎĈëŕŔëŊĕĶƐŔşſĕĈĲëōōĕŕīĶŕīĪşſżƖćōĶƆĲĕſƆƐşſĕĪĕſƐşƆżĕĈĶǕĈĶŕĎĶưĶĎƖëōƆǽƱĲĕƐĲĕſĶŕ
academic work or in the media generally.

The SunĲëĎſĕżşſƐĕĎƐĲëƐşşŕĕƷȜƆćëƆĕŔĕŕƐ

UK

ĲëĎǖşşĎĕĎǽƐĲëƐƆĲĕĲëĎƐſëưĕōōĕĎƐşlĕƶĶĈş

Coleen Rooney files defence in
‘Wagatha Christie’ case
Coleen Rooney looks set to hit the High Court
ëĪƐĕſ şşŕĕƷ ǕōĕĎ ë ĎĕĪĕŕĈĕ Ķŕ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƆĲĕ
maintained that Vardy passed information
ëćşƖƐĲĕſƐşThe Sun.
¨Ĳĕ ĎĶƆżƖƐĕ ćĕƐƱĕĕŕ ƐĲĕ ÉEƆ ĕſƖżƐĕĎ Ķŕ
wĈƐşćĕſ ōëƆƐ Ʒĕëſ ëĪƐĕſ şşŕĕƷ ĈōëĶŔĕĎ ÈëſĎƷ
ƱëƆ ƐĲĕ ƆşƖſĈĕ Īşſ ưëſĶşƖƆ ëſƐĶĈōĕƆ ëćşƖƐ Ĳĕſ
ĶŕƐĲĕƐëćōşĶĎȑëŕĎşşŕĕƷŊŕĕƱƐĲĶƆćĕĈëƖƆĕ
ƐĲĕƆƐşſĶĕƆƱĕſĕćëƆĕĎşŕżşƆƐƆƆĲĕĲëĎĈſĕëƐĕĎ
to catch the source, which only Vardy (or at
least Vardy’s account) could have seen.

Rebekah Vardy

and that she was considering returning to TV.
Featureflash Photo Agency / Shutterstock.com

ĕćĕŊëĲ ÈëſĎƷȜƆ ĎĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕ ĈōëĶŔ ëīëĶŕƆƐ

Ɛş ĕƶżōşſĕ īĕŕĎĕſ ƆĕōĕĈƐĶşŕ Īşſ Ĳĕſ ŕĕƶƐ ćëćƷǽ
PŕĲĕſĎĕĪĕŕĈĕǽşşŕĕƷĈōëĶŔƆëōōƐĲſĕĕëſƐĶĈōĕƆ
Ĉëŕ ćĕ ƐſëĈĕĎ ćëĈŊ Ɛş ƆşĈĶëō ŔĕĎĶë żşƆƐƆ ƆĲĕ
had written that only Vardy’s account had
ưĶĕƱĕĎćĕĪşſĕżƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕȂ
Vardy has always denied the claim, saying
others have had access to her account.
Rooney’s

allegations

drew

widespread

attention at the time, resulting in the wife
şĪ ĪşşƐćëōōĕſ ÉëƷŕĕ şşŕĕƷ ćĕĶŕī ĎƖććĕĎ
șÉëīëƐĲë !ĲſĶƆƐĶĕȚǽ ëŕĎ ƖōƐĶŔëƐĕōƷ żſşŔżƐing Vardy to sue for defamation. zoom-in will
continue to follow this case over the coming
months as it makes its way to trial.
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PUBLIC
ENEMIES
Johnny and Amber, Demons… of Fleet Street
zoom-in looks back at Johnny Depp’s High Court battle with The Sun, which included
extraordinary allegations about the actor’s tempestuous marriage to Amber Heard

J

şĲŕŕƷ 'ĕżżȜƆ ćōşĈŊćƖƆƐĕſ ōĶćĕō ĈëƆĕ

leading to her fearing for her life, for which he

ưĕſćëōōƷ ëćƖƆĶưĕ ƐşƱëſĎƆ Ĳĕſǽ ĈōëĶŔĶŕī ƐĲëƐ ëƐ

against The Sun ƐşşŊ żōëĈĕ şưĕſ Ǟǣ

ƱëƆ ĈşŕƆƐſëĶŕĕĎ Ɛş żëƷ ŕş ōĕƆƆ ƐĲëŕ ȥǢŔ Ɛş

times he threatened to kill her. Depp says that

days at the High Court in London this

compensate her, and which resulted in him

ĲĕŕĕưĕſĲĶƐĲĶƆĕƶȒƱĶĪĕǽƐĲëƐƆĲĕĶƆëșĈşŔżƖō-

summer. Judgment is still awaited.

ćĕĶŕīƆƖćŇĕĈƐĕĎƐşëĈşŕƐĶŕƖĶŕīĈşƖſƐſĕƆƐſëĶŕ-

sive liar” and that she was the aggressor in their

¨Ĳĕ ǢǤȒƷĕëſ şōĎ LşōōƷƱşşĎ ƆƖżĕſƆƐëſ ƆƖĕĎ

ĶŕīşſĎĕſȇëŕĎĪşſƐĲëƐſĕëƆşŕĶƆŕşƐǕƐƐşƱşſŊ

ſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶżǽĈëōōĶŕīĲĶŔëșżƖƆƆƷȚëŕĎșƆżĶŕĕōĕƆƆȚĪşſșſƖŕŕĶŕīëƱëƷȚĪſşŔǕīĲƐƆƱĶƐĲĲĕſȂ

mĕƱƆEſşƖżmĕƱƆżëżĕſƆǽżƖćōĶƆĲĕſƆşĪThe Sun,

Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ǕōŔ ĶŕĎƖƆƐſƷȚȂ The Sun contends that it

ëŕĎƐĲĕżëżĕſȜƆĕƶĕĈƖƐĶưĕĕĎĶƐşſ'ëŕÉşşƐƐşŕǽ

ŔĕëŕƆƐĲëƐ'ĕżżșćĕëƐĲĶƆƱĶĪĕŔćĕſLĕëſĎǽ

During the trial, Heard admitted hitting

şưĕſëŕëſƐĶĈōĕżƖćōĶƆĲĕĎĶŕǟǝǞǥƱĲĶĈĲĈëōōĕĎ

ĈëƖƆĶŕīĲĕſƐşƆƖǔĕſƆĶīŕĶǕĈëŕƐĶŕŇƖſƷëŕĎşŕ

Depp on one occasion, in what she said was

ĲĶŔëșƱĶĪĕȒćĕëƐĕſȚȂ¨ĲĕëſƐĶĈōĕƱëƆĲĕëĎōĶŕĕĎǼ

occasion leading her to fearing for her life”. This

defence of her sister. Heard says she did so to

șEşŕĕşƐƐƷǼLşƱĈëŕ`bşƱōĶŕīćĕțīĕŕƖĶŕĕōƷ

ĶƆƐĲĕŔĕëŕĶŕīĶƐĶƆƆĕĕŊĶŕīƐşżſşưĕĶƆƆƖćƆƐëŕ-

stop Depp pushing her sister down the stairs,

ĲëżżƷȜĈëƆƐĶŕīƱĶĪĕȒćĕëƐĕſ`şĲŕŕƷ'ĕżżĶŕƐĲĕ

ƐĶëōōƷ ƐſƖĕȂ Ɔ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ȥǢŔǽ The Sun maintains

adding that she had heard a rumour that Depp

new Fantastic BeastsǕōŔȃȚ

ƐĲëƐƐĲĶƆƆƖŔşćưĶşƖƆōƷſĕōëƐĕĎƐşƐĲĕĈşƖżōĕȜƆ

once pushed his ex-girlfriend supermodel Kate

The SunĎĕĪĕŕĎĕĎƐĲĕĈōëĶŔƆëƆƆƖćƆƐëŕƐĶëōōƷ

ĎĶưşſĈĕ ƆĕƐƐōĕŔĕŕƐǽ ſëƐĲĕſ ƐĲëŕ ćĕĶŕī Ķŕ ëŕƷ

Moss down the stairs. Depp’s lawyer said the

ƐſƖĕǽ ƖŕĎĕſ ƆĕĈƐĶşŕ ǟ 'ĕĪëŔëƐĶşŕ ĈƐ ǟǝǞǠȂ

ƱëƷĈşŔżĕŕƆëƐĶşŕĪşſżĲƷƆĶĈëōëćƖƆĕȂmşŕĕƐĲĕ-

lşƆƆëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƱëƆŔëĎĕƖżëŕĎĎĕƆĈſĶćĕĎĶƐ

¨ĲĕĶſ ƆƐëſ ƱĶƐŕĕƆƆ ƱëƆ 'ĕżżȜƆ ĕƶȒƱĶĪĕǽ Ŕćĕſ

less, The Sun says the meaning of the article will

ëƆ ëŕ ëĈƐ şĪ șƖŕƆĈſĶżƐĕĎ ŔëōĕưşōĕŕĈĕȚǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ

LĕëſĎǽƱĲşĲëƆżƖćōĶĈōƷëōōĕīĕĎƐĲëƐ'ĕżżƱëƆ

ŕşƐćĕĎĕĈĶƆĶưĕĶŕƐĲĶƆĈëƆĕȂ

żƖƐLĕëſĎȜƆĈſĕĎĶćĶōĶƐƷĶŕĎşƖćƐȂ

żĲƷƆĶĈëōōƷ ëćƖƆĶưĕ Ɛş Ĳĕſ ĎƖſĶŕī ƐĲĕ ĈşƖſƆĕ şĪ

After opening arguments, the court heard

Two of Depp’s ex-partners were expected to

their relationship. Depp has always denied the

evidence from Depp, Heard, and numerous

īĶưĕĕưĶĎĕŕĈĕǽćƖƐĶŕƐĲĕĕŕĎƱĕſĕŕşƐſĕžƖĶſĕĎ

ëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƆȂ LĕëſĎȜƆ ĈōëĶŔƆ ćĕĈëŔĕ żƖćōĶĈ Ķŕ

other witnesses. The parties’ cases are diamet-

to attend court, although their witness state-

ǟǝǞǣǽƱĲĕŕƆĲĕǕōĕĎĪşſĎĶưşſĈĕǽĈĶƐĶŕīĶſſĕĈşŕ-

rically opposed. The Sun alleges 14 separate

ŔĕŕƐƆ Ʊĕſĕ ŔëĎĕ żƖćōĶĈȂ DſĕŕĈĲ ƆĶŕīĕſ ëŕĎ

ĈĶōëćōĕ ĎĶǔĕſĕŕĈĕƆǽ ëŕĎ şćƐëĶŕĕĎ ë ſĕƆƐſëĶŕĶŕī

occasions of violence against Heard, who says

actress Vanessa Paradis, with whom Depp has

order against Depp from a Los Angeles court.

that Depp was controlling and physically and

two children, and who was his partner for 14
ƷĕëſƆǽƆëĶĎĶŕĲĕſƆƐëƐĕŔĕŕƐǼș¨ĲſşƖīĲëōōƐĲĕƆĕ

¨ĲĕĈşƖżōĕŔĕƐşŕƐĲĕƆĕƐşĪƐĲĕǕōŔThe Rum
ĶŕīĶŕǟǝǞǢȂ¨ĲĕĶſĎĶưşſĈĕƱëƆǕŕëōĶƆĕĎĶŕǟǝǞǤǽ
ƱĶƐĲ 'ĕżż żëƷĶŕī LĕëſĎ ȥǢȂǣŔǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƆĲĕ
donated to charity. Both signed non-disclosure
agreements and issued a statement after the
ĎĶưşſĈĕ ƱĲĶĈĲ ĶŕĈōƖĎĕĎ ƐĲĕ żĲſëƆĕƆǼ șmĕĶƐĲĕſ
żëſƐƷ ĲëƆ ŔëĎĕ ĪëōƆĕ ëĈĈƖƆëƐĶşŕƆ Īşſ ǕŕëŕĈĶëō
īëĶŕȚëŕĎș¨ĲĕſĕƱëƆŕĕưĕſëŕƷĶŕƐĕŕƐşĪżĲƷƆĶcal or emotional harm.”
¨Ĳĕ ōĶćĕō ƐſĶëō ǕŕëōōƷ īşƐ ƖŕĎĕſƱëƷ Ķŕ `ƖōƷ
ǟǝǟǝǽĲëưĶŕīćĕĕŕĎĕōëƷĕĎĪſşŔlëſĈĲĎƖĕƐş
the Covid-19 pandemic. There is some dispute
over the meaning of the article, always an
ĶŔżşſƐëŕƐĶƆƆƖĕĶŕōĶćĕōĈëƆĕƆȂ'ĕżżĈōëĶŔƆƐĲĕ
ëſƐĶĈōĕŔĕëŕƐĲĕƱëƆșīƖĶōƐƷǽşŕşưĕſƱĲĕōŔĶŕī
evidence, of serious domestic violence against
ĲĶƆ ƐĲĕŕ ƱĶĪĕǽ ĈëƖƆĶŕī ƆĶīŕĶǕĈëŕƐ ĶŕŇƖſƷ ëŕĎ
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ƷĕëſƆ PȜưĕ ŊŕşƱŕ `şĲŕŕƷ Ɛş ćĕ ë ŊĶŕĎǽ ëƐƐĕŕ-

THE SUN
CONTENDS
THAT DEPP ‘BEAT HIS
WIFE AMBER HEARD,
CAUSING HER TO SUFFER
SIGNIFICANT INJURY’
Amber Heard

tive, generous, and non-violent person and
ĪëƐĲĕſȂȚ ÉĶŕşŕë ƷĎĕſ ĈşȒƆƐëſſĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ 'ĕżż
ƐĲĕǞǦǦǝǕōŔEdward Scissorhands and was his
żëſƐŕĕſĪſşŔǞǦǥǦƐşǞǦǦǠȂPŕĲĕſƆƐëƐĕŔĕŕƐǽƆĲĕ
said that she could not wrap her head around
LĕëſĎȜƆ ëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƆ ëŕĎ ƐĲëƐ șĲĕ ƱëƆ ŕĕưĕſǽ
never violent towards me. He was never, never
Taniavolobueva / Shutterstock.com

DiaryǽĶŕƱĲĶĈĲƐĲĕƷĈşȒƆƐëſſĕĎĶŕǟǝǞǞǽŔëſſƷ-

ëćƖƆĶưĕ ëƐ ëōō ƐşƱëſĎƆ ŔĕȂȚ PƐ ƱëƆ ë ƐëƐƐşş şĪ
Depp’s, formerly dedicated to Ryder, that was
said to have sparked one of the alleged instances
of violence. During their relationship, Depp had
șÉĶŕşŕëDşſĕưĕſȚƐëƐƐşşĕĎşŕĲĶƆƆĲşƖōĎĕſǽëŕĎ
ƆƖćƆĕžƖĕŕƐōƷ ĲëĎ ĶƐ ĈĲëŕīĕĎ Ɛş ſĕëĎ șÉĶŕş
Forever”. Heard alleged that Depp slapped her
after she laughed at the tattoo. Cross-examined
on the point, Depp denied hitting her.

Denis Makarenko / Shutterstock.com

Johnny Depp Described as
“a kind, attentive, generous
and non-violent person” by
ex-wife Vanessa Paradis
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On another occasion Depp admitted he did

ULTIMATELY
IT COMES DOWN
TO WHO IS TELLING
THE TRUTH – DEPP
OR HEARD

ĲĕëĎćƖƐƐLĕëſĎćƖƐƆëĶĎĲĕĎĶĎƆşëĈĈĶĎĕŕƐëōōƷ
Ķŕ şſĎĕſ Ɛş ƆƐşż Ĳĕſ șǖëĶōĶŕī ëŕĎ żƖŕĈĲĶŕīȚ
him. The court was also told of an incident in
Australia where Depp severed the top of his
ǕŕīĕſǽĲëưĶŕīƐşīşƐşĲşƆżĶƐëōƐĲĕŕĕƶƐĎëƷëĪƐĕſ
ƱſĶƐĶŕīşŕŔĶſſşſƆĶŕƐĲĕĲşƖƆĕƱĶƐĲĲĶƆćōşşĎȂ

Both Parties had criminal lawyers as well
as defamation specialists on their respective
legal teams, with the criminal law specialists
cross-examining Depp and Heard. The allegaƐĶşŕƆşĪëƆƆëƖōƐëŕĎżĲƷƆĶĈëōëćƖƆĕëſĕƐĲĕƐƷżĕƆ
of allegations regularly dealt with in the crimiŕëōĈşƖſƐƆȂPŕĈōşƆĶŕīëſīƖŔĕŕƐƆǽ'ĕżżȜƆōëƱƷĕſ

Heard said the injury happened when Depp

not done so since he and Heard were in an

ĈëōōĕĎLĕëſĎșëĈşŔżƖōƆĶưĕōĶëſȚǽƱĲĶōĕThe Sun’s

smashed a phone into a wall while scream-

ĕƆƐëćōĶƆĲĕĎſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶżȂ

ōëƱƷĕſƆƆëĶĎǼș¨ĲĕſĕĶƆŕşĎşƖćƐƐĲëƐlſ'ĕżż
ſĕīƖōëſōƷëŕĎƆƷƆƐĕŔëƐĶĈëōōƷëćƖƆĕĎĲĶƆƱĶĪĕȂȚ

ing at her, and that on the same day he threw

LĕëſĎ ƱëƆ žƖĕƆƐĶşŕĕĎ ëćşƖƐ Ĳĕſ ſĕōëƐĶşŕ-

Ĳĕſ ëīëĶŕƆƐ ë żĶŕīȒżşŕī Ɛëćōĕ ëŕĎ Ɩż ëīëĶŕƆƐ

ships with other men including actor James

Depp attended every day of the trial, with

ë ĪſĶĎīĕ ȑ ƱĲĕſĕëƆ 'ĕżż ĈōëĶŔĕĎ ĶƐ ĲëżżĕŕĕĎ

DſëŕĈşǽ ëŕĎ ¨ĕƆōë ćĶōōĶşŕëĶſĕ 0ōşŕ lƖƆŊȂ wŕĕ

LĕëſĎëōƆşëƐƐĕŕĎĶŕīşŕëŕƖŔćĕſşĪĎëƷƆǽşĪƐĕŕ

ƱĲĕŕLĕëſĎƐĲſĕƱëưşĎŊëćşƐƐōĕëƐĲĶŔȂ¨ĲĶƆ

alleged incident of violence was said to have

ǖëŕŊĕĎćƷĲĕſōëƱƷĕſëŕĎĲĕſƆĶƆƐĕſȂ'ĕżżƆëƷƆ

ĶŕĈĶĎĕŕƐ ƱëƆ ĎĕƆĈſĶćĕĎ ćƷ LĕëſĎ ëƆ ë șƐĲſĕĕȒ

taken place on a private jet when Depp is alleged

Ĳĕ ćſşƖīĲƐ ƐĲĕ ĈōëĶŔ Ɛş ưĶŕĎĶĈëƐĕ ĲĶƆ ſĕżƖƐë-

day hostage situation” during which she was

Ɛş Ĳëưĕ ƆōëżżĕĎ LĕëſĎǽ ĈëōōĶŕī Ĳĕſ ë șƆōƖƐȚ

tion. At the time of zoom-in going to press,

ƆƖćŇĕĈƐĕĎ Ɛş ëćƖƆĕȂ 'ĕżż ĈëƐĕīşſĶĈëōōƷ ĎĕŕĶĕĎ

after he heard rumours Heard had slept with

ŇƖĎīŔĕŕƐĶŕƐĲĕƐſĶëōĲëĎŕşƐćĕĕŕīĶưĕŕȂPĪƐĲĕ

ĲĕſĈōëĶŔƆǽĈëōōĶŕīƐĲĕŔșƆĶĈŊȚȂ

DſëŕĈşǽƱĶƐĲƱĲşŔƆĲĕƱëƆǕōŔĶŕīThe Adderall

ĈşƖſƐǕŕĎƆĶŕ'ĕżżȜƆĪëưşƖſǽƐĲĕŇƖĎīĕƱĶōōëōƆş

Salacious details of Depp and Heard’s

DiariesȂ'ĕżżĎĕŕĶĕĎưĶşōĕŕĈĕşſŔëŊĶŕīșưƖōīëſ

have to decide what sum in damages is appro-

personal lives came out throughout proceed-

ƆƖīīĕƆƐĶşŕƆȚëćşƖƐLĕëſĎǽĶŕƆƐĕëĎĈōëĶŔĶŕīƆĲĕ

priate to compensate for the reputational harm

ĶŕīƆȂ ƆŊĕĎ ëćşƖƐ ĲĶƆ ĎſƖī ëŕĎ ëōĈşĲşō ƖƆĕǽ

was the aggressor. He said he locked himself in

ĈëƖƆĕĎćƷƐĲĕëōōĕīëƐĶşŕƆȂ

'ĕżż ëĎŔĶƐƐĕĎ ƐĲëƐ Ĳĕ ĲëĎ ƐëŊĕŕ șĕưĕſƷ ŊĶŕĎ

ƐĲĕżōëŕĕȜƆćëƐĲſşşŔƱĲĕſĕĲĕƆōĕżƐĪşſƐĲĕſĕƆƐ

Even when judgment is handed down, this

of drug known to man” and that his drug use

şĪƐĲĕǖĶīĲƐȂdëƱƷĕſƆĪşſThe Sun instead said he

ƱĶōōŕşƐćĕƐĲĕĕŕĎşĪƐĲĕōĕīëōĎĶƆżƖƐĕƆëćşƖƐ

ćĕīëŕ șëƐ ë ưĕſƷ ƷşƖŕī ëīĕȚȂ wŕĕ żĲşƐşīſëżĲ

żëƆƆĕĎşƖƐĶŕƐĲĕćëƐĲſşşŔȂ

Depp and Heard’s relationship. Depp is suing

ƐëŊĕŕćƷLĕëſĎëŕĎƆĲşƱŕƐşƐĲĕĈşƖſƐƱëƆƆëĶĎ

wŕĕ żëſƐĶĈƖōëſōƷ ŔĕŔşſëćōĕ ĶŕĈĶĎĕŕƐ

Heard personally in Virginia, USA, over an

to show a pint of whiskey, four lines of cocaine

ſĕưşōưĕĎ ëſşƖŕĎ ë ĲşƖƆĕŊĕĕżĕſ ǕŕĎĶŕī ĪëĕĈĕƆ

article she wrote in The Washington Post in

ëŕĎëƆŊƖōōëŕĎĈſşƆƆćşŕĕƆżĶōōćşƶǽćĕōşŕīĶŕī

Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ĈşƖżōĕȜƆ ćĕĎȂ 'ĕżż ƆƖīīĕƆƐĕĎ ƐĲëƐ

ƱĲĶĈĲ ƆĲĕ ĈōëĶŔĕĎ ƆĲĕ ƱëƆ ë ĎşŔĕƆƐĶĈȒëćƖƆĕ

Ɛş 'ĕżżȂ LĕëſĎȜƆ ƆĶƆƐĕſ ÉĲĶƐŕĕƷ LĕŕſĶžƖĕǀ

LĕëſĎĲëĎĎĕĪĕĈëƐĕĎĶŕƐĲĕćĕĎǽĈëōōĶŕīĶƐșƐĲĕ

survivor. The claim is likely to involve many of

īëưĕ ĕưĶĎĕŕĈĕ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕ żĲşƐş ëŕĎ ƆëĶĎ ƐĲëƐ

Ǖŕëō ƆƐſëƱȚ Ķŕ ƐĲĕĶſ ŔëſſĶëīĕǽ ƱĲĕſĕëƆ LĕëſĎ

the same allegations and evidence as featured

ƆĲĕ ƐëƖīĲƐ 'ĕżż ë șƐſĶĈŊȚ Īşſ ƆŕşſƐĶŕī ĈşĈëĶŕĕ

argued that one of the couple’s dogs, Pistol and

in the London case. That case is scheduled for

şşǽ ŔƖƆƐ Ĳëưĕ ćĕĕŕ ſĕƆżşŕƆĶćōĕȂ LşƱĕưĕſǽ

ƐſĶëōĶŕ`ëŕƖëſƷǟǝǟǞǽëōƐĲşƖīĲ'ĕżżĶƆſĕżşſƐ-

through a plastic tampon applicator.
PƐ ƱëƆ ëōƆş ëōōĕīĕĎ ƐĲëƐ 'ĕżż ĲëĎ īşŕĕ şŕ

despite the length and complexity of the case,

ĕĎōƷƆĕĕŊĶŕīƐşżƖƆĲƐĲĕƐſĶëōĎëƐĕćëĈŊǽĎƖĕƐş

ë ĈşĈëĶŕĕȒĪƖĕōōĕĎ șćĕŕĎĕſȚ ƱĶƐĲ ſşĈŊ ƆƐëſ

ultimately it comes down to who is telling the

ĲĶƆǕōŔĶŕīĈşŔŔĶƐŔĕŕƐƆĪşſFantastic Beasts 3.

lëſĶōƷŕlëŕƆşŕǽćƖƐ'ĕżżƆëĶĎƐĲëƐƱĲĶōĕĲĕ

ƐſƖƐĲȑ'ĕżżşſLĕëſĎȂ¨ĲĕĈſĕĎĶćĶōĶƐƷşĪĕëĈĲ

LĕëſĎ ëōƆş ĲëƆ ëĈƐĶŕī ĈşŔŔĶƐŔĕŕƐƆ Ķŕ ǟǝǟǞǽ

ĲëĎƖƆĕĎĈşĈëĶŕĕƱĶƐĲlëŕƆşŕćĕĪşſĕǽĲĕĲëĎ

was a key part of the trial.

with Aquaman 2ǕōŔĶŕīĶŕDĕćſƖëſƷǟǝǟǞȂ

STAR-CROSSED LOVERS?
zoom-in has asked

Whether Amber and her

is even stronger, so it

here to raise awareness.

Britain’s coolest astrologer,

Taurus star sign were

was never going to be

Johnny’s karmic path

Carolyne Faulkner, to give

“gaslighting” Gemini

a “Netflix and chill”

was spotlit in May 2020

us her expert view and the

Johnny or spotlighting

union. Amber is under

and his 2nd Saturn

low-down on what their star genuine abuse, the

the influence of Uranus

return kicks in at the end

explosions in this union

– it’s crashing into her

of the year – assisted by

were largely down to the

star sign. Uranus can

Jupiter – so whatever

thing, turn to page 31 to see what

fact that Amber has

make people crazy; it’s

has been “bitter” for him

Carolyne predicts for those of us with

a strong Aries influence

often like lightning bolts

will likely be sweetened

birthdays coming up...

in her chart and Johnny’s

on the brain, largely

with a clean slate.

signs mean for Johnny and Amber.
If star signs and predictions are your
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BUSINESS AFFAIRS AND RIGHTS

THE ZOOM-IN TELEVISION PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

PRE-COMMISSION

PRE-PRODUCTION

DURING PRODUCTION

ACCESS AGREEMENT(S)

COMMISSIONING/PRODUCTION
AGREEMENT

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT

LICENSING UNDERLYING RIGHTS – LOCATION
LICENCES, INCIDENTAL,

DATA PROTECTION

FINANCE AGREEMENTS (COULD
INCLUDE CO-PRODUCTION AND/OR
DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENTS)

CO-PRODUCTION AGREEMENTS

MUSIC CLEARANCES

LEGAL COMPLIANCE ADVICE

PARTNERSHIP & RIGHTS
AGREEMENTS(BETWEEN COPRODUCER)

MAIN CONTRIBUTOR AGREEMENTS

CREW, PRESENTER, TALENT AGREEMENTS

THIS ISSUE’S
FOCUS IS ON:

COVID-19
PROTOCOLS

OPTION
AGREEMENTS

COVID-19: THE FACTS

PRODUCTION INSURANCE

PRODUCTION LEGAL SCHEDULE

ÉĶƐĲ !şưĶĎȒǞǦ ſĕƆƐſĶĈƐĶşŕƆ ćĕĶŕī ſĕȒĶŔżşƆĕĎ

In every issue of zoom-in we examine the commercial, legal and regulatory hoops

all over Europe, the winter looks full of uncer-

programme-makers have to jump through to get their programmes safely to air. Our

ƐëĶŕƐƷȂ ş ĲşƱ Ĉëŕ żſşĎƖĈĕſƆ ćĕƆƐ Ŕëŕëīĕ

production legal schedule above sets out the five key stages of production which

Covid-19 legal and commercial risks over the

producers need to consider and the advice and expertise they are likely to need at

ŕĕƶƐĪĕƱŔşŕƐĲƆȃLĕſĕëſĕëĪĕƱƐĶżƆȂ

each stage. In each issue, we focus on one or two particular aspects of production
legal requirements.

Is filming legal?
¨ĲĕǕſƆƐžƖĕƆƐĶşŕĶƆƱĲĕſĕƷşƖëſĕǕōŔĶŕīǽƐş
determine which laws apply. Laws are likely

şŕĪſĕĕĎşŔƆĪşſșƱşſŊżƖſżşƆĕƆȚëżżōƷĶŕŔşƆƐ

Ķŕ mşſƐĲĕſŕ PſĕōëŕĎ ƱĲĕſĕ ƐĲĕ șƱşſŊ ĕƶĈĕż-

to relate to restrictions on gatherings, the

jurisdictions of the UK, the exceptions don’t all

tion” to restrictions on gatherings in private

wearing of masks, who has to quarantine and

operate in the same way. Take restrictions on

dwellings is drawn more narrowly. And now,

for how long. The laws of multiple countries

īëƐĲĕſĶŕīƆĶŕżſĶưëƐĕĎƱĕōōĶŕīƆȂÉĲĶōƆƐǕōŔĶŕī

even within England, consideration needs to

ŔëƷ ëżżōƷ ĶĪ ƷşƖ ëſĕ ǕōŔĶŕī Ķŕ ĎĶǔĕſĕŕƐ

ƱĶƐĲëĈşŕƐſĶćƖƐşſƆĲşƱĶŕīƷşƖƐĲĕĶſëŕƐĶžƖĕ

ćĕīĶưĕŕŕşƐşŕōƷƐşƐĲĕſƖōĕƆƱĲĕſĕǕōŔĶŕīĶƆ

ōşĈëƐĶşŕƆǽşſĈſĕƱşſĈşŕƐſĶćƖƐşſƆëſĕƐſëưĕōōĶŕī

clock collection in their home in England may

ƐëŊĶŕī żōëĈĕǽ ćƖƐ Ɛş ƱĲĕſĕ ë ĈſĕƱ ŔĕŔćĕſ şſ

from one country to another. And, of course, the

ćĕżĕſŔĶƆƆĶćōĕćĕĈëƖƆĕĶƐĶƆſĕëƆşŕëćōƷŕĕĈĕƆ-

ĈşŕƐſĶćƖƐşſ ſĕƆĶĎĕƆǽ ëƆ ſƖōĕƆ ëŕĎ ſĕƆƐſĶĈƐĶşŕƆ

ſƖōĕƆëſĕĎĶǔĕſĕŕƐĎĕżĕŕĎĶŕīşŕƱĲĕſĕƷşƖëſĕȂ

ƆëſƷĪşſșƱşſŊżƖſżşƆĕƆȚǽëŕĎƐĲƖƆĪëōōƆƱĶƐĲĶŕ

that an individual must comply with, depend

For example, whilst exceptions to restrictions

ëŕĕƶĈĕżƐĶşŕǽƐĲĕƆëŔĕǕōŔĶŕīŔëƷćĕĶōōĕīëō

ŕşƐ şŕ ƱĲĕſĕ ƐĲĕƷ ëſĕǽ ćƖƐ ƱĲĕſĕ ƐĲĕƷ ōĶưĕȂ
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IN THE EDIT

DELIVERY/TX/EXPLOITATION

COPYRIGHT & FAIR DEALING ADVICE

DELIVERABLES

AGREEMENTS, MATERIAL (STILL/ARCHIVE)
CONTRIBUTOR AGREEMENTS

ABBAS MEDIA LAW

DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENTS

NIGEL ABBAS
FOUNDER
TITLE CLEARANCE REPORT
& OPINION

COMPLAINTS HANDLING – LEGAL
& REGULATORY THREATS

Abbas Media Law are experts in
ćƖƆĶŕĕƆƆëǔëĶſƆëŕĎſĶīĲƐƆĶƆƆƖĕƆȂ
mĶīĕōććëƆëŕĎ`ĕŕŕƷżĕëſĶŕī
ëĎưĶƆĕĈōĶĕŕƐƆǽćşƐĲĈşŔżëŕĶĕƆëŕĎ
ĶŕĎĶưĶĎƖëōƆǽşŕëōōëƆżĕĈƐƆşĪćƖƆĶŕĕƆƆ
ëŕĎĈşŔŔĕſĈĶëōëǔëĶſƆǽëŕĎĈĲëĶŕşĪ
title and rights issues, in connection

ERRORS & OMISSIONS INSURANCE

ƱĶƐĲƐĲĕƐĕōĕưĶƆĶşŕǽǕōŔǽëĎưĕſƐĶƆĶŕī
ëŕĎżƖćōĶƆĲĶŕīĶŕĎƖƆƐſĶĕƆȂ

ĈşŕƐſĶćƖƐşſĪſşŔëĈĶƐƷƖŕĎĕſ¨ĶĕſǠſĕƆƐſĶĈ-

ing and investing in experienced industry H&S

JENNY SPEARING

ƐĶşŕƆŔƖƆƐëćĶĎĕćƷƐĲşƆĕſĕƆƐſĶĈƐĶşŕƆƱĲĕƐĲĕſ

professionals is a must. Various helpful guide-

HEAD OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS (TV)

they are in Liverpool or rural Cornwall. The

ōĶŕĕƆ Ĳëưĕ ćĕĕŕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ Ɛş Ĳĕōż īƖĶĎĕ ëŕĎ

ōĕƆƆşŕ Ɛş ƐëŊĕ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĶƆ ȑ Ďş ƷşƖſ ĲşŔĕƱşſŊ

ëƆƆĶƆƐƐĲĕ®bżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕƆĕĈƐşſīĕƐćëĈŊşŕĶƐƆ

ÉĕĈëŕëĎưĶƆĕƷşƖşŕƆƐſƖĈƐƖſĶŕī

and try to anticipate how laws might change

ĪĕĕƐȂ lşƆƐ ëſĕ ëưëĶōëćōĕ şŕ ƐĲĕ !¨ ƱĕćƆĶƐĕǼ

a deal, draft and negotiate all types

ƱĲĶĈĲƱşƖōĎëǔĕĈƐĪƖƐƖſĕżōëŕƆǿ

ĲƐƐżƆǻȇȇƱƱƱȁżëĈƐȁĈşȁƖŊȇĈşưĶĎȑǝǥȇżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕȑīƖĶĎȑ

of agreements, and answer all your

ëŕĈĕȁĲƐŔō

ĎëƷȒƐşȒĎëƷžƖĕſĶĕƆȂÉĕſĕīƖōëſōƷëĎưĶƆĕ
clients on agreements concerning

Health and Safety first
mĕưĕſ ĲëƆ ĲĕëōƐĲ ëŕĎ ƆëĪĕƐƷ ćĕĕŕ Ɔş ĈĕŕƐſĕ

Business affairs and underlying

commissioning and production,

stage in TV production. Consideration of all

agreements

ǕŕëŕĈĶŕīǽĎĶƆƐſĶćƖƐĶşŕǽĈşȒżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕ

matters Covid-19, thorough risk assessments

lëŊĶŕī ƐĕōĕưĶƆĶşŕ ĶƆ ëŕ ĕƶżĕŕƆĶưĕ ćƖƆĶŕĕƆƆ

and all manner of underlying rights.

and implementing protocols and measures to

with producers committing themselves to

minimise risk are now an essential pre-req-

ĲƖīĕ ǕŕëŕĈĶëō şƖƐōëƷ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĕ ƆƐëſƐǽ ëōćĕĶƐ

uisite of any commission and production.

ōëſīĕōƷ ƖŕĎĕſƱſĶƐƐĕŕ ćƷ ĈşŔŔĶƆƆĶşŕĕſƆǽ

ſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſƆǽ ǕŕëŕĈĶĕſƆ ëŕĎ şƐĲĕſ ĈşŔŔĶƆ-

ĎĶƆƐſĶćƖƐşſƆëŕĎşƐĲĕſǕŕëŕĈĶĕſƆȂ¨ĲĕſĕëſĕƐĲĕ

sioners are likely to insist upon it and, indeed,

şƖƐīşĶŕī ǕŕëŕĈĶëō ĈşŔŔĶƐŔĕŕƐƆ żſşĎƖĈĕſƆ

żſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕ ŔëƷ şŕōƷ ćĕ ōĕīëō ĶĪ ë żſşżĕſ ſĶƆŊ

have to make to crew and others who work

ëƆƆĕƆƆŔĕŕƐĲëƆćĕĕŕƖŕĎĕſƐëŊĕŕëŕĎſĕžƖĶƆĶƐĕ
health and safety measures put in place. Engag-

We offer clear practical advice
and solutions to all business affairs
and production services-related
matters. Please get in touch for more
information at: abbasmedialaw.com

Continued overleaf
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on the production, then there’s the money
producers receive (or are promised) from
ĈşŔŔĶƆƆĶşŕĕſƆǽ ǕŕëŕĈĶĕſƆ ëŕĎ ĎĶƆƐſĶćƖƐşſƆ
in return for which they are contractually
şćōĶīĕĎƐşżſşĎƖĈĕëŕĎĎĕōĶưĕſĈşŕƐĕŕƐȂÉĲëƐǽ
if anything, can producers do to protect
ƐĲĕŔƆĕōưĕƆĈşŔŔĕſĈĶëōōƷëŕĎǕŕëŕĈĶëōōƷĪſşŔ

Coronavirus With
restrictions being
re-imposed all
over Europe, the
winter looks full of
uncertainty

ë!şưĶĎȒǞǦƆĲƖƐĎşƱŕȃ
ÉĶƐĲ ƖŕĎĕſōƷĶŕī ëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐƆǽ ōĶŊĕ ƐĲşƆĕ
ƱĲĶĈĲ şćōĶīĕ żſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕ ĈşŔżëŕĶĕƆ Ɛş żëƷ
crew and others working on production, the
ŊĕƷ Ɛş ŔëŕëīĶŕī ǕŕëŕĈĶëō ſĶƆŊ ĶƆ ĪşĈƖƆĶŕī şŕ
ƱĲëƐƐĲĕëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐƆƆëƷëćşƖƐĪşſĈĕŔëŇĕƖſĕǽ
suspension, and termination.
Underlying agreements should include a
right for producers to suspend an engagement
for reasons of force majeure (extraordinary
ĕưĕŕƐƆ ćĕƷşŕĎ ƐĲĕ żëſƐĶĕƆ ĈşŕƐſşōȏǽ Ɔş ƐĲëƐ ŕş
ĪƖſƐĲĕſĪĕĕƆëſĕżëƷëćōĕƱĲĶōĕëżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕĶƆ
stood down, and allow for the engagement to
The right to suspend engagements in

continue after the suspension ends.
As to how long a suspension can continue,

contracts should work together with the

ĈşŕƐſëĈƐƖëō żſşưĶƆĶşŕƆ ƆĲşƖōĎ ćĕ ĪëĶſ ëŕĎ

termination clause, which should state that

ſĕëƆşŕëćōĕǽ ĈşŕƆĶĎĕſĶŕī ƐĲĕ ƆżĕĈĶǕĈ ĈĶſĈƖŔ-

producers can terminate an engagement if

ƆƐëŕĈĕƆȂPĪëŕĶŕĎĶưĶĎƖëōĶƆĈşŕƐſëĈƐƖëōōƷćëſſĕĎ

ë ĪşſĈĕ ŔëŇĕƖſĕ ĕưĕŕƐ ĈşŕƐĶŕƖĕƆ ćĕƷşŕĎ ë

from accepting other engagements during a

ƆƐëƐĕĎ ƐĶŔĕ żĕſĶşĎ ȎƱĲĕƐĲĕſ ƐĲĕſĕ ĲëƆ ćĕĕŕ

period of suspension and therefore cannot

a suspension or not), so that if production is

ĕëſŕ ŔşŕĕƷǽ ĶƐ ƱşƖōĎ ŕşƐ ćĕ ſĕëƆşŕëćōĕ Īşſ

cancelled or decommissioned, the producer

suspension to continue for an extended period.

Ĉëŕ ĈƖƐ şǔ żëƷŔĕŕƐ şĪ ĪĕĕƆ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĕ ĎëƐĕ şĪ

!¨ ĲëƆ ƆƖīīĕƆƐĕĎ ë ŔëƶĶŔƖŔ şĪ ǟǞ ĎëƷƆ

termination, or the start of the prior suspen-

ƆƖƆżĕŕƆĶşŕĪşſĈſĕƱƱĲĕſĕƐĲĕƷëſĕƖŕëćōĕƐş

ƆĶşŕĶĪƐĲĕſĕĲëƆćĕĕŕşŕĕȂ

WHAT, IF
ANYTHING,
CAN PRODUCERS
DO TO PROTECT
THEMSELVES
FROM A COVID-19
SHUTDOWN?
ëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐȑƐĲĕĈşŕƆĕžƖĕŕĈĕƆşĪƐĕſŔĶŕëƐĶşŕ

The other main commercial risk for produc-

allowed to accept other work during suspen-

ers concerns the contractual relationship with

sion (provided they undertake to promptly

ćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſƆ ëŕĎ şƐĲĕſ ĪƖŕĎĕſƆ ƱĲş ĕĶƐĲĕſ

!ĲëŕŕĕōǢȜƆŕĕƱƱşſĎĶŕīīſëŕƐĕĎƐĲĕćſşëĎ-

re-take up their suspended engagement when

ſĕōĕëƆĕǽ şſ żſşŔĶƆĕ Ɛş ſĕōĕëƆĕǽ ĪƖŕĎƆ ƆƖćŇĕĈƐ

caster a right to suspend and terminate if

ſĕžƖĶſĕĎȏǽ ĶƐ ŔëƷ ćĕ ĈşŕƆĶĎĕſĕĎ ſĕëƆşŕëćōĕ Ɛş

Ɛş ĈşŕƐſëĈƐƖëō şćōĶīëƐĶşŕƆ ćĕĶŕī ĪƖōǕōōĕĎ ćƷ

continued production might harm Channel

keep the suspension in place for longer.

producers, ie, delivering content. Most of the

Ǣ şſ ÈĶëĈşŔȜƆ ſĕżƖƐëƐĶşŕ şſ ćĕ ëīëĶŕƆƐ ĕĶƐĲĕſ

ŔëĶŕ ®b ćſşëĎĈëƆƐĕſƆ ōşşŊĕĎ Ɛş ſĕưĶƆĕ ƐĲĕĶſ

żëſƐƷȜƆĶŕƐĕſŕëōīƖĶĎëŕĈĕȂ!¨ëŕĎ!ĲëŕŕĕōǢ

force majeure wording, or introduce new

ƆƖćƆĕžƖĕŕƐōƷëīſĕĕĎƐĲëƐëŕƷƆƖĈĲƆƖƆżĕŕƆĶşŕ

!şưĶĎȒǞǦȒƆżĕĈĶǕĈ ƱşſĎĶŕīǽ ëĪƐĕſ ƐĲĕ ōşĈŊĎşƱŕ

ŔƖƆƐĈşŕƐĶŕƖĕĪşſŔşſĕƐĲëŕĪşƖſƱĕĕŊƆćĕĪşſĕ

ĕëƆĕĎ Ɛş ŔĶƐĶīëƐĕ ƐĲĕĶſ ǕŕëŕĈĶëō ſĶƆŊƆǽ ëŕĎ

ƐĕſŔĶŕëƐĶşŕȂ !¨ ëŕĎ !Ĳëŕŕĕō Ǣ Ĳëưĕ ëōƆş

to place risks primarily onto producers and

ëīſĕĕĎ ƐĲëƐ ćşƐĲ ƐĲĕ żſşĎƖĈĕſ ëŕĎ !Ĳëŕŕĕō

Ķŕ lëƷ ǟǝǟǝǽ !¨ żşƆƐĕĎ ë ŕşƐĕ ƱëſŕĶŕī

Ǣ Ĉëŕ ƆƖƆżĕŕĎ ë żſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕ ëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐ ĶĪ Ɛş

ƐĲĕĶſ ŔĕŔćĕſƆ şĪ ƐĲĕ

ĈşŕƐĶŕƖĕżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕƱşƖōĎćĕëīëĶŕƆƐīşưĕſŕ-

Lio Putra / Shutterstock.com

accept other work. However, if an individual is
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!ȜƆǽ !Ĳëŕŕĕō ǢȜƆǽ ëŕĎ

P¨ÈȜƆĈĲëŕīĕƆȂ

ƖŕĎĕſƐĲĕ

!Eĕŕĕſëō¨ĕſŔƆĶƆƐĲëƐĈëƆĲǖşƱ

ĶƆĈƖƐşǔëƐƐĲĕżşĶŕƐşĪƐĕſŔĶŕëƐĶşŕȂ

ment Covid-19 guidelines or instructions, and

The BBC changes stated that if the produc-

that if suspension continues for more than four

tion schedule for a programme is disrupted due

weeks then either party may terminate, and

Ɛş !şưĶĎȒǞǦǽ ë ſĕưĶƆĕĎ ĈşŔŔĶƆƆĶşŕĶŕī ƆżĕĈĶǕ-

ƐĲëƐ !Ĳëŕŕĕō ǢȒëżżſşưĕĎ șżëƖƆĕ ëŕĎ ƆƐëſƐ Ɩż

ĈëƐĶşŕ ƆĲşƖōĎ ćĕ ĈşŔżōĕƐĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ żſşĎƖĈĕſ

production costs” resulting a Covid-19 suspen-

ƱĶƐĲĶŕ ƆĶƶ ƱĕĕŊƆǽ ëŕĎ ĶĪ ſĕưĶƆĶşŕƆ ĈëŕŕşƐ ćĕ

ƆĶşŕȎëŕĎƱĲĶĈĲëſĕŕşƐĈşưĕſĕĎćƷĶŕƆƖſëŕĈĕȏ

agreed, the BBC is entitled to terminate the

ĈëŕćĕſĕĈşƖżĕĎĪſşŔëŕƷƖŕĎĕſƆżĕŕĎëŕĎĶŕ

COMMENT

IS YOUR PRODUCTION
LEGAL?
Need to
know what
laws apply
to your
show?
We advise on all relevant rules and
ensure you stay on the right side of
the law. We work with broadcasters
and production companies of all sizes
and have helped get some of TV’s
biggest and most popular shows back
on our screens in 2020.
Contact ABBAS Media law at:
info@abbasmedialaw.com

ǕſƆƐżşƆĶƐĶşŕĪſşŔŕĕƐſĕĈĕĶżƐƆȂ
¨ĲĕP¨ÈĈĲëŕīĕƆƆƐëƐĕĎƐĲëƐĶŕƐĲĕĕưĕŕƐşĪ
ëŕƷ !şưĶĎȒǞǦ ĎĕōëƷ Ɛş żſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕǽ P¨È ƱşƖōĎ

Equality and discrimination in
times of Coronavirus
Words by Karon Monagahan QC, Matrix Chambers
Many businesses

to take account of the greater risk; for

are concerned

example, moving a disabled person’s

about exposing

place of work, compulsory medical

workers to

mask wearing by the disabled person or

Covid–19, and

across the whole workforce. The duty

their obligations in

does not require a business to adopt

relation to those

all possible measures, only reasonable

at particular risk.

ones, but the duty is a serious one.

Some disabled people and older

As for age, although a reasonable

people are at greater risk of serious

adjustments duty does not apply to age,

harm from Covid-19 and, depending

great care must be taken to ensure that

on the circumstances, the law allows

blanket stereotypes are not applied.

a business to refuse employment to

Declining to hire people falling within

a person because of disability or age.

a particular age group (eg, over-50s)

However, for this to be lawful, there

may be lawful in certain circumstances.

must be a good reason for the refusal,

It is now clear that older people are

and general assumptions about people

at greater risk of serious adverse

are unlikely to be adequate.

effects from Covid-19, including death.

not pay towards postponement or associated

“Disability” in law covers a range

ĈşƆƐƆşŕƐĲĕćëƆĶƆƐĲëƐƐĲĕƷşŕōƷżëƷëōĶĈĕŕĈĕ

of impairments, many of which put a

as to the extent of any risk posed by

fee on delivery and acceptance.

disabled person at no greater risk of

the particular workplace and whether

PŕşſĎĕſƐşƐſƷƐşŔëŕëīĕƐĲĕſĶƆŊƐşżſşĎƖĈĕſƆ

Nevertheless, again the question arises

developing serious symptoms from

measures could be introduced to

şĪŕşƐćĕĶŕīżëĶĎćƷĈşŔŔĶƆƆĶşŕĕſƆȈǕŕëŕĈĶĕſƆ

Covid-19 than anyone else – a recurrent

mitigate that risk.

ĶŕƐĲĕĕưĕŕƐşĪëƆĕĈşŕĎōşĈŊĎşƱŕǽ!¨ōşććĶĕĎ

depressive illness, or epilepsy, for

for an insurance scheme to underwrite poten-

example. This means that a blanket

of the costs and disruption if special

ƐĶëōżſşĎƖĈĕſōşƆƆĕƆëŕĎşŕǟǥ`ƖōƷƐĲĕEşưĕſŕ-

refusal to employ all disabled people,

measures are to be adopted and/or

ment announced the introduction of a UK-wide

whatever the nature of their disability,

from prolonged periods of absence

ȥǢǝǝ ŔĶōōĶşŕ DĶōŔ ëŕĎ ¨È ſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕ ĕƆƐëſƐ

would be unlawful. Where the nature

due to Covid-19. For this reason the

Scheme. The Scheme makes direct compen-

of a particular disability does put

law recognises that a balance must

ƆëƐĶşŕ ëưëĶōëćōĕ Ɛş żſşĎƖĈĕſƆ ƐĲëƐ ĶŕĈƖſ ĈşƆƐƆ

a person at greater risk of serious harm

be struck between the interests of a

ĈëƖƆĕĎ ćƷ ĈşſşŕëưĶſƖƆ ëćëŕĎşŕŔĕŕƐ şſ ĎĕōëƷƆ

from Covid-19, it may be lawful not to

disabled or older person and the needs

Ɛş ĕōĶīĶćōĕ żſĕȒĕƶĶƆƐĶŕī ëŕĎ ŕĕƱ żſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕƆȂ

hire them because of the risk posed to

of the business. A business must ensure,

żżōĶĈëƐĶşŕƆşżĕŕĕĎşŕDſĶĎëƷǟwĈƐşćĕſȂ

them and/or the risk of disruption to the

however, that they have good reason

A business is entitled to take account

business caused by absences, protective

for not employing a disabled or older

Here is a link to the Government guidance on the

measures and so on. Whether this is

person; that the risk has been properly

ƆĈĲĕŔĕǻ

so will depend upon the nature of the

assessed; that generalised assumptions

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/

disability, the extent of any increased

have not been made about all disabled

ǔōŔȑƐưȑżſşĎƖĈƐĶşŕȑſĕƆƐëſƐȑƆĈĲĕŔĕȂƖƐŔȈ

risk, the risk of exposure to Covid-19 in

or older people; and that mitigating

ƆşƖſĈĕȲǟǟǠǠĕǞĎǞȑĕĪǠǢȑǠĕǞćȑëĪĈǟȑ

the particular workplace, and whether

measures have first been considered,

ćǡĪëǤǞǤǜĈëĕĕɉƖƐŔȈŔĕĎĶƖŔȲĕŔëĶōɉƖƐŔȈ

the risk can be mitigated by introducing

before refusing to hire someone because

ĈëŔżëĶīŕȲīşưƖŊȑŕşƐĶǔĈëƐĶşŕƆɉƖƐŔȈ

safety measures. The law imposes a

of disability or age. If they do not, they

ĈşŕƐĕŕƐȲĶŔŔĕĎĶëƐĕ

duty on employers and contractors to

risk being found to have acted unlawfully.

And here is a link to the Marsh Commercial

make “reasonable adjustments” for

Karon Monaghan QC is an expert in

ƱĕćƆĶƐĕƱĲĕſĕżſşĎƖĈĕſƆĈëŕëżżōƷƐşƐĲĕƆĈĲĕŔĕǻ

disabled people. This duty may require

equality and human rights law with

https://www.marshcommercial.co.uk/campaigns/

a business to adopt specific protective

experience advising the creative industries.

ǔōŔȑëŕĎȑƐưȑſĕƆƐëſƐȑƆĈĲĕŔĕȇ

measures or to make other adjustments

matrix.co.uk.member/karon-monaghan
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FEATURES

TWENTY QUESTIONS

LIFE THROUGH
A LENS
Vanishing presenters and crocodile-munching contestants are all in a day’s work for
factual programme-maker Dov Freedman. Interview by Paul Hunwick

Adam Lawrence

D

şưDſĕĕĎŔëŕĲëƆǟǝƷĕëſƆȜĕƶżĕſĶĕŕĈĕ
Ķŕ ¨Èǽ ƱşſŊĶŕī ëĈſşƆƆ şćƆĕſưëƐĶşŕëō
documentaries, drama docs and
factual

programming.

His

CV

includes hit shows like The Island with Bear Grylls,

WHAT DO YOU LOVE MOST ABOUT YOUR
JOB?

ÉĲĕŕ ƷşƖȜſĕ ŔëŊĶŕī ĎşĈƆǽ ƷşƖ īĕƐ Ɛş Ɛĕōō şƐĲĕſ
żĕşżōĕȜƆƆƐşſĶĕƆëŕĎƷşƖȜſĕşǔĕſĕĎëưĕſƷżſĶưĶōĕīĕĎ
window into their lives.

The Last Nazis, and ëſćĶĕǻ¨ĲĕlşƆƐDëŔşƖƆ'şōōĶŕƐĲĕ
World. He co-founded his own production company,

WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE SOMEONE

!ƖſĶşƖƆDĶōŔƆǽƱĶƐĲ!ĲëſōĶĕƖƆƆĕōōǽĶŕǟǝǞǥȂ

STARTING OUT IN TV?

'şŕȜƐ ćĕ ëĪſëĶĎ Ɛş Ɛĕōō ƷşƖſ şƱŕ ƆƐşſƷȂ ĶĈŊ Ɩż ë
WHAT GETS YOU OUT OF BED IN THE

ĈëŔĕſëǽżĶĈŊƖżëżĲşŕĕëŕĎƐſƷƐşǕŕĎşƖƐƱĲëƐĶƐ

MORNING?

ĶƆëćşƖƐ¨ÈƐĲëƐĕƶĈĶƐĕƆƷşƖȂPƐȜƆëĲëſĎŇşććƖƐĶĪƷşƖ

EĕƐƐĶŕīōǕĕƐĲĕĎşīƖżëŕĎƐĲĕŕƐĲĕŊĶĎƆƐşƆĈĲşşōȂ

ǕŕĎëŕĶĈĲĕƐĲëƐƷşƖōĶŊĕǽĶƐȜƆëōōƱşſƐĲƱĲĶōĕȂ

WHAT KEEPS YOU AWAKE AT NIGHT?

¨şşŔƖĈĲĈëǔĕĶŕĕȂ

Dov Freedman

WHICH SHOW ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?

PƐȜƆ ƐſĶĈŊƷ Ɛş żĶĈŊ şƖƐ şŕĕ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĕ żëƆƐ ǟǝ ƷĕëſƆ
ćƖƐƐĲĕǕſƆƐşŕĕƱĕŔëĎĕĪşſ!ƖſĶşƖƆDĶōŔƆǽëƆĲşƱ

YOUR FAVOURITE RESTAURANT?

called Britain’s Youngest Football Boss, will always

P ōşưĕ ¨Ĳĕ Ķưĕſ !ëĪĕ ćƖƐ ƐĲĕ ƐſƖƐĲĪƖō ëŕƆƱĕſ ĶƆ

ĲşōĎëƆżĕĈĶëōżōëĈĕĶŕŔƷĲĕëſƐćĕĈëƖƆĕƱĕƆƐëſƐĕĎ

żſşćëćōƷmëŕĎşȜƆȂ

şƖſćƖƆĶŕĕƆƆşŕƐĲĕćëĈŊşĪĶƐȂ

FAVOURITE SHOP?

MOST DIVA-ISH MOMENT YOU’VE

¨ĲĕĕĎÉĶŕīĲşĕƐşſĕşŕmĕƱćƖſīĲƐſĕĕƐȂPŇƖƆƐ

WITNESSED WORKING IN TV?

really like hanging out there.

PĲëĎëƐĕëŔƱşſŊĶŕīşŕëĎşĈĶŕdëƐĶŕŔĕſĶĈëëćşƖƐ
kidnapping gangs and the presenter went missing,

FAVOURITE DRINK?

ĈëƖƆĶŕī ë ŔëŇşſ żëŕĶĈȂ Éĕ īĕŕƖĶŕĕōƷ ƐĲşƖīĲƐ Ĳĕ

Pretty much any Japanese whisky.

ŔĶīĲƐĲëưĕćĕĕŕŊĶĎŕëżżĕĎȂÉĕƱĕſĕëćşƖƐƐşĈëōōƐĲĕ
DşſĕĶīŕwǔĶĈĕƱĲĕŕƱĕĪşƖŕĎşƖƐĲĕȜĎŇƖƆƐƆōĶżżĕĎşǔ

HOW MANY HOURS A WEEK DO YOU

ƐşſĕĈşſĎëÈ¨ĪşſëŕP¨ÈëƐƖſĎëƷŕĶīĲƐĕŕƐĕſƐëĶŕŔĕŕƐ

WORK?

show. No apology. That felt pretty diva-ish.

wưĕſǣǝȂPƆƐĲëƐƐşşŔëŕƷȃ
BIGGEST TV PICKLE YOU’VE GOT YOURSELF
WHO GAVE YOU YOUR FIRST CAREER

INTO?

BREAK?

ÉĲĕŕ P ƱëƆ ƱşſŊĶŕī şŕ The Island with Bear Grylls,

As part of my degree, a lovely lady called Susie found

we worked with a professional survivalist who

me a two-week work placement at a company called

helped us choose an island where there were no

'şƖćōĕ0ƶżşƆƖſĕȂ¨ĲĕƷŊĕżƐŔĕşŕĪşſƐĲĕƆƖŔŔĕſ

man-eating crocodiles. Unfortunately, some of the

ëŕĎƐĲĕŕīëưĕŔĕëŇşćƱĲĕŕPǕŕĶƆĲĕĎƖŕĶưĕſƆĶƐƷȂ

ĈşŕƐĕƆƐëŕƐƆŔëŕëīĕĎƐşǕŕĎǽŊĶōōëŕĎĕëƐşŕĕȂ¨ĲĕƷ

¨ĲĕƷ ĲëĎ Ŕĕ ŔëŊĶŕī Ɛĕëǽ ćƖĶōĎĶŕī ĪƖſŕĶƐƖſĕ ëŕĎ

ǕōŔĕĎ ŔşƆƐ şĪ ƐĲĕ ƆƐƖǔ ƐĲĕŔƆĕōưĕƆǽ Ɔş Ʊĕ ĲëĎ ŕş

ǕōŔĶŕīĶŕëƆĕƱĕſȂ

ĈşŕƐſşōşưĕſĶƐĲëżżĕŕĶŕīȂÉĲĕŕƱĕƆëƱƐĲĕſƖƆĲĕƆǽ
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Adam Lawrence

OUR PRESENTER
WENT MISSING...
AND WE GENUINELY
THOUGHT HE
MIGHT HAVE BEEN
KIDNAPPED
DREAM DINNER PARTY GUESTS?

Aretha Franklin, Elvis, Alfred Hitchcock, Tom Hanks
ëŕĎƐĲĕĪşşƐćëōōŔëŕëīĕſlëſĈĕōş ĶĕōƆëȂ
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE
REINCARNATED?

ƆëĲşŕĕƷćëĎīĕſȂ
Squad Goals

IF YOU COULD GO BACK IN TIME AND
RELIVE ONE MOMENT OF YOUR LIFE, WHAT

PĶŕĶƐĶëōōƷƐĲşƖīĲƐǽș¨ĲĶƆƱĶōōŔëŊĕīſĕëƐ¨ÈǽȚćƖƐƐĲĕ

WOULD IT BE?

survivalist pointed out it was an American crocodile,

¨ĲĕŔşŔĕŕƐPƱëƆćşſŕȑĶƆƐĲëƐëćĶƐƱĕĶſĎȃ

żſşƐĕĈƐĕĎƖŕĎĕſƐĲĕ0ŕĎëŕīĕſĕĎżĕĈĶĕƆĈƐȂPƐƱëƆ
ëƱşſſƷĶŕīƐĶŔĕȂÉĕĲëĎƐşĶƆƆƖĕëƆĶŕĈĕſĕëżşōşīƷ

LAST TIME YOU CRIED?

and make a large donation to a wildlife charity.

A few weeks ago, at the end of Toy Story 3Ȃ PƐȜƆ ƐĲĕ

lşƆƐōƷǽ P ƱëƆ ưĕſƷ īſëƐĕĪƖō ƐĲĕ ĈſşĈşĎĶōĕ ĎĶĎŕȜƐ ĕëƐ

īſĕëƐĕƆƐǕōŔƐſĶōşīƷşĪëōōƐĶŔĕȂ

any of the contestants.
DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN FOUR WORDS
WHAT ARE YOU READING AT THE MOMENT?

ĕƆĶōĶĕŕƐǽōşƖĎǽĲëĶſƷǽĈƖſĶşƖƆȂȞ

 ƐĕſſĶĪƷĶŕī ćşşŊ ĈëōōĕĎ ¨Ĳĕ ĲëĎşƱ ƐëƐĕǻ lƖſĎĕſǼ
Mayhem and Russia’s Remaking of the West ćƷ dƖŊĕ

IF YOU COULD RETIRE TOMORROW, WHAT

LëſĎĶŕīȂPƐȜƆëćşƖƐĲşƱƖƐĶŕŔëŕĶżƖōëƐĕĎ¨ſƖŔż

WOULD YOU DO?

ëŕĎ ſĕƶĶƐȂ PȜŔ ëōƆş ſĕëĎĶŕī ë ưĕſƷ īşşĎ ƐĲſĶōōĕſ

PƱşƖōĎşżĕŕëĎĶưĕƆĲşżëŕĎëĈëĪĖƆşŔĕƱĲĕſĕŕĶĈĕ

called American SpyćƷdëƖſĕŕÉĶōŊĶŕƆşŕȂ

and hot.

FAVOURITE TV SHOWS?

ANY PET NIGGLES?

SuccessionȂ PƐȜƆ ƱëƷ Ɩż ƐĲĕſĕ ƱĶƐĲ ƆşŔĕ şĪ ƐĲĕ ćĕƆƐ

EōşćëōżëŕĎĕŔĶĈƆëŕĎżĕşżōĕƱĲşżƖƐƐĲĕŔĶōŊĶŕ

¨ÈŔëĎĕĶŕƐĲĕżëƆƐǠǝƷĕëſƆȂPëōƆşōĶŊĕWatchmen

ǕſƆƐ ƱĲĕŕ ŔëŊĶŕī ë ĈƖż şĪ ƐĕëȂ P Ŕĕëŕǽ ƐĲëƐȜƆ ŇƖƆƐ

ćĕĈëƖƆĕĶƐȜƆŔëĎǽćſĶōōĶëŕƐëŕĎưĕſƷşſĶīĶŕëōȂ

ƱĕĶſĎǽĶƆŕȜƐĶƐȃ

GUILTY TV PLEASURE?

WHAT ARE YOU WORKING ON NOW?

lëŕ ưȁ DşşĎ. The presenter, Adam Richman, visits

Éĕ Ĳëưĕ ǕōŔ ĈşŔĶŕī şƖƐ ĈëōōĕĎ Being Frank ëćşƖƐ

restaurants in American cities and participates in

the BBC’s Security Correspondent, Frank Gardner,

unusual eating challenges.

ƱĲş ƱëƆ ƆĲşƐ ćƷ ō ëĕĎë Ǟǣ ƷĕëſƆ ëīş ëŕĎ ĲëƆ
ćĕĕŕĎĶƆëćōĕĎĕưĕſƆĶŕĈĕȂÉĕĲëưĕëĈōĶŔëƐĕĈĲëŕīĕ

FAVOURITE PLACE TO HAVE FUN?

feature doc in post [production] called A Very British

ſĕȒ!şưĶĎǽPƱşƖōĎĲëưĕƆëĶĎƐĲĕĈĶŕĕŔëȂmşƱëĎëƷƆǽ

Revolution. Also Squad Goals, the series we make with

ĶƐȜƆ ƱëōŊĶŕī ƐĲĕ Ďşī ëŕĎ ōĶƆƐĕŕĶŕī Ɛş ë żşĎĈëƆƐȂ PȜōō

ÉĕƆƐLëŔ®ŕĶƐĕĎȜƆƱşŔĕŕȜƆĪşşƐćëōōƐĕëŔȂ

ƐĕōōƷşƖƐĲĶƆǾĶƐȜƆĎĕǕŕĶƐĕōƷŕşƐşĲşLşƖƆĕȂ
¨şǔŕĎşƖƐŔşſĕëćşƖƐ!ƖſĶşƖƆDĶōŔƆǼưĶƆĶƐĈƖſĶşƖƆǔōŔƆȁ
FIRST RECORD YOU EVER BOUGHT?

com; Squad Goals (Series 2) is available to download

Careless WhisperćƷEĕşſīĕlĶĈĲëĕōȂ

ŕşƱşŕƐĲĕ

!ĶōëƷĕſȁ
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STOP THE
WORLD, I WANT
TO GET OFF
We are in the grip of a global pandemic. Stress, anxiety
and depression levels have soared. But fear not. We may
not be able to soothe away your every woe, but we do
know some of the best places to turn down the dial on
Covid-anxiety. And breathe... Words by Paul Hunwick
NoMad London

ĈĕōĕćſëƐĕĎŔĕſĶĈëŕŔƖſëōĶƆƐ'ĕëŕ ëſīĕſëŕĎ

ÉĲëƐƱşƖōĎſĕëōōƷƐëŊĕƷşƖſŔĶŕĎşǔƐĲĶŕīƆȃ

żĲşƐşīſëżĲƷćƷlëſƐĶŕëſſȂ

LşƱëćşƖƐëĲşƐĕōşżĕŕĶŕīşĪĲĶƆƐşſĶĈżſşżşſ-

0ƶĕĈƖƐĶưĕ !ĲĕĪ Pëŕ !şşīëŕ ĶƆ ĈſĕëƐĶŕī ë

ƐĶşŕƆȃ 'ş ƷşƖ ſĕŔĕŔćĕſ şƱ ƐſĕĕƐ lëīĶƆ-

ƆŔëōōȒżōëƐĕƆ ŔĕŕƖ ĶŕƆżĶſĕĎ ćƷ ĲĶƆ lĕƶĶĈëŕ

trates’ Court and Police Station in Covent

ĲĕſĶƐëīĕȂ¨ĲĕſĕƱĶōōćĕëćëſĈëōōĕĎĶĎĕLƖƆƐōĕǽ

EëſĎĕŕȃ 'ſ !ſĶżżĕŕǽ ƐĲĕ bſëƷ ¨ƱĶŕƆ ëŕĎ

which aims to take the soul of the British

`ĕǔſĕƷſĈĲĕſëſĕŇƖƆƐƆşŔĕşĪƐĲĕŕëŔĕƆƱĲş

żƖć ëŕĎ żſĕƆĕŕƐ ĶƐ Ķŕ ë ĈşŕƐĕŔżşſëſƷ ƱëƷȂ

ëżżĕëſĕĎƐĲĕſĕȂşōĎĶŕǟǝǝǣǽƐĲĕćƖĶōĎĶŕīĲëƆ

ƖƐ żĕſĲëżƆ ŔşƆƐ ƆƐſĶŊĶŕī şĪ ëōō ƱĶōō ćĕ ¨Ĳĕ

changed hands a few times since then and

ƐſĶƖŔ ȑ ëŕ ĕƶżëŕƆĶưĕ ëōōȒĎëƷ ĎĶŕĶŕī ƆżëĈĕ

ƆëƐ Īşſ ƆşŔĕ ƐĶŔĕ șĶŕ ƐĲĕ ĎëſŊȚȂ mşƱ ĶƐ ĲëƆ

ǕōōĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ ŕëƐƖſëō ōĶīĲƐ ëŕĎ żōëŕƐĶŕīǽ şǔĕſ-

ćĕĕŕ ſĕưëŔżĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ ŔĕſĶĈëŕ ĲşƆżĶƐëōĶƐƷ

Ķŕī ƐĲĕ ĎĕȒƆƐſĕƆƆĶŕī ưĶćĕƆ şĪ ëŕ 0ĎƱëſĎĶëŕ

ĈşŔżëŕƷ ƷĎĕōō EſşƖżǽ ĪşƖŕĎĕĎ ćƷ ĲşƐĕōĶĕſ

greenhouse. Let the aspidistra take the strain.

ŕĎſĕƱ Øşćōĕſǽ ëŕĎ ƱĶōō şżĕŕ ĶƐƆ ĎşşſƆ Ķŕ

şşŔƆĪſşŔȤǠǥǜżĕſŕĶīĲƐȁ

'ĕĈĕŔćĕſ ëƆ ë ōƖƶƖſƷ ĲşƐĕō ĈëōōĕĎ mşlëĎ

ƐĲĕŕşŔëĎĲşƐĕōȁĈşŔ

șëŕ ĶŕƐĕſưĕŕƐĶşŕ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĕ ŇƖĎīŔĕŕƐƆǽ ĕƶżĕĈ-

London. The name comes from the North of

tations and constraints of daily life”. Blimey.

Birch

Put like that, you can see why we need it. Set

ōşşŊƆƆĕƐƐşćĕëŕĶŕưĶƐĶŕīëĎĎĶƐĶşŕƐşdşŕĎşŕȜƆ

ĈĲĕĪǽëćëŊĕſǽëƐſëĶŕĕſǽëĎĕƆĶīŕĕſǽëŕĕŕƐſĕ-

ƱĶƐĲĶŕǢǢëĈſĕƆşĪŕëƐƖſĕŕĕëſÉëōƐĲëŔ!ſşƆƆǽ

hospitality scene.

żſĕŕĕƖſ ëŕĎ ë īëſĎĕŕĕſ ƱëōŊĕĎ ĶŕƐş ë ćëſǾ

ĶſĈĲşǔĕſƆǞǡǝćĕĎſşşŔƆǽëĪëſŔǽƐƱşſĕƆƐëƖ-

¨Ĳĕ ĲşƐĕō ĲëƆ ćĕĕŕ ĎĕƆĶīŕĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ

ëŕĎ ĈſĕëƐĕĎ ĶſĈĲ ȑ ëŕ ĕƆĈëżĕ ĪſşŔ Ɩſćëŕ

ſëŕƐƆǽëŕĶŕƐĕſëĈƐĶưĕćëŊĕſƷǽƐĲſĕĕćëſƆǽǕƐŕĕƆƆ

mĕƱ ÏşſŊȒćëƆĕĎ ĎĕƆĶīŕ ƆƐƖĎĶş şŔëŕ ëŕĎ

living. From the former managing director of

studios, a lido, a pottery workshop and screen-

ÉĶōōĶëŔƆȂ ƷĎĕōō ȑ ćĕƆƐȒŊŕşƱŕ Ɛş dşŕĎşŕĕſƆ

ƐĲĕĈĕLşƐĕōdşŕĎşŕǽ ĶſĈĲĎĕƆĈſĶćĕƆĶƐƆĕōĪëƆ

ĶŕīǽŔƖƆĶĈëŕĎëſƐſşşŔƆȂPƐŔĶīĲƐōşşŊōĶŊĕë

ëƆĈşȒĪşƖŕĎĕſƆşĪ¨ĲĕmĕĎȑĈşōōëćşſëƐĕĎƱĶƐĲ
them as developers of Ace New York. Roman
ëŕĎ ÉĶōōĶëŔƆ ëſĕ ĪëŔĕĎ Īşſ ƐĲĕĶſ ſĲƷƐĲŔĶĈǽ
ćşĲĕŔĶëŕƆƐƷōĕǽƱĶƐĲëŕĕŔżĲëƆĶƆşŕĈſëĪƐëŕĎ

Adam Firman

Madison district in New York and the place

ĲşƐĕōǽ ćƖƐ ĶƐ ĪĕĕōƆ Ŕşſĕ ōĶŊĕ ë ĪĕƆƐĶưëōȂ lşſĕ
precisely, a festival without crowds or mess.
şşŔƆĪſşŔȤǝǝǜżĕſŕĶīĲƐȁ
ćĶſĈĲĈşŔŔƖŕĶƐƷȁĈşŔ

ƆƖćƆƐëŕĈĕȂ ¨ĲĕƷ ƆëƷ şĪ ƐĲĶƆ żſşŇĕĈƐǼ șÉĕ ƱëŕƐ
ĶƐ Ɛş ćĕ ë ĈşŕưĕſƆëƐĶşŕ ćĕƐƱĕĕŕ dşŕĎşŕ ëŕĎ

Cliveden House and Spa

New York.” The hotel will retain some of the

Cliveden House in Buckinghamshire has

ĈĲëſëĈƐĕſşĪƐĲĕƆĶƐĕćƖƐƱĶƐĲĕưĕſƷĈşŕĈĕĶưëćōĕ

ćĕĕŕ ĲşŔĕ Ɛş ë ſĶŕĈĕ şĪ ÉëōĕƆǽ ƐƱş 'ƖŊĕƆǽ

modern convenience.

an Earl and the Viscounts Astor. Take your

mşlëĎ dşŕĎşŕ ƱĶōō ćĕ ĈĕōĕćſëƐĶŕī ƐĲĕ

ŔĶŕĎşǔ!şưĶĎćƷƐëŊĶŕīëĎĶżĶŕƐĲĕĶŕĪëŔşƖƆ

ĶŕǖƖĕŕĈĕ şĪ żşƆƐȒƱëſ ŔĕſĶĈëŕ ëſƐ ëŕĎ ƐĲĕ

ſşĪƖŔş żşşōȇ ŊĶĈŊ ćëĈŊ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ſşşŔ lĕīĲëŕ

0Ɩſşżĕëŕ ëưëŕƐȒīëſĎĕȂ PƐƆ ëſƐ żſşīſëŔŔĕ

lëſŊōĕƆƐëƷĕĎĶŕćĕĪşſĕĲĕſƱĕĎĎĶŕīƐşſĶŕĈĕ

ƱëƆ ĎĕưĕōşżĕĎ Ķŕ ĈşōōëćşſëƐĶşŕ ƱĶƐĲ ĈƖſëƐĶşŕ

LëſſƷȇ şſ ƆƐſşōō ƐĲĕ ǠǤǣ ëĈſĕƆ şĪ mëƐĶşŕëō

żëſƐŕĕſćĕȒżşōĕƆȂdşşŊşƖƐǽƐşşǽĪşſƱşſŊƆćƷƐĲĕ

¨ſƖƆƐ īëſĎĕŕƆ ëŕĎ ƱşşĎōëŕĎƆȂ PĪ ëĪƐĕſŕşşŕ
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THE ‘WILD
WELLNESS’
EXPERIENCE
IS DESIGNED
TO REAWAKEN
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN SELF
AND MOTHER
EARTH

Up before the beak NoMad
London, in former Bow Street
Magistrates’ Court. Opposite:
Birch. This page, clockwise from
right: the cinema at Beaverbrook;
Lime Wood; Cliveden House

tea overlooking the grounds doesn’t lift your

Beaverbrook

spirits, your only hope is mood-enhancing

¨ĲĶƆ ĕōĕīëŕƐ ĕƆƐëƐĕ şưĕſōşşŊĶŕī ƐĲĕ ćĕëƖƐĶ-

drugs. There’s also an award-winning spa

ĪƖō ƖſſĕƷ LĶōōƆ ĶƆ ë żōëĈĕ Ķŕ ƱĲĶĈĲ Ɛş ćşƐĲ

ƐĲëƐ ƖƆĕƆ ưĕīëŕ żſşĎƖĈƐƆ ĶŕƆżĶſĕĎ ćƷ ĪşſŔĕſ

indulge yourself and relax. The house has

ladies of the house, including Nancy Astor.

quintessentially English decor and origi-

şşŔƆĪſşŔȤǠǟǡżĕſŕĶīĲƐȁ

nal features, and it’s packed with historical

ĈōĶưĕĎĕŕĲşƖƆĕȁĈşȁƖŊ

ŔĕŔşſëćĶōĶëȂ ĕƐƐōĕ ĎşƱŕ ëŕĎ ĕŕŇşƷ ë ĈōëƆƆĶĈ

Amy Murrell

ǕōŔ Ķŕ ſĶƐëĶŕȜƆ ǕſƆƐ ĲşŔĕ ĈĶŕĕŔëǽ ƐĲĕ żōëĈĕ

Lime Wood Hotel

ƱĲĕſĕdşſĎ ĕëưĕſćſşşŊëŕĎÉĶŕƆƐşŕ!ĲƖſĈĲ-

ÉĲĕƐĲĕſ ƷşƖȜſĕ ōşşŊĶŕī Ɛş ĎşƱŕƱëſĎ Ďşīǽ

ill shared many happy hours together. The

ĎſĶŕŊǕŕĕPƐëōĶëŕƱĶŕĕşſŕşƖſĶƆĲƷşƖſƆĕōĪƱĶƐĲ

!şëĈĲLşƖƆĕLĕëōƐĲ!ōƖćɊżëşǔĕſƆëșÉĶōĎ

Hartnett Holder & Co’s homemade pasta, this

ÉĕōōŕĕƆƆȚ ĕƶżĕſĶĕŕĈĕ ĎĕƆĶīŕĕĎ Ɛş ſĕëƱëŊĕŕ

country house hotel in the heart of the New

ƐĲĕ ĈşŕŕĕĈƐĶşŕƆ ćĕƐƱĕĕŕ ƆĕōĪ ëŕĎ ŔşƐĲĕſ

Forest has something that will recharge your

ĕëſƐĲȂćĶşĕŕĕſīĕƐĶĈƱşşĎōëŕĎƱëōŊĈşŔćĶŕĕƆ

ƆşƖōȂ¨ĲĕĲşƐĕōȜƆƆżëǽLĕſćLşƖƆĕǽōëĶĎşƖƐşưĕſ

meditative mental stillness with gentle

ƐĲſĕĕ ǖşşſƆǽ ĲëƆ ë ſşşĪƐşż īëſĎĕŕ ëŕĎ ĶƆ ƐĲĕ

movement and promises to heal and enhance

żĕſĪĕĈƐżōëĈĕƐşǕŕĎƷşƖſĶŕŕĕſĈëōŔȂ!ëŕȜƐīĕƐ

ƷşƖſ ĕŔşƐĶşŕëō ëŕĎ żĲƷƆĶĈëō ƱĕōōćĕĶŕīȂ

ëſşşŔĶŕƐĲĕŔëĶŕĲşƖƆĕȃ¨ſƷƐĲĕdëŊĕ!ëćĶŕǽ

Wild Wellness packages, which include a picnic

which has a terrace overlooking the water and an

ëŕĎƖƆĕşĪƐĲĕƆżëĪëĈĶōĶƐĶĕƆǼƆƐëſƐĪſşŔȤǝǡǜȁ

şƖƐƆĶĎĕćëƐĲƐƖćȑĶĎĕëōĪşſëſşŔëŕƐĶĈīĕƐëƱëƷȂ

ćĕëưĕſćſşşŊȁĈşȁƖŊ

şşŔƆĪſşŔȤǡǢǡżĕſŕĶīĲƐȁ
ōĶŔĕƱşşĎĲşƐĕōȁĈşȁƖŊ

ZOOM-OUT continued overleaf
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AND BREATHE...

Great escapes Autumn
colours in St James’s
Park. Below: gong bath at
Fitzrovia’s The Mandrake

Mandrake
DşſīĕƐ ëćşƖƐ ſĶŕīĶŕī ĎşƱŕ Ɛş DſşŕƐ 'ĕƆŊ Īşſ
ƐĲĕëƐſĕ ƐĶĈŊĕƐƆ ȎƐĲëƐȜƆ Ɔş ǟǝǞǦȏǽ ƐĲĕ lëŕĎſëŊĕ
Hotel in Fitzrovia has an in-house Spiritual
!şŕĈĶĕſīĕȂ ¨ĲĕĶſ șşƖō ĕƆĕƐ ëĈŊëīĕȚ şǔĕſƆ
a two-night stay and access to any wellness

Rovenko Photo / Shutterstock.com

FEATURES

sessions taking place during your visit. This
ĈşƖōĎ ćĕ ëŕƷƐĲĶŕī ĪſşŔ ŔĕĎĶƐëƐĶşŕ Ɛş ĈſƷƆƐëō
ćşƱō ƆşƖŕĎ ĲĕëōĶŕī şſ ë īşŕī ćëƐĲȂ Dşſ ƐĲşƆĕ
who prefer their spirit 90 proof and poured over
ĶĈĕǽ ĈĲĕĈŊ şƖƐ ƐĲĕ ćëſǽ ÉëĕƆŊëǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƆĕſưĕƆ
an evolving menu of sensational cocktails.
şƖōĕƆĕƐëĈŊëīĕƆƆƐëſƐĪſşŔȤǟǜǜȁ
ƐĲĕŔëŕĎſëŊĕȁĈşŔ

The London Parks
The London parks are the jewel in the crown of
our capital. Old or young, rich or poor, they’re

COVET CORNER: FACE MASKS

ƐĲĕſĕ Īşſ ĕưĕſƷşŕĕ Ɛş ĕŕŇşƷȂ ¨Ĳĕ ōëƐĕƆƐ Ʊĕōōćĕing treatments are a welcome distraction and

They are nobody’s favourite accessory, but face masks are here
for the foreseeable future. So let’s own the look

şƖſŔşćĶōĕĎĕưĶĈĕƆĲëưĕƐĕĈĲŕşōşīƷƐĲëƐƱşƖōĎ
leave our grandparents gasping in amazement,
ćƖƐƐĲĕſĕȜƆƆşŔĕƐĲĶŕīëćşƖƐƐĲĕżōĕëƆƖſĕşŕĕ
can get from walking in the park or watchĈĲëŕīĕĎĶŕǞǝǝƷĕëſƆşſŔşſĕȑƐĲëƐĈşŕŕĕĈƐƆ
ƖƆƐşşƖſżëƆƐȂPĪƷşƖĲëưĕŕȜƐưĶƆĶƐĕĎëżëſŊĶŕ
ë ƱĲĶōĕǽ ŔëŊĕ ƐĲĕ ĕǔşſƐȂ PƐȜƆ şŕĕ şĪ ƐĲĕ ŔşƆƐ
socially distanced things you can do and its

Gregorio Soave

power to nourish your soul might surprise you.
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Charles Tyrwhitt
Perfect for meetings, this
mask from trusted shirtmaker Charles Tyrwhitt
comes in three smart
colourways. Made from
a silk polka-dot fabric,
it doubles as an elegant
pocket square. £14.95

Candice Cuoco
Falling somewhere
between high fashion
and a night at an SM
bar in Berlin comes this
extraordinary leather
mask from Candice
Cuoco. Fifty Shades of
face mask. £90

Liberty London
When the apocalypse
comes, we advise taking
refuge in the hallowed
halls of Liberty London.
No harm can come to you
there. Until then, grab
a pack of Liberty-print
masks. £40 (pack of five)

Hugo Boss
As you might expect
from the German
luxury fashion house
Hugo Boss, this sleek,
minimalist design says a
lot about you by saying
very little. It is quietly
very sexy. £21

Cynthia Rowley
Cynthia Rowley was
deemed the pioneer of
“surf-leisure” by Vogue.
Famous for her swim
and fitness lines, she
proves with this uplifting
botanical print that masks
can also be pretty. £24

Adidas
They may have lost the
right to trademark three
parallel lines in “any
direction” – on the basis
that it’s not unique to
them – but “three stripes”
still says Adidas to us.
£14.95 (pack of three)

Please note that these face masks are fashion items and unsuitable for use in healthcare environments,
nursing homes or any other situation requiring protection from airborne contaminants.

Ķŕī ĎƖĈŊƆ ȑ ƆĶŔżōĕ ŇşƷşƖƆ ëĈƐƆ ƐĲëƐ ĲëưĕŕȜƐ

OPINION

PSYCHOLOGY & TV
Joshua Resnick / Shutterstock.com

Why understanding what goes on in our heads matters
by Leah Kurta of i2 media research
Unlimited choice, personalised recommendations
and binge-watching are
hallmarks of contemporary TV viewing. We
watch what we want,
when we want, and we expect recommendations to match our tastes and preferences. But what is happening psychologically when we scan unlimited content or
end up in an all-night binge session?
At i2 media research we advise the
TV industry on the psychology of viewer
experience. For every design choice there
is a corresponding human reaction, and
getting it right is increasingly important as
we move away from traditional TV-viewing
to a world of dynamic content, available
across all our devices.

Binge-watching
The autoplay function
offers convenience but
can also create conflict

The content choice explosion is
generally perceived positively. People are
innately curious, hard-wired to seek out
novelty. But too much choice can cause
stress, something psychologists call the
“choice paradox”. In fact, when faced with
too much choice, we may not be able to
choose at all, or we may feel disappointed
and regretful with our decision.
Personalisation is one way of narrowing our choices, and while being served

WHAT IS HAPPENING
PSYCHOLOGICALLY
WHEN WE END UP
IN AN ALL-NIGHT
BINGE SESSION?

seek out dopamine-releasing activities. Yet
bingeing can also lead to regret, due to
goal conflict. Our secondary drivers, like
working, exercising or spending time with
others, may get over-ridden in the moment
by the dopamine release we get from
starting that next episode. The autoplay

content to match our tastes is appealing,

we choose more easily and experience

feature offers convenience yet simulta-

it also leads to echo-chambers, where

less regret, but it’s important to evaluate

neously facilitates this conflict, leading

recommendations are derived from

the ethical and psychological implications

people to anticipate post-bingeing regret.

our historic or demographic data. As a

for the different methods of achieving

30-something woman who’s been served

this if we want to offer viewers a truly

a lasting impact, which is why it’s vital

one too many rom-coms, I’d offer that

excellent experience.

to put people at the heart of the design

this approach reinforces stereotypes and

Reaching excellence also relies on

Viewer experience can have

process. At i2 media we teach user experi-

doesn’t give enough agency to audiences

studying new forms of viewer behaviour,

ence and psychology to technologists and

wanting a diverse viewing experience.

such as the rise in binge-watching. Binge-

media professionals, helping them weigh

Less problematic are design features that

ing often happens unintentionally since it

up the costs and benefits of their design

categorise content by popularity, such

releases dopamine in the brain, which is

decisions. We champion human-centred

as Netflix’s run-down of the top shows

addictive. Dopamine is the same neuro-

design, to create technology embedded in

watched by UK audiences. Research

transmitter released when we eat, learn,

human values, for a better world.

shows that when choices can be filtered,

or have sex, so we are primarily driven to

i2mediaresearch.com
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WILL MEGHAN’S LEGAL
GAMBLE PAY OFF?
In breaking with Royal tradition and pursuing their grievances with the UK tabloids in the
courts, the Duke and Duchess of Sussex are adopting a high-risk strategy

A

court has decided that the

ANL has defended the claim, arguing in

alternatively, that its reproduction of the

żſĶưëĈƷ ĈōëĶŔ ćſşƖīĲƐ ćƷ

respect of the privacy claim that the Duchess

letter was fair dealing for the purposes of

Meghan, Duchess of Sussex,

knew that her father had spoken to the media

reporting current events.

ëīëĶŕƆƐ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ şĪ ƐĲĕ

żſĕưĶşƖƆōƷ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕĶſ ſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶż ëŕĎ ƱëƆ

Mail on Sunday and MailOnline, can now

continuing to do so, and that she therefore

PRELIMINARY SKIRMISHES

include a defence related to the recently

wrote the letter with a view to its contents

Ɛ ë ĲĕëſĶŕī şŕ ǟǞ ĕżƐĕŔćĕſ ǟǝǟǝǽ md

żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎćşşŊFinding Freedom, which deals

ćĕĶŕīŔëĎĕżƖćōĶĈȂ

ëżżōĶĕĎƐşëŔĕŕĎĶƐƆĈëƆĕƐşſĕōƷşŕƐĲĕżƖćōĶ-

mdëōƆşſĕōĶĕƆşŕƐĲĕĈşŕƐĕŕƐƆşĪëĎĶǔĕſ-

cation of Finding FreedomǽƐĲĕćşşŊëćşƖƐƐĲĕ

ĕŕƐ żƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ ſĕōëƐĶŕī Ɛş lſ lëſŊōĕ ƐĲëƐ

şƷëō ĈşƖżōĕǽ ƱſĶƐƐĕŕ ćƷ ŇşƖſŕëōĶƆƐƆ wŔĶĎ

¨Ĳĕ ĈōëĶŔ ćƷ ƐĲĕ 'ƖĈĲĕƆƆǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱĶōō ćĕ

ëżżĕëſĕĎ ȑ ë ĪĕƱ ĎëƷƆ ćĕĪşſĕ ĶƐ żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ

ĈşćĶĕ ëŕĎ !ëſşōƷŕ 'ƖſëŕĎǽ ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱëƆ

ĲĕëſĎĶŕdşŕĎşŕşưĕſǞǝĎëƷƆĶŕ`ëŕƖëſƷǟǝǟǞǽ

ƐĲĕ ëſƐĶĈōĕƆ ĈşŔżōëĶŕĕĎ şĪ ȑ Ķŕ ŔëƆƆȒŔëſ-

żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎĶŕƖīƖƆƐƐĲĶƆƷĕëſȂ

ĶƆćĕĶŕīćſşƖīĲƐëīëĶŕƆƐƆƆşĈĶëƐĕĎmĕƱƆżë-

ket US magazine People. ANL says this was a

PƐƆ ĈëƆĕ ƱëƆ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ćşşŊ ĈëŔĕ ëćşƖƐ

żĕſƆdĶŔĶƐĕĎȎșmdȚȏǽşưĕſƐĲĕżƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕşŕ

şŕĕȒƆĶĎĕĎëĈĈşƖŕƐşĪƐĲĕſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶżćĕƐƱĕĕŕ

Ķŕ żëſƐ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ƐĲĕ 'ƖĈĲĕƆƆ ĲëĎ ćĕĈşŔĕ

ǞǝDĕćſƖëſƷǟǝǞǦćƷĶƐƆƐĶƐōĕƆşĪĕƶƐſëĈƐƆĪſşŔ

the Duchess her father, and of the contents of

ĪſƖƆƐſëƐĕĎćƷƐĲĕƱşſŊşĪƐĲĕëōëĈĕĈşŔŔƖ-

a letter which the Duchess wrote in August

ƐĲĕ ōĕƐƐĕſǽ ƱſĶƐƐĕŕ şŕ ƐĲĕ ćëƆĶƆ şĪ ĶŕƐĕſưĶĕƱƆ

nications team and resulting coverage, and

ǟǝǞǥƐşĲĕſĕƆƐſëŕīĕĎĪëƐĲĕſǽ¨ĲşŔëƆlëſŊōĕǽ

ƱĶƐĲǕưĕëŕşŕƷŔşƖƆĪſĶĕŕĎƆşĪƐĲĕ'ƖĈĲĕƆƆȂ

wanted to take a more active approach to

with the departure of Meghan and Harry,
Duke of Sussex, from the Royal family.

ëćşƖƐƐĲĕĶſſĕōëƐĶşŕƆĲĶżȂ

ANL argues that, following the

ŔĕĎĶëſĕōëƐĶşŕƆǽōĕëĎĶŕīĲĕſëŕĎĲĕſĲƖƆćëŕĎ

wŕ Ǟǝ DĕćſƖëſƷ ǟǝǞǦǽ md

People ëſƐĶĈōĕǽ ĶƐ ƱëƆ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶĈ

to co-operate with the authors to put out their

żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ ëſƐĶĈōĕƆ ëćşƖƐ ƐĲĕ

ĶŕƐĕſĕƆƐ Ɛş żƖćōĶƆĲ ƐĲĕ ƐſƖĕ ëŕĎ ĪƖōō

version of events, including disclosing to

letter, including under the

story concerning the letter and the

them the contents of the letter to Mr Markle.

ĲĕëĎōĶŕĕƆ

response to it, including Thomas

șĕưĕëōĕĎǼ

¨Ĳĕ

letter showing true tragedy of

Markle’s account of events.

ANL also relied on an interview which
ĈşćĶĕīëưĕşŕGood Morning America, in which

PŕſĕōëƐĶşŕƐşƐĲĕĎëƐëżſşƐĕĈƐĶşŕ

he said of the PeopleĶŕƐĕſưĶĕƱƐĲëƐǼșmşƐſƖĕ

ƆëƷƆĲëƆțćſşŊĕŕĲĕſĲĕëſƐĶŕƐş

ĈōëĶŔǽ md ſĕōĶĕƆ şŕ ƐĲĕ șŇşƖſŕëō-

ĪſĶĕŕĎ şĪ lĕīĲëŕȜƆ ƱşƖōĎ ƆżĕëŊ şƖƐ żƖćōĶĈōƷ

ëŔĶōōĶşŕżĶĕĈĕƆȜȚëŕĎșlĕīĲëŕǼ

ism exemption” under the GDPR

ƱĶƐĲşƖƐĲĕſưĕſƷƆƖćƐōĕćōĕƆƆĶŕīȂȚ

Stop painful attacks on Harry;

ëŕĎ'ǟǝǞǥȂ

Meghan’s rift with a father she

ĕōĶëŕĈĕćƷƐĲĕŔĕĎĶëşſīëŕĶƆëƐĶşŕşŕƐĲĕ

As for the copyright claim, ANL

ćşşŊ ƱëƆ ǕĕſĈĕōƷ ſĕƆĶƆƐĕĎ ćƷ ƐĲĕ 'ƖĈĲĕƆƆǽ

ƆëƷƆƐĲëƐćĕĈëƖƆĕƐĲĕōĕƐƐĕſĶƆëſĕĈĶƐëƐĶşŕşĪ

with her lawyers arguing that any suggestion

¨Ĳĕ ōĕƐƐĕſ ƱëƆ ëōƆş ƆƖćŇĕĈƐĕĎ Ɛş ĲëŕĎƱſĶƐ-

pre-existing facts and an admonishment of

ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ ĈşƖżōĕ ĲëĎ șĈşōōëćşſëƐĕĎȚ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ

Ķŕī ëŕëōƷƆĶƆǽ ōĕëĎĶŕī Ɛş ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ şĪ

the Duchess’ father, it is not her own intellec-

ëƖƐĲşſƆ ƱëƆ ë șĈşŕƆżĶſëĈƷ ƐĲĕşſƷȚ ëŕĎ ƐĲëƐ

ëŕ ëſƐĶĈōĕ ĲĕëĎōĶŕĕĎ șĕĈſĕƐƆ şĪ lĕīĲëŕȜƆ

tual creation, nor is it original.

ëŕƷ ſĕĪĕſĕŕĈĕƆ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ōĕƐƐĕſ Ķŕ ƐĲĕ ćşşŊ Ʊĕſĕ

LĕſĎëĎǼPōĶŊĕĲĶŔȂȂȂPȜōōëōƱëƷƆ
love you”.

ƆĶŔżōƷ șĕƶƐſëĈƐƆ ĪſşŔ ƐĲĕ ōĕƐƐĕſȚ ōĶĪƐĕĎ ĪſşŔ

letter revealed: note to her father saying her

To the extent that the letter does attract

ĲĕëſƐ ĲëƆ ćĕĕŕ țćſşŊĕŕ ĶŕƐş ë ŔĶōōĶşŕ żĶĕĈĕƆȜ

the protection of copyright, ANL argues that

ſĕưĕëōƆƆĲĕĶƆëțŕëſĈĶƆƆĶƆƐĶĈƆĲşƱŔëŕƱĲşƆĕ

ĈşżƷſĶīĲƐ ƆĲşƖōĎ ŕşƐ ćĕ ĕŕĪşſĈĕĎ ćĕĈëƖƆĕ

ș¨Ĳĕ ĈōëĶŔëŕƐ ëŕĎ Ĳĕſ ĲƖƆćëŕĎ ĎĶĎ ŕşƐ

self-control is wavering’”.

of its interference with the right to freedom

ĈşōōëćşſëƐĕƱĶƐĲƐĲĕëƖƐĲşſƆşĪƐĲĕćşşŊǽŕşſ

of expression of ANL and of its readers, and

were they interviewed for it, nor did they

¨Ĳĕ'ƖĈĲĕƆƆĈōëĶŔƆƐĲëƐmdȜƆżƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ

provide photographs to the authors for the

of the letter was a misuse of her private inforŔëƐĶşŕǽƱĲĶĈĲƱëƆŔëĎĕƱşſƆĕćƷëĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕ
Ɛş ĎĕōĶćĕſëƐĕōƷ şŔĶƐ şſ ƆƖżżſĕƆƆ żëſƐƆ şĪ ĶƐǽ
ƐĲëƐ ĶƐ ƱëƆ ë ćſĕëĈĲ şĪ Ĳĕſ ĎëƐë żſşƐĕĈƐĶşŕ
rights, and an infringement of her copyright
in the letter.
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ëſƐĶĈōĕƆżƖćōĶƆĲĕĎćƷmdȂ

Finding Freedom
deals with the
couple’s departure
from the Royal family

ćşşŊǽȚƐĲĕƷƆëĶĎȂ
Pŕ Ĳĕſ ſƖōĶŕī şŕ mdȜƆ ëżżōĶĈëƐĶşŕǽ ƐĲĕ
ŇƖĎīĕ ëōōşƱĕĎ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ Ɛş ëŔĕŕĎ ĶƐƆ
defence to rely on Finding Freedom. She said
ƐĲĕ ëŔĕŕĎĕĎ ĎĕĪĕŕĈĕ ĎĶĎ ŕşƐ ſëĶƆĕ șŕĕƱ

Lev Radin / Shutterstock.com

OTHER ROYALS WHO
HAVE SUED…
THE QUEEN
The Queen has sued
The Sun twice for breach
of copyright. In 1988, the
newspaper reached an
out-of-court settlement
with the monarch after publishing
a stolen private family photo. The
second time was in 1993, when it
published the contents of the Queen’s
Christmas broadcast, two days before
transmission. The Sun paid £200,000
to charity in an out-of-court settlement.
In 2003, the Queen also stopped
the Daily Mirror from publishing further
revelations about journalist Ryan
Parry’s employment as a footman
at Buckingham Palace.

CAROLINE, PRINCESS OF
HANOVER
Princess Caroline, daughter of Grace
Kelly and Rainier III, Prince of Monaco,
won a landmark victory in the European
Court of Human Rights in 2004 which
confirmed that publishing photos of
her in a public place violated her right
to privacy. The court drew a distinction
between the activities of Caroline, the
princess, and Caroline, the woman.

Meghan, Duchess of Sussex
Denies collaborating with
or being interviewed by the
authors of Finding Freedom

ōëſƆȚşĪƐĲĕżƖćōĶƆĲĕſȜƆĈëƆĕȂ

Following this initial win for ANL, there
ƱëƆ ë ĪƖſƐĲĕſ ĲĕëſĶŕī Ķŕ `ƖōƷ ǟǝǟǝ ëƐ ƱĲĶĈĲ

The dispute over the amendment of ANL’s

the Duchess made a successful application of

ĈëƆĕ Ɛş ŔëŊĕ ſĕĪĕſĕŕĈĕ Ɛş ƐĲĕ ćşşŊ ƱëƆ ƐĲĕ

ĲĕſşƱŕǽĪşſƐĲĕĶĎĕŕƐĶƐĶĕƆşĪǕưĕĪſĶĕŕĎƆƱĲş

latest in a series of preliminary skirmishes

ĲëĎ īĶưĕŕ ĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕ ëćşƖƐ Ĳĕſ Ɛş People

ćĕƐƱĕĕŕƐĲĕ'ƖĈĲĕƆƆëŕĎƐĲĕżƖćōĶƆĲĕſşưĕſ

ŔëīëǀĶŕĕƐşćĕżſşƐĕĈƐĕĎȂ

the scope of the case.

As the judge noted, unusually in this

¨ĲĕǕſƆƐşĪƐĲĕƆĕƐşşŊżōëĈĕĶŕlëƷëŕĎƆëƱ

ĶŕƆƐëŕĈĕǽ ĶƐ ƱëƆ ƐĲĕ żƖćōĶƆĲĕſ ƐĲëƐ ƱĶƆĲĕĎ

ANL seek to have parts of the Duchess’ case,

Ɛş żƖćōĶĈĶƆĕ ƐĲĕ ĶĎĕŕƐĶƐĶĕƆ şĪ ƐĲĕ Ǖưĕ ĪſĶĕŕĎƆǽ

which were highly critical of the newspaper

maintaining that their identities were not

group, removed from the proceedings.

żſĶưëƐĕşſĈşŕǕĎĕŕƐĶëōĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕǽşſĎĕƆĕſư-

PŕżëſƐĶĈƖōëſǽƐĲĕżƖćōĶƆĲĕſƆşƖīĲƐƐşƆƐſĶŊĕ

ing of protection in fact or law, whereas

out allegations that it was guilty of dishonesty

the claimant wanted orders to prevent any

ëŕĎćëĎĪëĶƐĲǽƐĲëƐĶƐĲëĎĎĕōĶćĕſëƐĕōƷƆşƖīĲƐ

ƆƖĈĲżƖćōĶĈĶƐƷȂ

ƐşĎĶīşſƆƐĶſƖżĶƆƆƖĕƆćĕƐƱĕĕŕƐĲĕĈōëĶŔëŕƐ

The Duchess relied on evidence that the

and her father, and that it had an agenda of

ƆşƖſĈĕƆżſşưĶĎĕĎĶŕĪşſŔëƐĶşŕĪşſżƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ

żƖćōĶƆĲĶŕīĶŕƐſƖƆĶưĕşſşǔĕŕƆĶưĕƆƐşſĶĕƆëćşƖƐ

on an express undertaking that they would

the Duchess which were intended to portray

remain anonymous.

her in a false and damaging light.

PŕëŕëŕëōƷƆĶƆşĪëĪĕëƐƖſĕşĪƐĲĕĈëƆĕǽƱĲĶĈĲ

The Court granted ANL’s application,

looks certain to remain a live issue up to and

deciding that the investigation of those

during the trial, the judge referred to the

ĶƆƆƖĕƆ ƱşƖōĎ ŕşƐ Ĳëưĕ ë ćĕëſĶŕī şŕ ōĶëćĶōĶƐƷǽ

żëſƐĶĕƆȜ șƐĶƐȒĪşſȒƐëƐ ĈſĶƐĶĈĶƆŔƆ şĪ şŕĕ ëŕşƐĲĕſ

ĶȂĕȂǽ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕƷ ƱşƖōĎ ŕşƐ ŔëŊĕ ëŕƷ ĎĶǔĕſĕŕĈĕ

Īşſ żƖćōĶĈĶƆĶŕī ĎĕƐëĶōƆ şĪ ƐĲĶƆ ĈëƆĕ Ķŕ ëŕĎ

Ɛş ƱĲĕƐĲĕſ şſ ŕşƐ żƖćōĶĈëƐĶşŕ şĪ ƐĲĕ ōĕƐƐĕſ

through the media”.

was a misuse of private information, and that

PƐƱëƆǽĲĕƆëĶĎǽșƐşōĕſëćōƷĈōĕëſƐĲëƐŕĕĶƐĲĕſ

the case making such serious allegations was

ƆĶĎĕ ĲëƆǽ Ɔş Īëſǽ ćĕĕŕ ƱĶōōĶŕī Ɛş ĈşŕǕŕĕ ƐĲĕ

not adequately pleaded. The relevant parts

presentation of its case to the courtroom”.

of the Duchess’ case were struck out.

PRINCE CHARLES

ș şƐĲ ƆĶĎĕƆ Ĳëưĕ ĎĕŔşŕƆƐſëƐĕĎ ëŕ ĕëīĕſ-

Lorna Roberts / Frederic Legrand - COMEO / Shaun Jeffers / Shutterstock.com

ĎĕĪĕŕĈĕƆȚǽćƖƐƆĶŔżōƷëĎĎĕĎșĪƖſƐĲĕſżëſƐĶĈƖ-

Prince Charles obtained
an injunction in 1995
against former
housekeeper Wendy
Berry, who published her
book, The Housekeeper’s Diary: Charles
and Diana Before the Breakup, in
America. St James’s Palace later
obtained an injunction that entitled
Charles to all profits from her book.

PRINCESS DIANA
In 1993, Princess Diana sued MGN after
the Sunday Mirror published secretly
taken pictures of the royal in a gym,
which showed her clad in a leotard and
cycling shorts. The paper apologised,
and settlement was reached, with it
reportedly paying Diana’s legal costs,
plus a further amount to charity.

PRINCE WILLIAM AND KATE
MIDDLETON
In 2012, the Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge
launched proceedings
against French magazine
Closer to stop it re-printing
topless photos of the Duchess taken
while the couple were on holiday. A Paris
court awarded William and Kate more
than €100,000 in damages in 2017.
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REGULARS

SPOTLIGHT

ness to play out the merits of their dispute

A NEW APPROACH TO THE MEDIA

ĶŕżƖćōĶĈǽşƖƐƆĶĎĕƐĲĕĈşƖſƐſşşŔǽëŕĎżſĶŔëſ-

The claim against ANL is just one of several

ily in media reports.”

privacy actions the Royal couple have initi-

The judge granted the order, saying that he

ëƐĕĎ ƆĶŕĈĕ ĕżƐĕŔćĕſ ǟǝǞǦǽ Ķŕ ë Ĉōĕëſ ćſĕëĈĲ

ĎĶĎƆşșĪşſƐĲĕƐĶŔĕćĕĶŕīëƐōĕëƆƐȚćĕĈëƖƆĕƐĲĶƆ

şĪ ƐĲĕ żſĶŕĈĶżōĕ ƐĲëƐ ŔĕŔćĕſƆ şĪ ƐĲĕ şƷëō

ŕşƐşŕōƷƖżĲĕōĎƐĲĕëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐŔëĎĕćĕƐƱĕĕŕ

family do not pursue their grievances, against

PeopleŔëīëǀĶŕĕëŕĎƐĲĕǕưĕĪſĶĕŕĎƆǽćƖƐëōƆş

the media or anyone else, in Court.

ćĕĈëƖƆĕ ĶƐ ƆƖżżşſƐĕĎ ƐĲĕ żſşżĕſ ëĎŔĶŕĶƆƐſë-

At the same time as the Duchess launched

ƐĶşŕ şĪ ŇƖƆƐĶĈĕ ćƷ ƆĲĶĕōĎĶŕī ƐĲĕ ĪſĶĕŕĎƆ ĪſşŔ

her claim, the Duke joined the long-running

ƐĲĕșīōëſĕşĪżƖćōĶĈĶƐƷȚĶŕƐĲĕżſĕȒƐſĶëōƆƐëīĕȂ

phone-hacking litigation against the owners

THE TRIAL

and the Daily Mirror, in relation to alleged

'ĕƆżĶƐĕ ƐĲĕ ſĕōëƐĶưĕōƷ ōĶŔĶƐĕĎ ƆƖćŇĕĈƐ ŔëƐƐĕſ

żĲşŕĕȒĲëĈŊĶŕīȂ ſĶŕĈĕƆ ÉĶōōĶëŔ ëŕĎ LëſſƷ

of the claim, court documents have indicated

and the then Kate Middleton were all named

that the overall costs of the legal action, up to

ëƆżĲşŕĕȒĲëĈŊĶŕīưĶĈƐĶŔƆĶŕƐĲĕǟǝǞǞĈſĶŔĶŕëō

ëŕĎ ĶŕĈōƖĎĶŕī ƐĲĕ ƐſĶëōǽ ƱĶōō ćĕ ëſşƖŕĎ ȥǞȂǥŔ

ƐſĶëō şĪ ë ŕƖŔćĕſ şĪ mĕƱƆ EſşƖż ĕŔżōşƷĕĕƆ

ĪşſƐĲĕ'ƖĈĲĕƆƆëŕĎȥǞȂǟŔĪşſmdȂ

ĶŕĈōƖĎĶŕīĕćĕŊëĲ ſşşŊƆëŕĎŕĎƷ!şƖōƆşŕȂ

SCREEN
BREAK
Feeling in need of a little
light relief? We’ve got
it covered...

of The Sun, the defunct News of the World,

ƖŕĎĕſƆƐşşĎƐşżſĕĎëƐĕǟǝǞǝǽćƖƐĶƐĶƆŕşƐĈōĕëſ

ĈşŔćĶŕëƐĶşŕ şĪ ſşƷëōƐƷǽ LşōōƷƱşşĎ ĈĕōĕćſĶƐƷǽ

when his claims against the Mirror date from.

ëŕĎëćĶƐƐĕſĪëŔĶōƷĪĕƖĎǽĶƆōĶŊĕōƷƐşćĕşĪīſĕëƐ
interest to national and international media.
PƐ ĶƆ ōĶŊĕōƷ ƐĲëƐ ƐĲĕ 'ƖĈĲĕƆƆ şĪ ƖƆƆĕƶ

Jennifer Lopez was once sued for
uploading a picture of herself to
Instagram.

2

NASA lost a copyright case in 2004
after it was revealed they had failed
to get permission to include an Avril
Lavigne song on a compilation CD they
sent into space.

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex, as a couple,
ĲëưĕëōƆşćſşƖīĲƐëżſĶưëĈƷĈōëĶŔşŕćĕĲëōĪşĪ

3

Quentin Tarantino once hired
legendary LA attorney Marty Singer to
shut his next-door neighbour’s parrot up.

their son Archie against the Splash News and
Picture Agency over pictures taken earlier this

Royals have generally
sought to avoid the
unforgiving exposure
of the courtroom

year, which show the Duchess walking with

4

As a publicity
stunt for
the 2016 movie
Deadpool, actor
Ryan Reynolds
became the first
person to sign
an NDA against
themselves – and he still refuses to talk
about it to this day.

Ĳĕſ Ɔşŕ Ķŕ ë ćëćƷ ƆōĶŕīǽ ëŕĎ Ĳĕſ ƐƱş ĎşīƆǽ Ķŕ
LşſƐĲLĶōōĕīĶşŕëōëſŊşŕÈëŕĈşƖưĕſPƆōëŕĎȂ
All this legal activity indicates that the
Duke and Duchess have decided to adopt a
more aggressive stance towards perceived

herself will give evidence, and that the Court

ŔĕĎĶë ĶŕƐſƖƆĶşŕȂ ÉĲĶōĕ ƐĲĶƆ ĶƆ ŕşƐ ƖŕƖƆƖëō

ƱĶōōƆĈſƖƐĶŕĶƆĕĶŕĎĕƐëĶōƐĲĕćëĈŊīſşƖŕĎƐşƐĲĕ

ëŔşŕī ŔşĎĕſŕ ĈĕōĕćſĶƐĶĕƆǽ ƱĲş şĪƐĕŕ ƖƆĕ

ƱſĶƐĶŕīëŕĎƆĕŕĎĶŕīşĪƐĲĕōĕƐƐĕſǽëŕĎĶƐƆżƖćōĶ-

media litigation as one part of a wider reputa-

ĈëƐĶşŕćƷmdȂ

tion management strategy, it is in many ways

EĶưĕŕ mdȜƆ ĈşŕƐĕŕƐĶşŕ ƐĲëƐ ĶƐ żƖćōĶƆĲĕĎ

a risky departure from the traditionally more

ƐĲĕōĕƐƐĕſĶŕëŕĕǔşſƐƐşƆĕƐƐĲĕſĕĈşſĎƆƐſëĶīĲƐǽ

żĲōĕīŔëƐĶĈëƐƐĶƐƖĎĕƐşƖŕĪëưşƖſëćōĕĈşưĕſëīĕ

and its heavy reliance on Thomas Markle’s

ƐëŊĕŕćƷŔĕŔćĕſƆşĪƐĲĕLşƖƆĕşĪÉĶŕĎƆşſȂ

the

fractured

relationship

¨Ĳĕſĕ ëſĕ īşşĎ ſĕëƆşŕƆ ƱĲƷ ŔĕŔćĕſƆ şĪ

ćĕƐƱĕĕŕƐĲĕ'ƖĈĲĕƆƆëŕĎĲĕſĪëƐĲĕſƱĶōōćĕëƐ

a family that continues to play an

the forefront of the trial.
So too, following the Court’s most
ſĕĈĕŕƐ ĎĕĈĶƆĶşŕǽ ƱĶōō ćĕ ƐĲĕ žƖĕƆƐĶşŕ
of whether or not the Duchess tried
to use Finding Freedom to manage

sought to avoid the unforgiving
exposure of the courtroom.
¨Ĳĕ ƐſĶëō şĪ ƐĲĕ ĈōëĶŔ ćƷ

Ķŕī ĎĶƆƆëƐĶƆǕĕĎ ƱĶƐĲ ƐĲĕ Ŕşſĕ

ƱĲĶĈĲ ƱĶōō ŕşƱ ćĕ ƐĲĕ

conventional

ĕëſōĶĕƆƐşĪƐĲĕƆĕĈëƆĕƆƐşćĕ

to PR and communica-

ſĕƆşōưĕĎǽ ƱĶōō ćĕ ƐĲĕ ǕſƆƐ

ƐĶşŕƆƐëŊĕŕćƷƐĲĕşƷëō

chance to see whether or
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Beyoncé’s former drummer failed to
get a restraining order after claiming
the singer had put a spell on her kitten.

7

Tim Henman had to pay detergent
brand Ariel £35,000 for breach of
contract after appearing in public with
a food stain on his T-shirt while under an
endorsement deal with them.

ĈëōëŕĎżƖćōĶĈōĶĪĕĲëưĕīĕŕĕſëōōƷ

the Duchess against ANL,

household.

Robbie Williams once sought an
injunction against his own tribute act
because he would deliberately butcher
the chorus of Angels at every show.

important part in the UK’s politi-

Ĳĕſ żƖćōĶĈ ĶŔëīĕ ëĪƐĕſ ćĕĈşŔapproach

5

ŕşƐƐĲĕĶſīëŔćōĕżëƷƆşǔȂ

MattKeeble.com / Shutterstock.com

perspective,

Sam Aronov / Shutterstock.com

The Duke’s allegations against NGN are

ĎëƷƆ Ķŕ `ëŕƖëſƷ ǟǝǟǞǽ ëŕĎǽ ƱĶƐĲ ĶƐƆ żşƐĕŕƐ

1

8

When Kim Kardashian announced she
was divorcing her first husband after
72 days, someone filed an $18m lawsuit
compelling the couple to stay together.

9

A man was jailed in September 2020
for repeatedly calling the police to
complain that Ant McPartlin was on TV.

10

An Italian souvenir company was
sued for using unlicensed images
of Jude Law’s character from HBO show
The Young Pope in a “Sexy Monsignors of
the Vatican” calendar.

Back cover red carpet: Miramiska / Shutterstock.com

¨Ĳĕ ƐſĶëō ƱĶōō ƐëŊĕ żōëĈĕ şưĕſ ëćşƖƐ Ǟǝ

TRUE OR FALSE QUIZ

CROSSWORD CORNER

THE MEDIA MYSTIC

With thanks to Michael Hall at
crackingcrosswords.co.uk

Welcome to zoom-in’s exclusive on the stars, curated for our
industry by Carolyne Faulkner, “the go-to woman for actors,
artists, musicians and other creative types” – Vogue

Hello friends.

TRUE OR FALSE ANSWERS: 1 True, 2 False, 3 True, 4 False, 5 False, 6 True, 7 False, 8 True (it was the comedian/actor Rob Delaney) 9 True 10 False

UR

Across
2ćëŕĎşĪĪſĕžƖĕŕĈĶĕƆ
used for the transmission
of television (7)
5 & 19 DownǞǦǣǟǕōŔ
set in Jamaica which
launched a franchise still
ſƖŕŕĶŕīƐşƐĲĶƆĎëƷȎǟǽǟȏ
6 Judge or judges presiding
şưĕſëĈëƆĕȎǠǽǢȏ
7PŕƐĕſŕëƐĶşŕëōëīſĕĕŔĕŕƐ
protecting rights and
political freedoms (4)
8 Serial dealing with
domestic situations (4)
11 Statement heard in
court; a request (4)
12 Universally acclaimed
ǟǝǝǦĶƶëſǕōŔȎǟȏ
130ƖſşżĕëŕżşżćëŕĎ
ĪşſŔĕĎĶŕǞǦǥǟȎǞȒǟȏ
16lĕŔćĕſşĪĎëŕĈĕ
troupe which received over
ǟǡǽǢǝǝwĪĈşŔĈşŔżōëĶŕƐƆ
ƐĲĶƆƷĕëſȎǣǽǢȏ
18 Court order which
ĪşſćĶĎƆƆşŔĕƐĲĶŕīşſ
compels a party to do
something (10)
20 The UK trade
association representing
independent television,
ĪĕëƐƖſĕǕōŔǽëŕĶŔëƐĶşŕ
and new media (4)

21 A Queen’s Counsel (4)
Down
1ĕſĪşſŔĕſȑëŕëīſëŔ
şĪșſĕĈëƆƐƆȚȎǤȏ
3ǞǦǤǥſşŔëŕƐĶĈĈşŔĕĎƷ
which won the Academy
Award for Best Picture
ȎǢǽǡȏ
4 Surname of director
ƱĲşƆĕǕōŔƆĶŕĈōƖĎĕ
¨LÎǝǝǟǤ and American
EſëǓĶƐĶȎǢȏ
5ǟǝǞǠćĶşīſëżĲĶĈëōǕōŔ
ƆƐëſſĶŕīmëşŔĶÉëƐƐƆ
which received largely
ŕĕīëƐĶưĕſĕưĶĕƱƆȎǢȏ
9wōĶưĕſƐşŕĕǕōŔ
awarded four Oscars (7)
10 Group of people
deciding on the winner
of a competition (4)
14 British charity that
supports television and
ǕōŔȎǢȏ
15ƖſŕëŔĕşĪǕōŔ
star who appeared in
Public Enemies and The
Tourist (4)
17 US drama which has
featured the characters
Mike Ross and Rachel
ØëŕĕȎǢȏ
19ĕĕǢĈſşƆƆ

WIN CHAMPAGNE!
Like a challenge? Like champagne? If the answer
is yes, this is the competition for you. Complete
the crossword for your chance to win a bottle
of champagne up to the value of £50. Once you
have the answers, scan the
QR code below to enter (and
for full terms and conditions).
All entrants must be aged 18
years or above. Competition
closes at 4pm on Monday
30 November 2020.

ANUS

Each quarter we focus on the three main signs in the spotlight, which
ĎëƐĕƆëſĕćĕƆƐƐşżĶƐĈĲëŕĎŔëŊĕŔşưĕƆǽƱĲĕŕƐşƐëŊĕƷşƖſĪşşƐşǔƐĲĕ
ëĈĈĕōĕſëƐşſëŕĎǽşĪĈşƖſƆĕǽƱĲĕŕƐşĈşưĕſƷşƖſëſƆĕƆǿ
!ĲĕĈŊşƖƐƐĲĕĪşſĕĈëƆƐĪşſmşưĕŔćĕſǽ'ĕĈĕŔćĕſëŕĎëōĶƐƐōĕĶŕƐş`ëŕƖëſƷȂ
ĈĈşſĎĶŕīƐşëƆƐſşōşīƷǽƐĲĕƖŕżſĕĎĶĈƐëćōĕĈĲëşƆƱşŕȜƐƆōşƱĎşƱŕĪşſë
few more years yet, so read on for immediate tips to navigate you through
choppy seas, like the Captains you are.
Uranus rules the media industry and all forms of mass communication.
¨ĲĶƆëŕĈĶĕŕƐƆƷŔćşōōşşŊƆōĶŊĕşŕĕşĪƐĲĕşōĎ¨ÈëĕſĶëōƆƖƆĕĎƱëƷćĕĪşſĕ
satellites (if you’re too young to recall, look at the old opening credits
of Coronation Street).
®ſëŕƖƆĶƆĎĶƆſƖżƐĶưĕǽƱĲĶĈĲĈëŕīşƱſşŕīëŕĎĪëćƖōşƖƆōƷſĶīĲƐǿPƐȜƆ
ĈƖſſĕŕƐōƷĲëŕīĶŕīşƖƐƱĶƐĲƐĲĕżſëīŔëƐĶĈĕëſƐĲƆĶīŕ¨ëƖſƖƆëŕĎĶƆǕſĶŕī
ż Ȉ ž
ƖżȈĕŔżşƱĕſĶŕīƐĲĕĪşōōşƱĶŕīǕƶĕĎƆĶīŕƆǼ¨ëƖſƖƆȈĈşſżĶşȈžƖëſĶƖƆȂ
LşƱĕưĕſǽƐĲĶƆĶƆƆƖĕĶƆëƐſĶćƖƐĕƐşĈşſżĶşȈëīĶƐƐëſĶƖƆȈ!ëżſĶĈşſŕȂ
ſĶƖƆȈ!ëżſĶĈşſŕȂ

TIMES + SIGNS IN THE SPOTLIGHT
GHT
November Scorpio
Oct 24 – Nov 22
Delve deep and master your
ĶŕƐƖĶƐĶşŕǽćşşƆƐƷşƖſ
ƆĕſşƐşŕĶŕƷĕƐćĕƆƖſĕƐşƐſëĶŕ
your mind to sit still; try
meditation, Qi gong and yoga as tools to get
şƖƐşĪƷşƖſĲĕëĎȎŕşƐōĶƐĕſëōōƷǿȏëŕĎĶŕƐşƷşƖſ
ćşĎƷȂĕōëƶƐşĈşŕŇƖſĕƖżżëƐĲƱëƷƆƐşƆƖĈĈĕƆƆ
or risk the constant loop in your head driving
you crazy.
UNPLUG Take risks with love, forget the past
ëŕĎƐſëĶŕƷşƖſƆĕōĪƐşćĕĶŕƐĲĕŔşŔĕŕƐȂ
FORGIVE AND MOVE ON Give without
ĕƶżĕĈƐëƐĶşŕĪşſƐĲëƐĶƆƐſƖōƷșīĶưĶŕīȚȑëƆ
şżżşƆĕĎƐşëƐſëĎĕĎĕëōȑƐĲĕŕƐĲĕćōĕƆƆĶŕīƆ
ƱĶōōǖşƱȂdşưĕƱĶōōżſşưĶĎĕƷşƖƱĶƐĲĪſĕƆĲ
energy and the inspiration to soar once more.
PīŕĶƐĕƷşƖſżşƱĕſëŕĎƖƆĕĶƐëƆëĪşſĈĕ
ĪşſīşşĎǿ
ENERGY BOOSTS ǠſĎȈǞǝƐĲȈǞǠƐĲȈǟǞƆƐ

December Sagittarius
Nov 23 – Dec 21
Massive energetic shifts for
you after your ruler’s long
stay in party-pooping
!ëżſĶĈşſŕȂǟǝǟǝȜƆƆƐëſƆ

żſşćëćōƷƐƖſŕĕĎƷşƖĶŕƐşș0ĕƷşſĕȚȂ¨ĲĶƆƱëƆ
ŔëĶŕōƷƐşĕŕĈşƖſëīĕƷşƖƐşƐëŊĕşǔƐĲĕ
rose-tinted glasses and review and detoxify
your professional and personal life, which
żĕſĲëżƆƆëƱëĎĶżĶŕƷşƖſƖƆƖëōĈşŕǕĎĕŕĈĕȂ
VALIDATE YOURSELF DſşŔǞǤƐĲȈǞǦƐĲ
'ĕĈĕŔćĕſƷşƖȜſĕşŕƐſëĈŊƐşīĕƐƐĶŕīƷşƖſ
şżƐĶŔĶƆƐĶĈș¨ĶīīĕſȚşƖƐōşşŊćëĈŊȂ
OPTIMISM New ideas, fresh opportunities
and chance encounters will help lift your
spirits and spread some magic throughout
your own life and indeed the industry.

January Capricorn
Dec 22 – Jan 20
Pŕ'ĕĈǟǝǞǤǽƷşƖſſƖōĕſ
Saturn (AKA the Queen),
moved into Capricorn,
pushing you hard to master
ëōōëƆżĕĈƐƆşĪƷşƖſōĶĪĕȑƱĲĶĈĲĲëƆćĕĕŕ
ĈĲëōōĕŕīĶŕīȂPŕǟǝǞǦǽ`ƖżĶƐĕſëōƆşŔşưĕĎĶŕȂ
¨ĲĶƆćſşƖīĲƐƆşŔĕōĶīĲƐëŕĎşżżşſƐƖŕĶƐĶĕƆƐş
make power moves after triggering the
release of old wounds to help you progress on
a worldly and spiritual level.
PROGRESS IS INEVITABLE

Pŕ'ĕĈĕŔćĕſǟǝǟǝƷşƖȜſĕſĕōĕëƆĕĎëƆƱĕſĕëĎƷ
ëſĕćşşƐşĪƐĲĕƆƐëſƆƐĲëƐëōĶīŕĕĎĶŕǞǦǣǝȂ

DATES THAT COULD AFFECT EVERYONE (NOT JUST SCORPIONS,
SAGITTARIANS AND CAPRICORNS)
PROCEED WITH CAUTION 3rd-5th/10th-15th/30th Nov; 2nd/3rd/14th Dec
'şŕȜƐżƖƆĲĶĎĕëƆşſżĕşżōĕƐşşĲëſĎȂ!ĲĶōōȂĕưĶĕƱƱĲëƐƷşƖȜưĕīşƐǽīşćëĈŊƐĲſşƖīĲƷşƖſĶĎĕë
ćëŕŊƆëŕĎëſĈĲĶưĕƆȂĕƆşƖſĈĕĪƖōŕĕƆƆĶƆŊĕƷȂ
PITCH BIG 16th-19th Nov; 1st/4th/8th/9th Dec
ĶƐĈĲćĶīĶĎĕëƆëōşŕīƆĶĎĕƆƖżĕſȒƆĶŔżōĕſşëĎŔëżƆȈżōëŕƆȇōĶŕĕƖżżōëŕ ëŕĎ!ſĕĎĕōĶưĕſëćōĕƆȂ
OUTRAGEOUS IDEAS December 17th-21st; 7th-14th Jan – Feb 2021
Develop and pitch those outrageous ideas, inspire and dare to not only dream of a new world
ćƖƐëĈƐĶưĕōƷĈſĕëƐĕşŕĕëŔĶĎƐĲĕƖƐƐĕſĈĲëşƆëŕĎćſĕëŊĎşƱŕşĪƐĲĕşōĎƆƐſƖĈƐƖſĕƆȂ
COVER YOUR ARSE 11th Nov-2nd Dec
'şŕşƐǼĈƖƐĈşſŕĕſƆǽƆĶĎĕƆƐĕżſĕĎƐëżĕşſƐëŊĕëŕƷōĕīëōſĶƆŊƆȂPŕưĕƆƐĶŕƆƐĕōōëſëĎưĶĈĕǿ
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abbasmedialaw.com

